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ABSTRACT
A sociological-anthropological approach is taken in formulating andjustifying a theory of how scientists and lawyers communicate in the court-
room. Science and law are depicted as being different languages, neither of
which, like any other language, can be understood apart from the culture
that it comes from. The study regards the philosophy of science and the
philosophy of law as describing the languages spoken by "scientific natives"
and "legal natives," respectively. The cross examination of the scientific
expert witness is then analyzed as an interaction in which people from
different cultures (that is, scientists from the scientific culture, and
lawyers and judges from the legal culture) attempt to communicate with each
other.
Because these people are, in general, neither "bilingual" nor "bicul-
tural," the study finds that scientific expertise, whether evaluated favor-
ably or unfavorably, is necessarily misunderstood in the judicial process,
not just by the cross-examining lawyer, but also, more importantly, by thejudge and by the lawyer with whom the scientist is collaborating.
Actual cross examinations are analyzed and annotated. They are taken
from Equal Employment Opportunity Commission v. American Telephone and
Telegraph Company (F.C.C. Docket No. 19143), a case involving sex discrimin-
ation. The study draws observations from the cross examinations of an
economist, a social psychologist, and a physician.
Thesis supervisor: Dr. Leonard G. Buckle
Title: Associate Professor of Urban Studies and Planning
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
In this study, I formulate, put forward, and justify a theory of how
scientists and lawyers communicate with each other in the courtroom. I ap-
proach science and law as if they were distinct and dissimilar languages,
neither of which, like any other language, can be understood apart from the
culture that it comes from. I analyze actual examples of the cross examina-
tion of the scientific expert witness as being an interaction in which
people from different cultures (that is, scientists from the scientific
culture, and lawyers and judges from the legal culture) attempt to communi-
cate with each other.
Because these people are, in general, neither "bilingual" nor "bicul-
tural", I find that scientific expertise, whether evaluated favorably or
unfavorably, is necessarily misunderstood in the judicial process, not just
by the cross-examining lawyer, but also, more importantly, by the judge and
by the lawyer with whom the scientist is collaborating.
In this study, I employ sociological and anthropological thinking to
deliver a depiction of how scientists and lawyers talk to each other in the
courtroom. In the way that sociologists and anthropologists enter contem-
porary communities or preliterate societies, and ask,
"What is the function of this artifact?",
"What is the meaning to this social activity?",
"What role does this artifact play in this social activity?",
I similarly enter the world of the scientists, the lawyers, and the judge in
my case study, and ask,
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"What is the function of this artifact, that these
people call 'science'?",
"What is the meaning to this social activity, that
these people call 'judicial policy-making?",
"What role does this artifact, called 'science', play
in this social activity, called 'judicial policy-making'?".
Taking this approach, I find that the artifact, called "science", had dif-
ferent meanings for the scientific natives, on the one hand, and the legal
natives, on the other hand. In conversations, words with the same pronunci-
ation signified one meaning to the scientists, but another meaning to the
lawyers. It was as if the two groups were speaking different languages,
reflecting the different ways of reasoning and the different value systems
existing in their respective cultures.
In one sense, the task I carry out in this study is remarkably simple.
I approach the philosophy of science and the philosophy of law as being
ready-made descriptions of the languages that scientists and lawyers speak.
Framed in this way, a good portion of my work has already been done for me:
I may regard the voluminous literatures of the philosophy of science and
the philosophy of law as being thorough documentations of the two languages.
This is work that I may premise, rather than duplicate. What remains for
me to carry out, then, is not the grandiose task of answering the questions,
"What is science?" and "What is law?", for better-abled scholars have al-
ready provided thorough answers; instead, what remains is the humble (though
arduous) task of (1) placing the answers to the two questions side by side,
(2) performing the comparison, and (3) applying the results to explain sci-
entist-lawyer communication in the courtroom.
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As might be expected, the languages of science and law (like any other
two languages being compared) show some differences. What is interesting is
not that they are different, but that their ways of reasoning--in particular,
their respective manners of justification--happen to proceed in symmetrically
opposite ways. Please turn to Diagram 1, on the following page.
The primary concerns of science and law are in justifying different
things; in science, it is the premise; in law, it is the conclusion. Also,
the act of justification in science is conclusion-oriented (the premise may
be accepted as valid only if the conclusion is valid), while, in law, justi-
fication is premise-oriented (the conclusion may be accepted as valid only
if the premise is valid). Diagram 1 is a visual summary of this study's
analysis of the philosophy of science and the philosophy of law, as these
are expressed in the writings of Karl Popper, Thomas Kuhn, Alfred Schutz,
Ernest Nagel, John Dewey, and Roscoe Pound.
What happens, then, when a judge or a lawyer attempts to understand
scientific expertise? What happens when legal methods, not scientific
methods, are used to evaluate scientific theories? An instance from my case
study, in which the lawyers and the judge spoke with an economist, is il-
luminating. Please turn to Diagram 2, on the page following Diagram 1.
There was the curious result in which, in the eyes of the lawyers and
the judge, scientific justification appeared premise-oriented. They pro-
jected their own legal meaning onto the economist's major premise, minor
premise, and conclusion. This occurred in the same general way that people
subsconsciously and ethnocentrically project meanings from their own culture
onto the artifacts, similar in appearance, of a different culture. The re-
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sult was confusion and miscommunication. The legal natives understood and
evaluated the economist's research not for what it was (a work whose justi-
fication was known through its conclusions), but for what it was not (a work
whose justification was known through its premises).
The theme of this study is that scientists in the courtroom are people
who are estranged from their own culture and the colleaguial support it pro-
vides. Although they are aliens in the legal culture, they are nonetheless
subject to this other culture's rules. Therefore, because of (1) the op-
posing logics of science and law, and (2) the institutional forces of the
courtroom, which sanction the legal logic over the scientific logic, I find
that scientific expertise, whether evaluated favorably or unfavorably, is
necessarily misunderstood in the judicial process.
In chapter one, the task can be simply stated, that we need merely to
place the philosophy of science and the philosophy of law side by side and
then to compare the two. However, the vast literatures generated by the
two philosophies readily threaten to turn the task into a never-ending one.
We restrict our focus, then, to just those portions of the literatures that
are relevant to scientist-lawyer communication in the courtroom. Accepting
the fact that justification is "the name of the game" for the activities of
the courtroom, particularly the social activity called "the cross examina-
tion of the expert witness," we start off with just those portions of the
two philosophies which pertain to the respective meanings that scientists
and lawyers attach to the act of justification. In a figurative way, Popper,
Kuhn, Schutz, Nagel, Dewey, and Pound present "thick descriptions" or "ethno-
graphies" of the respective meanings to the social activity, called
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"justification", in the respective worlds of the scientific natives and the
legal natives.
In chapter two, we entertain the question about the extent to which
chapter one's description of the scientific language, in being taken from
the philosophy of (natural) science, applies to social science. After all,
Popper and Kuhn had observed natural scientists; therefore, the judgment
that the philosophy of science applies in whole or in part to social science
either entails a leap of faith or, preferably, is a point that can be demon-
strated. With regard to the purpose of this study, we need to demonstrate
only that the philosophy of science applies "in part", namely, the part per-
taining to justification. Does the scientific meaning to justification,
which in chapter one we borrowed from the philosophy of (natural) science,
also apply to social science?
This question is crucial because social science plays a dual role in
this study. Social science is both this study's object (the testimonies
which social scientists, as expert witnesses, offered in our case study)
and this study's method (the sociological-anthropological manner in which
we formulate and justify our theory of scientist-lawyer communication).
In a reflexive way that happens to improve the rigor of this study, how we
characterize social science as this study's object must apply to our prac-
tice of social science as this study's method, and at the same time, how we
characterize social science as this study's method must apply to our observa-
tion of social science as this study's object.
To answer the specific question regarding the nature of justification
in social science, we turn to the writings of Alfred Schutz. We make the
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case for the position that the manner of justification in social-science
inquiry is the same as in natural-science inquiry. We embrace Schutz's
analysis in which he applies the words of Ernest Nagel, a philosopher of
natural science who maintains stringent standards for scientificity. What
distinguishes social science from natural science, we will demonstrate with
considerable help from Schutz, is not the approach each one takes to the
justification of theories, but the approach each one takes to the formula-
tion of theories (which is a richer and more problematic challenge in social
science).
Having characterized the languages of science and law and the method of
social-science inquiry in the first two chapters, we are ready to inquire in-
to an actual cross examination of a scientific expert witness in chapter
three. The scientist is Dr. Orley Ashenfelter, an economist who testified
on behalf of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, in its litigation
against the American Telephone and Telegraph Company for practicing race and
sex discrimination. The AT&T lawyer, Mr. Levy, cross examined Dr. Ashenfelt-
er on (1) EEOC Exhibit 2A (consisting of "statistical evidence" that Dr.
Ashenfelter had helped prepare for the EEOC), and (2) his written testimony,
"Telephone Rates in the Absence of Discrimination" (an economic analysis pro-
viding predictions or hypotheses of the percentage by which AT&T's costs,
and hence telephone rates, would have fallen if AT&T had employed women to
the full extent that their productivity justified). Perhaps it is because
economics self-consciously emulates the scientific approach, or because
the mathematical form of economics lays bare what its theories do and do
not say, that Dr. Ashenfelter illustrates so clearly for us the conclusion-
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oriented mode of justification in science. It contrasts sharply against the
premise-oriented mode of justification in law, which Mr. Levy illustrates.
Chapter three looks at the following issues that arose in the Ashenfelter
cross examination: the different scientific and legal meanings to the as-
sumptions or premises in a scientific theory; the different scientific and
legal meanings to statistics; and the different scientific and legal mean-
ings to the testing of a scientific theory's prediction.
By the end of chapter three, we will have formulated and illustrated
our theory of scientist-lawyer communication in the courtroom. In chapter
four, we test the theory.
In the manner of a "natural experiment", the cross examination of a
different scientific witness introduces variations into the circumstances
surrounding the subject matter. It introduces (1) a different person in the
role of scientific witness, who applied (2) a different theory to (3) a
different set of facts, all of which came under the scrutiny of (4) dif-
ferent persons in the role of lawyer, whose attention was focused on (5) a
different portion of the scientific "territory" (that is, the initial condi-
tions, rather than the theory as in Dr. Ashenfelter's case). We justify
our theory of scientist-lawyer communication by testing its hypothesis that
there should be no differences in the premise-oriented behavior of the new
lawyers, the conclusion-oriented behavior of the new scientist, or the nis-
communication between the two in the courtroom. In observing no such
changes, we would be witnessing either a remarkable coincidence, or a cor-
roboration of our theory. The scientist in chapter four is Dr. Judith Long
Laws, a social psychologist who illustrated her discipline's theories with
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data from AT&T. Her testimony was entitled, "Causes and Effects of Sex
Discrimination in the Bell System."
The impetus behind chapter five is the realization that we have backed
ourselves into a corner. That is, if the theory is true, that scientists
and lawyers speak distinct and dissimilar languages, neither of which (like
any other language) can be understood apart from the culture of the group
that it comes from, then, by pure deduction, we may conclude or predict that,
in our case study, all communication between the scientists and the lawyers
(including the judge) should have been precluded. Again, by pure deduction,
we may also conclude or predict that the dissimilarity should have become
readily apparent to the two groups upon their interaction, in the same way
that a speaker of Chinese and a speaker of English discover immediately and
effortlessly the linguistic gap separating them. Unsurprisingly, observa-
tions from our case study summarily refute both predictions.
While the scientists and the lawyers did not enjoy crystal-clear
communication, they nonetheless exchanged words and, presumably, meanings
of some sort. There were questions, followed by answers. Somehow, scien-
tist and lawyer did make some sense of each other. Surely, the 8000 pages
of courtroom transcripts are an artifact of something. What is it?
This question motivates the theory's re-formulation or refinement,
which the refutation of its hypotheses necessitates. In moving the theory
beyond a literal assertion that science and law are languages, we will ex-
plain scientist-lawyer communication as proceeding in the manner, first put
forward by Cervantes and later re-formulated by Schutz, in which Don Quixote
communicated with Sancho Panza. The improved theory will emphasize one of
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our themes, which is that the same words, for different individuals, may
refer not only immediately to (1) different meanings and logics, but also
ultimately to (2) the respective cultures that the different individuals
come from.
Chapter five provides examples of how the scientists (Dr. Ashenfelter
and Dr. Laws) and the lawyers (Mr. Levy and Mr. Powers of AT&T, Mr. Copus
of the EEOC, and the Presiding Examiner [the judge]) engaged in the pheno-
menon of "talking past", and then posits two conditions that make the
sustained interaction--the Quixotic communication--possible. The re-formu-
lated theory is then summarized diagrammatically in the form of maps (like
those we have already seen in this introduction). Chapter five closes with
a discussion of how the two conditions are but a special case of Popper's
"metaphysics" or self-sealing realities, first mentioned in chapter one.
In chapter six, we observe that the scientific witness occupies a
can't-win/can-lose position, where "winning" simply means communicating
his viewpoint for what he intends it to mean. At the same time, the cross-
examining lawyer enjoys a can-win/can't-lose position, where "winning" for
him means stonewalling the scientist's testimony. If the cross-examining
lawyer so chooses, he may throw open to question not only the scientific
testimony's premises, but also the premises to these premises and then the
premises to these. At the other end of the scientific testimony, the cross-
examining lawyer may rattle off ad infinitum counter-example after counter-
example to the scientist's prediction or null hypothesis. The explanation
that (1) a lawyer may do this to a scientist, but (2) two lawyers may not do
this to each other, or (3) two scientists may not do this to each other, has
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to do with the cultural and institutional aspects of science and law, there-
by underscoring this study's theme that science and law are not systems of
"objective", detached logic, but man-made artifacts whose meanings are bound
to the culture--the scientific culture or the legal culture--that they come
from.
The scientist occupies a can't-win/can-lose position because, in the
courtroom, he is an alien, cut off from the colleaguial support and the in-
stitutional forces of his home turf that normally sanction his expertise
and give it meaning. The cross-examining lawyer enjoys a can-win/can't-
lose position because, being in the courtroom, he is operating on his home
turf, where his own legal perception of the scientific testimony is rein-
forced by the similar, parallel perceptions of his fellow natives of the
same legal culture. Moreover, they are all bound or required to reason in
the same way by the same legacy--the body of precedents and statutes--of
which they are the inheritors and in which they secure their identities.
The cross-examining lawyer cannot "lose" in that, without lifting a finger,
the cross cultural differences between science and law have already obfus-
cated the scientific meaning to the scientific testimony; the cross-examining
lawyer can "win" in that, if he so chooses, he may actively proceed to
obfuscate further the scientific testimony, especially where the initial
obfuscation, due to the science-law cross-cultural differences, does not
sufficiently serve his purpose.
In chapter seven, we provide a recapitulation of the study's method
and findings, and then a set of recommendations about how to improve sci-
entist-lawyer communication, both in the short-run (band-aids for remedying
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the ill effects) and in the long-run (interventions in the underlying
structure that is setting up the problem).
Chapter eight consists largely of a literature review, which we
purposely delay to the end-part of this study. The sociological-anthro-
pological detachment with which this study views "scientific natives" and
"legal natives" is, I believe, unique to the research on the relationship
between science and law, particularly the role of scientific expert testi-
mony. The singularity of this study and its contribution to the law-review
literature and the social-science literature can be more easily explained in
retrospect, that is, with familiarity of the study itself as the reference
point from which other studies may be viewed. From this reference point,
the law-review literature will appear like a collection of stories in which
legal natives write ethnocentrically about the scientific visitors they
receive, and the social-science literature will appear like stories in
which scientific natives write ethnocentrically about a foreign land (the
courtroom) and their adventures there. While some of these other studies
do make mention of differing logics in science and law, they do not ac-
knowledge the existence of the cultural and institutional forces existing
in science and law, or the role that these forces play in setting up the
clash we observe in the courtroom. For example, the literature often views
science as being "objective" in the sense of possessing an existence inde-
pendent of its human creators; it places science on a pedestal, far removed
from the status of an artifact manufactured by scientific natives, without
whose presence the "objectivity" of science actually disappears.
Chapter nine places the entire study in the context of my own motiva-
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ting research interests. As a case study, the role of scientific expertise
in the courtroom is but an instance of the general relationship between
knowledge and policy-making. The purpose in chapter 9 is not to generalize
to the larger case, but to suggest additional applications of our theory,
in which the further testing of hypotheses may lead to further refutations,
and then further improvements in the theory.
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Chapter 1 Science and Law
1.1 Science and Law as Languages
I present here an explanation of scientific reasoning (what the lawyers
were looking at), legal reasoning (how the lawyers, who were the policy-
makers, did their looking), and the differences between the two (which will
help us diagnose what happened to the input of scientific knowledge to the
process of judicial policy-making).
I take the stance that science and law are languages that scientists
and lawyers "speak". While the literatures of the philosophy of science
and the philosophy of law contain references to science and law as languages
in a metaphoric way, I mean it in a literal way (at least in the opening
part of this study).
No language, such as English or Chinese, exists apart from the culture
of which it is an artifact. It has no meanings other than the ones that
its speakers attach to it. Language is a human creation. Furthermore, the
meanings that a language conveys are understandable, whether to its own
speakers or to an observing linguist, only in the context of the culture
that it comes from. One may not learn to speak Chinese without also learn-
ing Chinese culture.
The same ideas apply to science and law. Neither is a mere collection
of logical rules and findings with an objective existence that is independ-
ent of the meanings that people--scientists or lawyers--attach to it. Other-
wise, the pages of scientific journals and law reviews would be filled with
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nonsensical ink marks. The meanings that render the ink marks into a lan-
guage in turn exist in cultural contexts--the contexts of the community of
scientists and the community of lawyers. Each community plays host to
internal cultural and institutional forces that shape the attitudes and
actions of its members. Logical and social standards for acceptable sci-
entific reasoning, as well as the enforcement of these standards, are rooted
in the respective cultures. One may not practice law or science correctly
without also being sensitive to, and bound by, these standards. In this
sense, science and law are more than mere systems of logic. The assertion
that science and law are languages is a summary way of embracing this recog-
nition.
It is essential to recognize the cultural contexts of science and law.
They dispel the myths that science is the objective, straightforward appli-
cation of scientific method and that law is mere syllogistic reasoning.
Philosophers have long recognized that if science were left solely to the
logic of scientific method, and law solely to the logic of the syllogism,
science and law as we know them today would not exist.
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1.2 The Fundamental Difference between Science and Law
The literatures of the philosophy of science and the philosophy of law
provide endless accounts of each language, alone, as well as comparisons of
the two. Fortunately, there is just one aspect out of the many in the lite-
rature that is fundamentally relevant to the lawyer-scientist interactions
in our case study. And it is one that the literature has overlooked.
The lawyer-scientist interaction during the cross-examination is a
social transaction over knowledge. The scientist offers his knowledge as an
expert witness. His immediate purpose is to clarify, defend, and convey
his knowledge. Because knowledge is a key concept, we need to define it
before identifying the fundamental difference between science and law.
Knowledge is made up of the mental constructs that a knower creates
and maintains in the world's image. "Constructs" is an apt term because it
captures the characteristic of knowledge as a replica or scale model, re-
siding in the knower's mind, of the external reality that the knowledge
is a construct of. It is a re-creation and depiction of reality, but
distinct from it, sharing the same relationship as a map to a territory,
a photograph to a scene, a representation to a presentation. In the situa-
tion where the knower is a scientist engaged in scientific research, the
mental constructs are called a "scientific theory". The theory is the
scientist's map of the territory he is exploring. Scientists improve their
maps with further exploration, which is the purpose to scientific research.
The question that frames our interest, as observers, in the cross
examinations is: how may the constructs that reside in the scientific mind
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come to reside in the legal mind, if at all?
Aside from being important to a theory of how scientists and lawyers
communicate, this question is also important for a more general reason.
Scientific knowledge is always being touted as the best, if not the only,
form of knowledge for use in policy-making. In this case study, we will
observe what actually happens to it. Also, policy-makers in our society
are, more often than not, and for better or for worse, legally trained.
The findings we come up with may throw light on other situations in which
legally trained policy-makers attempt to apply scientific findings, such
as environmental policy or policy for medical malpractice.
Now, when we actually attempt to answer the question, we come across
a fundamental difference in the maps that guide the inquiry of scientists
and lawyers. The difference prevents lawyers from seeing territories in
the way that scientists do.
As we will argue, the difference lies in the divergent ways that they
justify their mental constructs. The difference makes them unable to justi-
fy their viewpoints to each other. When they speak to each other with this
purpose, they wind up talking past one another.
In law, justification is premise-oriented. In science, justification
is conclusion-oriented. Consider:
Men are mortal.
Socrates is a man.
Socrates is mortal.
To a lawyer, this is an instance of applying the law ("Men are mortal")
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to the facts ("Socrates is a man") and then reaching a decision on the law
as applied to the facts ("Socrates is mortal").
To a scientist, this is an instance of a theory ("Men are mortal"), an
initial condition that an actual situation specifies ("Socrates is a man"),
and a hypothesis or prediction, derived from the theory, about the given
situation ("Socrates is mortal"). The hypothesis or prediction is testable
(by, for example, observing whether Socrates dies after ingesting poison).
At first this may appear to be a case of different people looking at
the same thing in different ways. I agree that the lawyers and the scien-
tists are doing their looking in different ways, but I believe they are
looking at different things, not the same thing.
The words about mortal men and Socrates may be the same in pronuncia-
tion and spelling to lawyers and to scientists, but the respective meanings
and logics (the "grammars") that tie the words together are different.
In law, what is of interest is the justification of the decision
("Socrates is mortal"). The decision is justifiable only if its premises--
the law ("Men are mortal") and the facts ("Socrates is a man")--are them-
selves sound. Is the precedent a controlling one? Is the statute unambi-
guous? Are there any competing precedents or statutes that would yield a
different decision on the same facts? Are the facts correct? Justifica-
tion in law is premise-oriented.
In science, it is not the hypothesis ("Socrates is mortal") but the
general theory ("Men are mortal") whose justification is of motivating
interest. The hypothesis, called a prediction if it involves a future
time element, is derived logically from the theory, with the help of the
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initial conditions. As such, the hypothesis is a sort of indicator. If
what the hypothesis imagines "in theory" is borne out in reality, then the
theory from which the hypothesis originates is taken to be justified. Be-
cause, as Popper states 2, the hypothesis is a conclusion drawn from the
theory, we say that justification in science is conclusion-oriented.
There is a concrete consequence to the divergent ways that scientists
and lawyers justify their knowledge.
When I was reviewing the courtroom transcripts of the AT&T case, the
back of my mind played host to a recurring hypothetical image in which
the lawyer would see the footnoted studies or articles in a scientist's
written testimony as if they were the cited precedents and statutes, simi-
larly footnoted, in a legal brief. The lawyer would then proceed to look
up the footnoted articles in the same way he would look up the cited pre-
cedents and statutes because, in his eyes, the footnoted studies and
articles would be the premises upon which the justification of the
scientist's testimony rested.
In fact, I observed, in cross examination after cross examination,
that the lawyers had attacked footnoted articles, among other types of
premises, and proceeded to dispose of them in an apparent effort to dispose
of the scientific testimonies citing them, sometimes to the consternation
of the scientists being cross examined. Some of the scientists realized
the nature of the game and played along. Other scientists did not catch on,
and were manipulated.
What took place in these lawyer-scientist interactions was a clash
between the legal culture and the scientific culture. Lawyers and scien-
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tists are trained in, and socialized into, different professional communities.
In the administrative court hearings in the AT&T case, each group spoke in
its own language to the other group, and listened in its own language to
what the other had to say. The lawyers saw the scientific testimonies as
premise-oriented. The scientists defended them as conclusion-oriented.
There was a confusion of tongues. The shared language of English masked the
confusion, giving to both groups the impression that they were dealing with
the same thing. Yes, the words were the same to the two groups, but the
substantive meanings underlying them were different.
A diagnosis of actual lawyer-scientist interactions will require a
deeper understanding of the two languages than I have provided so far.
Further discussion of each language follows.
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1.3 The Logic of Science
Induction and deduction are two modes of reasoning which everyone con-
fuses. The distinction between the two is crucial to justification in
science.
Induction
Simply stated, induction is generalization. It is the name for the
natural human tendency to make up a general rule after seeing something
repeated "n" times. I come to know that "men are mortal" after observing
"n" actual examples of men dying. Generalizing across the "n" examples,
I am practicing inductive inference.
While induction is the process by which I formulate the mental con-
struct "men are mortal", it is quite another matter to establish that the
construct is an accurate one, that is, whether or not the formulation is
correct. The question is, can induction be used to justify the accuracy
of mental constructs? Is induction a useful mode of justification in
science?
A critic of induction could challenge my construct that "men are
mortal" by pointing out that there are centenarians, among whom one or two
might turn out to be immortal. In this face of this possibility, how would
I justify my mental construct?
I could point back to the "n" examples that provided the basis for my
inductive inference. Surely, those "n" deaths are examples that support
and illustrate the accuracy of the mental construct that "men are mortal".
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I could take the position that the theory is accurate because it rests on
sound examples. That is, I induced it correctly.
But there is a problem here, as my critic would be quick to point out.
And the problem would have nothing to do with whether or not men are truly
mortal. It would be that I am assuming that inductive inference is a valid
way to derive accurate constructs. Yet how would I know this? That is,
how would I know that my assumed construct,"inductive inference leads to ac-
curate constructs", was itself in conformance with reality?
To establish this, I could point to a number of examples in which in-
ductive inference had led to accurate constructs. But there would be another
problem. It would be that I am applying the principle of induction to justi-
fy itself. The application would be based on the same construct whose
validity I was just seeking to establish. To answer the question as to
whether the application were justifiable, I could point to a number of such
applications ...
The result of the exchange with my imagined critic is that there is no
empirical basis for establishing that inductive inference is a sound way of
justifying mental constructs. Karl Popper stated the problem of induction
tersely:
To justify it, we should have to employ inductive
inferences; and to justify these we should have to
assume an inductive principle of a higher order;
and so on. Thus the attempt to base the principle
of induction on experience breaks sown, since it
would lead to an infinite regress.
While inductive inference is useful in the formulation of theories,
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it provides the scientist no leg on which to stand when justifying his
theories. A paramount purpose that constructs in science must serve is
justifiability. A scientist must be able to justify his theory to other
scientists, whether in journals, books, lectures, or conferences. It is
crucial that his mode of justification be defensible. If deployed as a
defense, inductive inference will only lead to an infinite regress. If
the scientist may not employ inductive justification, what alternative is
open to him?
Before turning to a discussion of the alternative of deductive justi-
fication, I think it would be instructive to describe the concrete
consequonces that induction would have for the everyday work of scientists.
For scientists, it is also these consequences, and not just the abstruse
logical paradox leading to infinite regress, that rule out induction as a
constructive mode of justification.
Suppose that there indeed exist some immortal men. They survive de-
spite disease, starvation, wounds, poisons, and old age. My mental con-
struct, "men are mortal", would therefore be a deficient map of reality.
However, if I, as a scientist, were to proceed to justify my map inductive-
ly, I would never have to admit any inaccuracy in it. Inductive justifica-
tion would shield the inaccuracy from detection. I could hang on to my
theory forever.
The reason for this is that, inductively speaking, I may flatly ignore
any counterexample. When presented with some men who do not die of gunshot
wounds and poisons that other men would find fatal, I could simply respond
that the original "n" examples are still evidence of something and surely,
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they illustrate that there is some truth to my theory. Besides, for every
counter-example, I could marshall an equal or greater number of new examples
to support my theory. I could argue that the "weight" of the evidence is
against the counter-examples. And I may legitimately do all of this, as
long as I believe that induction is a permissable way of justifying the ac-
curacy of mental constructs.
The concrete problem that becomes evident here is that inductive
justification serves to seal off the mental constructs from the reality
they are supposed to depict. Even where in error, a mental construct will
always be "confirmed" by the original examples from which it was formulated,
even if these examples only make up an incomplete or unrepresentative case
of the general situation. Additional "confirming evidence" would serve to
mask the error from detection even further, offering instead the illusion
of "proof" that the theory "applies" to reality. If the scientist were to
continue to develop and articulate the theory, the inductive mode of justi-
fication would only seal off the theory from reality more tightly. The
theory would become a closed system, existing only in the scientist's mind
and not being accountable to the examples of the real world. The theory
would be metaphysical--a far cry from the "objectivity" that is the hallmark
of science.
Another consequence of inductive justification would be the breakdown
of communication within the scientific community. Rival scientists with
rival viewpoints could all marshall "confirming evidence" for their rival
theories. In this manner, all theories, even if mutually exclusive, would
appear plausible and correct, according to the criterion of inductive justi-
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fication. As a result of this, constructive discussions and criticisms
among scientists would not be able to take place. Scientists would be
talking past one another in the process of busily marshalling evidence
for their respective theories.
Falsifiabilitv
The alternative to inductive justification is deductive justification,
also referred to as falsifiability. According to Karl Popper:
From a new idea, put up tentatively, and not yet justi-
fied in any way--an anticipation, a hypothesis, a
theoretical system, or [a mental construct]--conclusions
are drawn by means of logical deduction ...
We may if we like distinguish four different lines
along which the testing of a theory could be carried
out ... [The last of the four] is the testing of the
theory by way of empirical applications of the conclu-
sions which can be derived from it.
The purpose of this last kind of test is to find
out how far the new consequences of the theory--what-
ever may be new in what it asserts--stand up to the
demands of practice, whether raised by purely scienti-
fic experiments, or by practical technological
applications. Here too the procedure of testing turns
out to be deductive. ... certain singular statements
--which we may call 'predictions'--are deduced from
the theory; especially predictions that are easily
testable or applicable ... Next we seek a decision
as regards these ... derived statements by comparing
them with the results of practical applications and
experiments [that is, reality]. If this decision is
positive, that is, if the singular conclusions [the
derived statements, the 'predictions', which are
themselves mental constructs] turn out to be accept-
able, or verified, then the theory has, for the time
being, passed its test: we have found no reason to
discard it. But if the decision is negative, or in
other words, if the conclusions have been falsified,
then their falsification also falsifies the theory
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from which they were logically deduced.
It should be noticed that a positive decision
can only temporarily supDort the theory, for subse-
quent negative decisions may always overthrow it.
So long as a theory withstands detailed and severe
tests and is not superseded by another theory in
the course of scientific progress, we may say that
it has 'proved its mettl ' or that it is 'corrobora-
ted' by past experience.
At first, it may appear that deductive justification is a weak and
tenuous way of establishing the accuracy of a scientist's mental constructs.
He may not assert that his theory is "correct" because the logic of deduct-
ive justification limits him to knowing that his theory is either falsified
or not yet falsified. At best, then, his theory is "not incorrect". His
theory is open to being overthrown by contradictory evidence, which may ap-
pear at any moment. Always open to the possibility of being proven wrong,
such a theory would seem to be a weakly constructed one. Certainly, from
the point of view of a scientist who wishes to enhance his professional
reputation, it would be preferable to have a theory strong enough to with-
stand all critical efforts aimed at disproving it.
Actually, there is nothing weak about deductive justification. A
theory's being falsified is different from its being falsifiable. A falsi-
fiable but unfalsified theory is as strong as any.
Furthermore, being open to falsification is hardly a liability when we
consider the alternative. Unfalsifiable theories, which result from the
application of the inductive mode of justification, are closed systems of
mental constructs. Existing only in the knower's mind, they are not re-
quired to attach to reality, except perhaps in their formulation. Falsifi-
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able theories, on the other hand, enjoy the benefit of having errors that
are detectable and hence correctable; their portrayal of reality is there-
fore accountable to it, which allows the portrayal to improve with continued
research.
Falsifiability is not an abstruse notion in science. It is widely ac-
cepted throughout the scientific community. Thomas Kuhn, whose school of
thought rivals Popper's, states that "no field is potentially a science"
unless its theories are cast according to "Sir Karl's demarcation criteri-
on." 5 Also, the null hypothesis in inferential statistics is an artifact
whose usage, or at least recognition, in all scientific fields attests to
the widespread integration of falsifiability as a logical norm in scienti-
fic thinking.
Recapping My Position
I take the position that falsifiability is a logical characteristic,
or logical form, that mental constructs must possess in order for scientists
to both recognize them and work with them as scientific theories. For the
purposes of diagnosing the scientist-lawyer communication in my case study,
I will be turning to falsifiability as the characteristic that distinguishes
the scientific language.
Having established my position, I now quickly move to narrow its scope
by pointing out explicitly what my position is not. My position is a
humble one (and humble positions are easier to defend than bold ones).
First, my position is not that a major agenda item in scientific re-
search is to turn up counter-examples to one's own or another's theory.
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I believe there is not a consensus among philosophers of science as to
whether scientists regularly seek out counterexamples, or whether they
engage usually in something else, as part of their "normal" scientific
activity. However, there is more of a consensus on the issue that the
logical form of scientific theories is falsifiability (which is sometimes
called testability--after all, inductively justified viewpoints are self-
sealing and hence not testable against experience). My position is about
the logical form, perhaps the grammar, of the scientific language; it is
not a diagnosis of or a prescription for the everyday behaviors of people
who are scientists, although it is of course related to these things.
Second, my position is not that all knowledge need be cast in falsi-
fiable form. I have only been describing the knowledge that scientists
possess. Scientists pursue the peculiar purpose of developing constructs
for the sake of developing constructs; in plainer language, they seek the
truth for its own sake. Thus, a truthful depiction is the ruling criterion
in the situation where one scientist attempts to persuade others to accept
his theory. This is definitely unlike the case for the engineer, whose
mental constructs must not only depict things the way they are, but also
envision them for what they should be. When one engineer attempts to justi-
fy his knowledge to other engineers, the ruling criterion is not so much a
truthful and accurate depiction of reality as it is the capacity to manipu-
late and mold reality to achieve humanly defined ends.
An interesting case in which knowledge is not, and need not, be cast
in falsifiable form is the knowledge of lawyers. The reason here, as in
the case of the engineer, is that the lawyer has a different purpose from
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the scientist's. The lawyer even lives in a different world--the community
of lawyers. (I will give the knowledge of lawyers a thorough discussion in
the following section.)
Finally, my position is not that falsifiability constitutes the philo-
sophy of science. (I have singled it out because it happens to be funda-
mental to the diagnosis of scientist-lawyer communication.) With regard to
the justification of a scientist's constructs, there are more aspects than
falsifiability. And with regard to the general issue of the development of
scientific knowledge, there are more aspects than justification.
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1.4 The Language of Science
Science is not the strictly objective, straightforward application of
scientific method. Scientific findings have meanings that are inseparable
from the procedures that produce them; these are procedures not only of
logic, but also of cultural and institutional forces that shape the atti-
tudes and actions of members of the scientific community. The logic of
science alone is insufficient to run the engine of the scientific enter-
prise. There is one major point where quintessentially human factors enter
and play essential roles in scientific inquiry, not in a way that is (in
the derogatory sense of this word) "subjective", but in a way that is
reasoned, controlled, and in keeping with the spirit of science.
This point exists in the context of jusitification, dealing with "the
problem of theory-choice" 6 or the question of "How and why do we accept one
theory in preference to others?"7 Popper and Kuhn have different perspect-
ives on this issue.
Popper states:
Every test of a theory, whether resulting in its
corroboration or falsification, must stop at some bgsic
statement ["a statement about a factual occurrence ,
either a hypothesized/predicted occurrence or, here, an
observed occurrence] or other which we decide to accet.
If we do not come to any decision, and do not accept
some [observationl or other, then the test will have
led nowhere. But considered from a logical point of
view, the situation is never such that it compels us to
stop at this particular [observation] than at that, or
else give up the test altogether. For any [statement
about an observation, which is itself a set of mental
constructs] can again in its turn be subjected to tests,
using as a touchstone any of the [hypotheses or pre-
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dictions] which can be deduced from it with the help
of some theory, either the one under test, or another.
This procedure has no natural end. Thus if the test
is to lead us anywhere, nothing remains but to stop
at some point or other and say that we are satisfied,
for the time being. [Emphasis added.] 9
The [observations] at which we stop, which we decide
to accept as satisfactory, and as sufficiently tested,
have admittedly the character of dogmas, but only in
so far as we may desist from justifying them by
further arguments (or by further tests). But this
kind of dogmatism is innocuous since, should the need
arise, these statements can easily be tested further.10
What finally prevents or obviates the need for further testing is that,
eventually, scientists reach observations that "are accepted as the result
of a decision or agreement; and to that extent they are conventions."ll
Popper concludes:
The empirical basis of objective science has thus
nothing 'absolute' about it. Science does not rest
upon rock-bottom. The bold structure of its theories
rises, as it were, above a swamp. It is like a building
erected on piles. The piles are driven down from above
into the swamp, but not down to any natural or 'given'
base; and when we cease our attempts to drive our piles
into a deeper layer [that is, when scientists decide or
agree to accept an observation as definitely corrobora-
ting or falsifying a theory], it is not because we have
reached firm ground. We simply stop when we are satis-
fied that they are firm enough to carry the structure,
at least for the time being. 2
This also fits in with Popper's definition of objectivity.
... the objectivity of scientific statements lies in the
fact that they can be intersubjectively tested. 13
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... inter-subjective testing is merely a very important
aspect of the more general idea of intersubjective
criticism, or in other words, of the idea of mutual
rational control by critical discussion. 14
Where the discussants are (1) members of the same, scientific community,
(2) practitioners of the same set of methods and standards, and (3) subject
to the same cultural and institutional forces, it is easy for us to see
that a "decision or agreement" is reachable.
Therefore, although human factors do enter scientific inquiry in the
form of intersubjective discussions, the process is nonetheless reasoned,
subject to rational control, and in keeping with the critical spirit of
science.
(What happens when an outsider to the scientific community is in a
position to rule on whether or not to accept a scientist's observation?
[This happened in the EEOC-AT&T litigation, where members of the legal com-
munity were in the position to pass judgment on a scientist's observations.
We will diagnose the situation in later chapters.] One possible consequence
is that a Pandora's box of observations may be opened up; that is, every
observation offered is in turn questioned and scrutinized, as if it were a
theory itself. "This procedure has no natural end." Another possible
consequence is that the bold structure of science, resting on piles driven
into a swamp, collapses. In either case, divorced from the cultural and
institutional forces of its own community that serve to shore it up, the
bold structure of science falls short of its intended meaning, as in the
eyes of the lawyer who cross examines the scientific expert witness.)
Kuhn is more explicit in his account of human factors in scientific
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i nqui ry.
Some of the principles deployed in my explanation of
science are irreducibly sociological, at least at this
time. In particular, confronted with the problem of
theory-choice, the structure of my response runs rough-
ly as follows: take a group of the ablest available
people with the most appropriate motivation; train them
in some science and in the specialties relevant to the
choice at hand; imbue them with the value system, the
ideology, current in their discipline (and to a great
extent in other scientific fields as well); and, final-
ly, let them make the choice. If that technique does
not account for scientific development as we know it,
then no other will. There can be no set of rules of
choice [that is, there can be no "logical criteria" or
"methodological rules or conventions" 15] adequate to
dictate desired individual behavior in the concrete
cases that scientists will meet in the course of their
careers. Whatever scientific progress may be, we must
account for it by examining the nature of the scientific
group, discovering what it values, what it tolerates,
and what it disdains.
That position is intrinsically sociological ... 16
My purpose here is not to compare or contrast Popper and Kuhn. I
merely wish to introduce the importance of the cultural and institutional
forces that pervade the scientific community, that imbue scientific know-
ledge with meanings special to scientists, and that (in my depiction)
render science into a language. (I give a precise definition to "cultural
and institutional forces" in the following chapter.)
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1.5 The Logic of Law
Deductive inference or falsification is the mode of reasoning that
scientists use to justify scientific constructs. What is the mode of
reasoning that lawyers use to justify legal constructs?
According to John Dewey, the logic "which has had the greatest histo-
ric currency and exercised greatest influence on legal decisions, is that
of the syllogism." 17 This is a position with which classic legal thinkers,
like Roscoe Pound and Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, appear to be in agree-
ment. Indeed, the overbearing influence and consequent problems of syllo-
gistic reasoning, as actually manifested in our nation's judicial decision-
making, constitute a danger which at times seems to unite the writings of
the three men. 18
What is the logic of the syllogism? Dewey explains:
Those ignorant of formal logic, the logic of the abstract
relations of ready-made conceptions to one another, have
at least heard of the standard syllogism: All men are
mortal; Socrates is a man; therefore, he is mortal. This
is offered as the model of all proof or demonstration.
It implies that what we need and must procure is first a
fixed general principle, the so-called major premise,
such as 'all men are mortal'; then in the second place,
a fact which belongs intrinsically and obviously to a
class of things to which the general principle applies:
Socrates is a man. Then the conclusion automatically fol-
lows: Socrates is a mortal. According to this model every
demonstrative or strictly logical conclusion 'subsumes' a
particular under an appropriate universal. It implies the
prior and given existence of particulars and universals. 19
The major premise is a legal precept, which is pre-existing in the form
of legislative law (a code or statute) or case law (judge-made law, consist-
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ing of precedents that past cases have established). As such, "the law" is
an abstraction, a man-made artifact, a set of constructs residing inside the
minds of lawyers.
Of course, "the law" does not include just any mental constructs, but
only those of a certain form and specification. In science, we saw that
their form is to replicate and portray reality; their specification, to do
so, accurately. In law, their form is twofold. First, as in science, they
must include a depiction of reality, but more specifically, their depiction
is of the fact situation to which the law is meant to be applied. That is,
they provide a general map of the territories that "the law" may encounter.
Thus it can be argued that a certain precedent is inapplicable because the
facts in the case at hand are different from the facts in the given prece-
dent. The territory must be the one portrayed on the map in order for "the
law" to be applied.
Second, unlike in science, the mental constructs in law must also pro-
vide not only a map but a blueprint, or legal remedy, as to how to order
the reality into what it should be. The blueprint indicates how the law
governs social behavior. At least with regard to blueprints, we can there-
fore say that constructs and reality bear different relationships in science
and law: In science, the reality governs the constructs; in law, the con-
structs govern the reality.
The specification required of legal maps is that they delineate clearly
the territories, the actual fact situations, which the law is meant to apply
to and to govern. The specification required of blueprints is that the de-
sign--the re-ordering--be a just solution to the controversy at hand.
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A concrete example of a legal precept of "the law" is what lawyers
call a "rule of law". In it, according to Pound, a "definite detailed
legal result [the blueprint] is attached to a definite detailed state of
facts [the map]." 20 In other words, Pound is saying that, in a rule of
law, both map and blueprint are articulated unambiguously ("definite").
For example, it would be a rule of law that asserted, where a horse
is stolen and then sold to an unwitting buyer (the map), the horse's origi-
nal owner may sue the unwitting buyer to recover the horse (the blueprint).21
In another example, it would be a rule of law that federal contractors who
discriminate in employment on the basis of race or sex (the detailed state
of facts) may have their federal contracts revoked (the detailed legal
result).
In these examples, "the facts" to which the law is applied consists of
the territory, as actually given. It is the situation in which Joe steals
a horse from John and then sells it to unwitting Fred. It is the less-
than-parity representation of women and minorities in middle management at
AT&T.
In my own thinking, I liken the map to a pattern. The map's pattern is
the general, abstract description of those specific concrete situations
whose behaviors "the law" is meant to govern. If the pattern fits--if the
territory appears to be the one on the map--then "the law" is applied to
"the facts", and the legal remedy (the blueprint) that "the law" contains
is implemented. Fred returns the horse to Joe. The federal government
revokes its contracts (or, better still, is entitled to do so in the pro-
cess of negotiating a settlement).
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To summarize, as the logic of the syllogism would have it, "the law"
is applied to "the facts", from which "the decision" automatically and
mechanically follows.
The logic of the syllogism is more than a plausible reconstruction
that we, as observers, offer to explain how lawyers develop and justify
their constructs. Lawyers themselves have explicitly institutionalized
the logic in the maxim, stare decisis et non quieta movere ("to abide by
the precedents and not to disturb settled points" 22), also referred to more
simply as the "doctrine of precedents":
A solemn decision upon a point of law, arising in
any given case, becomes an authority in a like case,
because it is the highest evidence which we can have
of the law applicable to the subject, and the judges
are bound to follow that decision so long as it stands
unreversed, unless it can be shown that the law was
misunderstood or misapplied in that particular case.23
A judicial precedent is an adjudged case or deci-
sion of a court of justice, considered as furnishing
an example or rule for the determination of an identi-
cal or similar case afterwards arising, between the
same or other parties, in the same or another court,
or a similar question of law.
... the primary idea of a precedent is that of a
rule judicially established and presumptively binding
... It declares or enunciates the rule or principle of
law which must (not may) be followed in the decision
of similar cases in the future ... 24
Precedents, as do codes and statutes, play the role of the major pre-
mise, "the law", in syllogistic reasoning. The doctrine of precedents
underscores the fact that justification in law is premise-oriented.
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1.6 The Language of Law
The logic of the syllogism, operating in great measure through its in-
stitutionalized form as the doctrine of precedents, is esthetically pleasing,
but hardly universally practicable.
Dewey explains:
[The logic of the syllogism] implies that for every
possible case [territory] that may arise, there is
a fixed antecedant rule [map and blueprint] already
at hand; that the case in question is either simple
and unambiguous, or is resolvable by direct inspec-
tion into a collection of simple and indubitable
facts, such as 'Socrates is a man' [that is, the
territory is unobscured and may be seen and survey-
ed without problem].25
In other words, neither the major premise nor the minor premise may always
be readily available. What then?
In actual day-to-day applications, "the law" does not always contain
clearly articulated maps and blueprints. A rule of law, which is the happy
situation in which map and blueprint have already been clearly drawn up,
may not exist for the case at hand. Instead, there may be a legislated
statute that the courts have yet to interpret or test; a precedent whose
decision, while adequate to the controversy it had decided, is ambiguous
with regard to the controversy at hand; or a number of equally plausible,
competing precepts that offer contradictory legal remedies. Pound frames
these practical problems in the following way:
... decision of a controversy according to law involves
(1) selection of the legal material on which to ground
the decision, or as we commonly say, finding the law;
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(2) development of the grounds of decision from the
material selected, or interpretation in the stricter
sense of that term; (3) application of the abstract
grounds of decision to the facts of the case. 26
As for finding the law:
It may involve nothing more than a selection from
among fixed precepts of determined content calling
only for a mechanical ascertainment of whether the
facts fit the rule ... Or it may involve selection
from competing analogies, urged by the respective
parties as the ground of decision. Here, as it
were, there is to be an inductive selection. Or
it may involve selection by logical development of
conceptions or principles. Here, as it were, there
is a deductive selection. If these fail, it calls
for selection from outside of the legal system in
whole or in part--from custom, from comparative law,
or from economics.
How, in practice, do courts determine when to
resort to one of these and when to another and in
what order? ... As things go it is apparent that
courts proceed in the order of (1) selection with
reference to fixed precepts, (2) inductive or de-
ductive selection, and (3) selection from outside
the legal system. As between inductive selection
and deductive selection the practice of the courts
and even of individual judges varies. There is no
standard method of determining between them ...
Likewise there is no standard practice [for] de-
termining when to invoke custom, when comparative
law, when morals and when economics, in case selec-
tion must be made outside the legal system ... 27
If the map and blueprint have been drawn up clearly and thereby amount to a
rule of law, then "selection with reference to fixed precepts" proceeds.
If the law has been drawn up, but is substantially at variance with other
laws, then "inductive or deductive selection" takes place. If no precept
yet exists, then "selection from outside of the legal system" provides the
guide to reasoning in lieu of a pre-made map-blueprint.
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As for interpreting the law, or developing the grounds of decision from
the law that is found in the foregoing manner:
... the usual process is one of traditional legal
reasoning ... But in new and difficult cases this
merges in, and in all cases is influenced by, cur-
rent moral, political and social ideas, especially
fixed pictures of the end of law and of an ideal
legal and social order, by reference to which, con-
sciously or subconsciously, the tribunal determines
how far possible interpretations will yield a just
result in the individual case and judges of the
intrinsic merit of the different developments of the
legal materials potentially applicable which are
urged by the contending parties. Along with these
we must put an intuition of what will achieve justice
in action and what will not, expressing the experi-
ence of the magistrate both as lawyer and as judge.
The traditional legal reasoning represents the
experience of generations of judges in the past.
It is rooted in some sort [of] traditionally trans-
mitted judicial intuition founded in experience.28
(We might observe, incidentally, that in the EEOC-AT&T litigation, the EEOC
lawyers had interpreted Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 with an
unrelenting eye to the "current moral, political and social ideas, especial-
ly fixed pictures of the end of law and of an ideal legal and social order."
In the late 1960's and early 1970's, the picture was framed by the ideal of
equality. At the time of the AT&T case, the picture had evolved to include
sex in addition to race as a dimension by which to enforce equality. Though
reluctant to do so, the AT&T lawyers also acknowledged sex as a dimension to
equal employment opportunity, although they did not apply this notion retro-
actively, to 1964, in assessing AT&T's employment practices, as the EEOC
lawyers had done.)
Related to the interpretation of the law is determining the ratio
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decidendi of a case 29, or distinguishing the holding from the dicta.
As for application of the abstract grounds of decision to the facts of
the case, Pound explains that the application "may be purely mechanical".
Yet he is quick to add: "Frequently application of the legal precept, as
found and interpreted, is intuitive." He sees intuition as essential to
judicial decision-making:
Nor need we be ashamed to confess that much that
goes on in the administration of justice is intuitive
... Standards, applied intuitively by court or jury
or administrative officer, are devised for situations
in which we are compelled to take circumstances into
account; for classes of cases in which each case [each
actual territory] is to a large degree unique. For
such cases we must rely on the common sense of the com-
mon man as to common things and the trained common
sense of the expert as to uncommon things. Nor may
this common sense be put in the form of a syllogism.
To make use once more of Bergson's discussion of intel-
ligence [in contrast to] instinct, the machine [whose
precision in functioning is like that of intelligence]
works by repetition; "its use is mechanical and because
it works by repetition there is no individuality in its
products" ... On the other hand, in the hand-wrought
product the specialized skill of the workman, depending
upon familiar acquaintance with particular objects,
gives us something infinitely more subtle than can be
expressed in rules. In the administration of justice
some situations call for the product of hands, not of
machines. Where the call is for individuality in the
product of the legal mill--i.e., where we are applying
law to human conduct and to the conduct of enterprises
--we resort to standards and to intuitive application.
[Emphasis added.]30
In the last remark, Pound is not just explaining how to derive a deci-
sion logically when applying the law to the facts, but also arguing for a
second criterion that the decision must fulfill in addition to that of lo-
gical consistency: it is the criterion of justice.
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In the end, even if all the problems regarding logical consistency
that Dewey and Pound allude to can be resolved, there may still arise the
most vexing problem of all, which is that the decision ultimately rendered
can be unjust. Consider hypothetically a law that states that all people
who possess unregistered guns (the detailed state of facts) must be sen-
tenced to a year in jail, where the length of the sentence is not subject
to plea-bargaining and may not be shortened by parole (the detailed legal
result). Suppose then, a little old lady, sweet and grandmotherly in every
respect, is found to possess in her house a gun that her husband, now de-
ceased, had purchased twenty years ago without her knowledge. The logic of
the syllogism would sentence her to a year in jail. Although logically
justifiable, such a decision would be patently unjust.
The doctrine of precedents poses the problem of sanctifying rules of
law in the face of changing times, evolving notions of justice, and unfore-
seeable circumstances. The logic of syllogistic reasoning and the accom-
panying doctrine of precedents may be functional in theory, but in practice
there is no guarantee that they will function unproblematically in producing
justifiable constructs.
In summary, it is at the points of (1) selecting the precept from com-
peting analogies; (2) selecting the precept from outside the legal system;
(3) interpreting or developing the grounds of decision from the selected
precept; and (4) intuitively applying the grounds of decision to the facts,
especially when justice is a criterion equal to that of logical consistency;
that we observe the introduction of subjectivity, common sense, custom,
pictures of the ideal legal and social order, and the experience of the de-
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cision-makers, to the logic of reasoning in law.
These factors illustrate the cultural and institutional forces that
operate in the community of lawyers, imbuing their logic with values and
meanings that (in my depiction) render law into a language. 31
To recap:
The life of the law has not been logic: it has been
experience. The felt necessities of the time, the
prevalent moral and political theories, intuitions
of public policy, avowed or unconscious, even the
prejudices which judges share with their fellow-men,
have had a good deal more to do than the syllogism
in determining rules by which men should be governed.
[Holmes (32)]
Like other tools [legal precepts] must be modified
when they are applied to new conditions and new re-
sults have to be achieved. Here is where the great
practical evil of the doctrine of immutable and un-
necessary antecedant rules [the doctrine of preced-
ents] comes in. It sanctifies the old; adherence
to it in practise constantly widens the gap between
current social conditions and the principles used
by courts. The effect is to breed irritation, dis-
respect for law, together with a virtual alliance
between the judiciary and entrenched interests that
correspond most nearly to the conditions under which
the rules of law were previously laid down. [Dewey 33]
To take an example that is no longer contro-
versial, note how such pictures of the social and
political order [selected from outside the esta-
blished precepts of the legal system] and reference
of legal questions thereto, dictated the divergent
conclusions of the judges in the Dred Scott case.
For we deceive ourselves grossly when we devise
theories of law or theories of judicial decision
that exclude such things from "the law". Indeed,
they give the latter their living content and in
all difficult cases are the ultimate basis of
choosing, shaping and applying legal materials in
the decision of controversies. [Pound (34)]
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1.7 Law and Science, Compared
We have come a long way from my vow to take the sociological-anthropo-
logical approach to the study of the artifact, called "science", and the
role it plays in the social activity, called "judicial policy-making". It
may appear that I have done other than I had vowed. The discussion of
science and law may have seemed first about logic, with cultural and insti-
tutional forces playing only the subsidiary role of filling in where the
logic leaves gaps. If this has been the impression, I shall correct it here.
The same overt behavior (say a tribal pageant as it
can be captured by the movie camera) may have an en-
tirely different meaning to the performers: What
interests the social scientist is merely whether it
is a war dance, a barter trade, the reception of a
friendly ambassador, or something else of this sort.
[Schutz 35]
If we go back to Max Weber's conception of the sub-
jective interpretation of meaning in social action,
we will have a clearer notion of what is at issue
here. Weber maintains that the primary task of the
sociologist is to understand the meaning an act has
for the actor himself, not for the observer. [Natan-
son 36]
The task before us in this case study is to discern how the lawyers
(the plaintiff lawyer, the defendant lawyer, as well as the judge) made
use of the expert knowledge that the scientists presented to them. The
verbal exchanges between the lawyers and the scientists provide us a win-
dow on, first, how the lawyers perceived, processed, and reacted to the
scientific knowledge earmarked for their use in judicial policy-making and,
second, how the scientists in turn made sense of the lawyers' legal reason-
ing.
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We may liken the cross examination of the scientific witness to Schutz's
tribal pageant. Is it a war dance? Is it a barter trade? Is it the receD-
tion of a friendly ambassador? Or is it something else that we see through
the window?
To find out the answer, we must understand the meaning the cross exam-
ination had to the lawyers and scientists who participated in it. We must
interpret the meanings to the artifact, called "scientific testimony", and
the social activity, called "judicial policy-making"; that is, the meanings
for the people who wielded the artifact and participated in the activity.
This is the key to the specific task of diagnosing scientist-lawyer communi-
cation in the courtroom.
In the way that Schutz's camera captures the tribal pageant, the
official court transcripts capture the lawyer-scientist exchanges. How do
we, as observers, proceed to understand the exchanges?
Words with the same overt spellings and pronunciations may have entire-
ly different meanings to different speakers and listeners, including the
observer. This is emphatically the case where the speakers are lawyers and
scientists, each group being highly trained in, and socialized into, their
own way of thinking. Words, like "premise", "conclusion", "data", and
"facts" have different, incomparable meanings to the two groups. This is
because the different meanings are rooted in different internalized logics,
different institutional frameworks, and the consequent, different percep-
tions of the "shared" situation.
The purpose to my discussion on science and law has been to provide
the basis for an interpretive understanding of the meanings to the lawyer-
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scientist exchanges, which we will be observing in the next section of the
study. (We will explain what we mean by "interpretive understanding" in
the next chapter, where we discuss the social-science methodology we are
applying in our own inquiry.) Thus at no point in the earlier discussion
did I retreat from my avowed sociological-anthropological approach. I was
not imagining scientists and lawyers to be creatures of logic; I was merely
demonstrating how their respective approaches to justification imbue their
words with particular meanings.
Words leave a trail of powerful clues. Just as the verb "to accuse"
is a clue to "(1) an accuser, (2) a person accused, (3) a person before
whom the accusation is presented, (4) an act charged against the accused,
and (5) a principle by which the act may be condemned," 37 the words in the
documents of the AT&T case are rich for what they reveal in the way of the
institutional forces and the everyday realities that impinged on the lives
of the participants in the AT&T case. They are artifacts invaluable to our
diagnosis of the policy-making process.
I propose that the words, as captured by the court transcripts, had
different meanings to the lawyers and the scientists as illustrated in
Diagram 1, on the following page.
The diagram illustrates the symmetrical opposition between premise-
orientation and conclusion-orientation. In science, the validity of the
conclusion serves to indicate the validity of the premise. In law, the
validity of the premise serves to indicate the validity of the conclusion.
(The diagram refers to law specifically in the process of judicial policy-
making that takes place in the courtroom setting; that is, this is law in
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the form that the judge ultimately renders in his decision, and that the
plaintiff lawyer and defendant lawyer present in their own arguments to the
judge.) The diagram also makes it clear that the primary concerns of sci-
ence and law are in justifying different things: in science, it is the
premise; in law, it is the conclusion.
What happens when a lawyer encounters scientific testimony? What hap-
pens when legal methods are used to evaluate scientific theories?
If the lawyer's interest is in assessing the validity of certain calcu-
lations or estimates (hypothesized or predicted) of the theory, then the
subsequent dynamic takes place, as illustrated in Diagram 2, on the page
following Diagram 1. We have the curious result where, to the lawyer,
justification in science is premise-oriented. The lawyer proceeds to
question the validity of the hypothesized or predicted estimates by scru-
tinizing the theory. The Ashenfelter cross examination, in the next
section of the study, will look more carefully at the phenomenon of the
lawyer's projection of meanings and values, taken from his own legal
culture, onto the artifacts presented by a member of the scientific culture.
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Chapter 2 Social Science and Natural Science
To what extent does chapter one's description of the scientific lan-
guage, in being taken from the philosophy of (natural) science, apply to
social science? After all, Popper and Kuhn, whose writings we relied on,
wrote about natural scientists. The judgment that the philosophy of science
applies in whole or in part to social science either entails a leap of
faith or, preferably, is a point that can be demonstrated. With regard to
the purpose of this study, we need to demonstrate only that the philosophy
of science applies "in part", namely, the part pertaining to justification.
Does the scientific meaning to justification, which in chapter one we bor-
rowed from the philosophy of (natural) science, also apply to social science?
The prior paragraph addresses the dual role of social science in this
study: social science as this study's object (the testimonies which social
scientists, as expert witnesses, offered in our case study) and social sci-
ence as this study's method (the sociological-anthropological manner by
which we formulate and justify our theory of scientist-lawyer communication).
In a reflexive way that happens to improve the rigor of this study, how we
characterize social science as this study's object must apply to our prac-
tice of social science as this study's method, and at the same time, how
we characterize social science as this study's method must apply to our
observation of social science as this study's object.
The importance of social science as this study's method cannot be
overstated. In our observations and explanations of scientist-lawyer com-
munication, we will in affect be claiming that we are able to enter the
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minds of other men and to tell what goes on there. Yet, is this task pos-
sible? Isn't this sort of inquiry "subjective"? May we determine in an
objective manner the subjective things that go on inside people's heads?
How may I, as an observer, justify my assertions in this study, so that
the supersede opinion and become science? In short, the following question
is of critical importance: What is the method by which we are conducting
this study?
In this chapter, we present a general desciption of inquiry in social
science, including a clarification of its relationship to inquiry in natural
science. The initial impression, based on the first two paragraphs, may be
that our task is to extrapolate a description of social science from natural
science. Actually, our task is not so much to extrapolate, as it is to
liberate a description of social science from natural science. In the past,
it has been social scientists themselves who have aped the approach of
natural science (especially economists and those other social scientists who
perform hypothesis testing, whether with laboratory controls or with statis-
tical controls). It is not so much a free choice that we are making, as it
is a circumstance in the historical development of the social sciences that
we are coming to grips with,when we answer the question "What is social sci-
ence?" by considering, first, "What is natural science?"
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2.1 Formulation Versus Justification
With all the talk about justification in the first chapter, the reader
may have wondered about the flip-side to justification, namely, formulation.
Before the scientist may proceed to justify his theory, he must have his
theory already in hand. How does he formulate the theory in the first
place?
To this question, natural science and social science provide very dif-
ferent responses. Exploring the responses will help us put together a
general description of social science.
2.2 Formulation in Natural Science
Where do theories come from in natural science?
Kuhn's notion of "paradigm" merits mention here. Paradigm refers not
only to the state-of-the-art theory prevailing in the natural scientist's
school of thought, but also to the social (perhaps "sociological") and
political forces that transmit the theory and sanction its use within the
given scientific community. Under such circumstances, there is no need
for the natural scientist to engage in the formulation of a theory; instead,
states Kuhn, "the scientist must premise current theory as the rules of his
game" (emphasis in the original). 1 The natural scientist operates inside
the framework of the prevailing theory, where his work largely consists of
articulating the theory by eliminating its ambiguities. 2
While there is some diversity in the respective views of the two men,
Popper would agree with Kuhn that there is normally a theory, already in
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place, for the natural scientist to use:
A scientist engaged in a piece of research, say in
physics, can attack his problem straight away. He can
go at once to the heart of the matter: to the heart,
that is, of an organized structure. For a structure of
scientific doctrines is already in existence; and with
it, a generally accepted problem-situation.3
The description in the preceding paragraphs, especially the one about
the notion of paradigm, applies to natural science only during "normal"
times, that is, when the state-of-the-art theory lives up adequately to the
scientific community's task of explaining the data it confronts. During
less normal times--when the prevailing theory's hypotheses or predictions
are refuted repeatedly by experience--there is a crisis in the community.
Then, through the social and political forces of the scientific group, the
old theory is deposed and a new, competing theory is installed, culminating
in an episode that Kuhn calls a "scientific revolution".
The new theory, of course, must be formulated by somebody. What are
the steps by which one or another individual natural scientist formulates a
new theory? The following passage by Popper indicates the typical natural-
science attitude towards formulation:
I said above that the work of the scientist con-
sists in putting forward and testing theories.
The initial stage, the act of conceiving or in-
venting a theory, seems to me neither to call for
logical analysis nor to be susceptible of it. The
question how it happens that a new idea occurs to a
man--whether it is a musical theme, a dramatic con-
flict, or a scientific theory--may be of great
interest to empirical psychology; but it is irrele-
vant to the logical analysis of scientific knowledge.
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This latter is concerned ... only with questions ofjustification or validity (Kant's quid juris?) [em-
phasis in the original]. Its questions are of the
following kind. Can a statement be justified? And
if so, how? Is it testable? Is it logically
dependent on certain other statements? Or does it
perhaps contradict them? In order that a statement
may be logically examined in this way, it must al-
ready have been presented to us. Someone must
[already] have formulated it, and submitted it to
logical examination [emphasis added].
Accordingly, I shall distinguish sharply between
the process of conceiving a new idea [the stage of
formulation], and the methods and results of examin-
ing it logically [the stage of justification] ...
... my view of the matter, for what it is worth,
is that there is no such thing as a logical method of
having new ideas, or a logical reconstruction of this
process [emphasis added]. My view may be expressed by
saying that every discovery contains 'an irrational
element', or 'a creative intuition', in Bergson's
sense. In a similar way Einstein speaks of the 'search
for those highly universal laws ... from which a
picture of the world can be obtained by pure deduction.
There is no logical path', he says, 'leading to these
... laws. They can only be reached by intuition, based
upon something like an intellectual love ('EinfUhlung')
of the objects of experience.' 4
Another philosopher of science shares the same point of view:
The act of discovery escapes logical analysis; there are
no logical rules in terms of which a "discovery machine"
could be constructed that would take over the creative
function of the genius. But it is not the logician's
task to account for scientific discoveries; all he can
do is to analyze the relation between given facts and a
theory presented to him with the claim that it explains
these facts. In other words, logic is concerned only
with the context of justification. [Reichenbach 5]
There are two observations I would like to add to these insights.
First, I can think of no formal methods that natural scientist employ in
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the stage of formulation. The formal methods that are responsible for the
famed ability of natural science in quantify, predict, and control are situ-
ated in the stage of justification, not formulation. (Such methods, for
example, include those associated with experimental design and statistical
inference.) My second observation is that natural scientists refer to
formulation as "discovery" (as in the famous distinction between "the con-
text of discovery" and "the context of justification"). By labeling the
process of formulation as one of "discovery", a person may then easily
relegate the process to the status of "psychology", which contains "an
irrational element" or "a creative intuition", and for which "there is
no such thing as a logical method".
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2.3 Formulation in Social Science
For social science, do there exist "paradigms" from which a social
scientist may premise a theory as the rules of his game?
There are two reasons for us not to tackle this question.
First, the question is unnecessary with regard to our purpose of in-
quiring into the nature of formulation in social science. Whether or not
"paradigms" exist in social science would neither obviate nor materially
alter this inquiry. Suppose that "paradigms" do exist in social science;
we would still have to ask how, during episodes of crisis and revolution
in a given community of social scientists, the social-science theory is
fonnulated. Suppose that paradigms do not exist in social science; we
would still have to ask how it is that the individual social scientist
goes about formulating the theory he uses. Therefore, whether or not
paradigms exist, we would still need to inquire about the nature of formu-
lation in social science.
Second, the term "paradigm" is so ambiguous that it might subvert this
study's credibility and substantive discussion. According to Kuhn:
It has now been several years since a book of
mine, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, was
published ... Monitoring conversations, particularly
among the book's enthusiasts, I have sometimes found
it hard to believe that all parties to the discussion
had been engaged with the same volume. Part of the
reason for its success is, I regretfully conclude,
that it can be too nearly all things to all people.
For that excessive plasticity, no aspect of the
book is so much responsible as its introduction of
the word "paradigm" ... Critics, whether sympathetic
or not, have been unanimous in underscoring the large
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number of different senses in which the term is used.
One commentator, who thought the matter worth system-
atic scrutiny, prepared a partial subject index and
found at least twenty-two different usages ... 6
While a tempting task, it would take us beyond both the scope and the pur-
pose of this study if we were to follow up on Kuhn's own clarification to
his concept of "paradigm", and then to see whether his result (concluded
with regard to natural science) also holds for social science. Furthermore,
for this study, like Kuhn's, to dwell on "paradigms" would be to invite, as
does Kuhn's, the possibility for it to become "too nearly all things to all
people"--a possibility which amounts to a serious digression from this
study's purpose of establishing a theory of how scientists and lawyers com-
municate in the courtroom.
In either case--whether or not "paradigms" exist in social science--
formulation in social science requires an approach that is systematic and
calculated, unlike the approach that natural science takes to formulation,
which Popper characterized (above) as a process "for which there is no such
thing as a logical method" and which is driven by "an irrational element"
or "la creative intuition".
The reason that social science needs a systematic and calculated ap-
proach is that its subject matter is richer than the subject matter of
natural science. Social subject matter inevitably touches on human beings,
whose own understandings the social scientist must first interpret and ap-
preciate in order to formulate, much less justify, his theory. This is an
additional challenge with which the natural scientist need not be concerned.
The natural scientist, whose subject matter is molecules, atoms, electrons,
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and other things of this sort, encounters no corresponding element in his
subject matter that he must first appreciate. Schutz, whose ideas I am at-
tempting to convey, states the issue clearly:
The world of nature, as explored by the natural scien-
tist, does not "mean" anything to molecules, atoms,
and electrons. But the observational field of the so-
cial scientist--social reality [society]--has a specific
meaning and relevance structure for the human beings
living, acting, and thinking within it. By a series of
common-sense constructs they have pre-selected and pre-
interpreted this world which they experience as the
reality of their everyday lives. It is these thought
objects of theirs which determine their behavior by
motivating it. The thought objects constructed by the
social scientist, in order to grasp this social reality,
have to be founded upon the thought objects constructed
by the common-sense thinking of men, living their daily
life within their social world. Thus, the constructs
of the social sciences are, so to speak, constructs of
the second degree, that is, constructs of the constructs
made by the actors on the social scene, whose behavior
the social scientist has to observe and to explain in
accordance with the procedural rules of his science.
[Emphasis added.] 7
Whether a construct exists on the "first level" or on the "second
level" depends on whose viewpoint we are referring to. The constructs in
the minds of the people in the situation that the social scientist is ob-
serving are the first-level constructs. The constructs in the minds of
the social scientist himself, which comprise his scientific theory, are
the second-level constructs. In order to formulate properly the second-
level constructs, the social scientist must first have an appreciation for
the first-level constructs. "Thus, the constructs of the social sciences
are ... constructs of the constructs made by the actors on the social
scene."
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The general importance of first-level constructs to social-science in-
quiry cannot be overstated. To bring to life the importance of both the
distinction and the relationship between the two levels of constructs, I
present examples from the works of Lon Fuller and Herbert Gans.
Fuller tells a story as if designed for the purpose of illuminating
the significance of what we call first-level constructs.
I see at a distance a boy who holds in his hand a
small, gray, roundish object. He seems to be contempla-
ting this object intently. After a period of hesitation,
he places the object carefully between his palms and
repeatedly presses on it. He then relaxes his grip,
holds the object loosely in his left hand, and begins to
look about him on the ground. He apparently finds what
he wants, for he bends over and picks up a stick. This
he uses for a while to prod or push against the object.
He then throws the stick away and bends over to strike
the object several times against a rock. Shortly he
gives up this activity and walks about as if undecided
what to do next. Suddenly he begins to gather sticks
together, arranges them on the ground in a pile, lights
a match to them, places the object in the fire, and
then stands off in an attitude of expectancy.
Now it is obvious that something happens to this
account, a sudden accretion of meaning occurs, when we
learn that the boy was throughout trying to open a
clam. Without this clue I could not interpret what
I observed, retain accurately in memory the shape of
events that occurred, or give a coherent account of
what happened. [Emphasis added.] 8
Before the point where Fuller informs us that the small round object
is a clam in the boy's eyes, the depiction that we, as observers, had been
formulating in our minds was really an inaccurate (more specifically,
"empty") reconstruction of the boy's situation. Only with an appreciation
for the first-level constructs--the constructs made by the actor on the
social scene--may we become able to formulate a meaningful depiction.
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Second-level constructs that are based only on publicly observable physical
behavior, and not on first-level constructs, are not true-to-life. Knowing
that the small round object is a clam, or a dynamite cap, is essential to
the formulation of an accurate, meaningful, and not merely behavioral theory.
To return to one of Schutz's own examples, the first-level constructs will
help us distinguish whether the same overt behavior "is a war dance, a
barter trade, the reception of a friendly ambassador, or something else of
this sort."
In The Urban Villagers, Herbert Gans provides a glimpse of the Ameri-
can experience with urban renewal, as revealed in the instance of Boston's
former West End.
The first-level constructs--the understanding that the working-class
residents themselves had of the West End--deoicted the district as a viable
community or urban village. To them, the West End was a neighborhood,
populated by families and friends whose presence gave the district the
quality of home. The second-level constructs--the understanding that city
planners, redevelopment officials, politicians, journalists, and other
outside observers had of the West End--depicted the district not as an
urban village with the positive social meaning of home, but as a slum whose
physical delapidation warranted its clearance. With second-level constructs
not founded on first-level constructs, the policy of bulldozing the West
End and eradicating its residents' way of life was not only possible, but
realized.
Negative policy consequences are not always present to magnify the er-
ror contained in second-level constructs, but I believe that the case of
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the West End, as much as Fuller's story about the boy, does illuminate the
significance of both the distinction and the relationship between first-
level constructs and second-level constructs.
I call the social scientist's appreciation for the first-level con-
structs his interpretive understanding. This is because the social
scientist must interpret the observed situation for the meaning it has
for the natives: the small round object means food; the run-down building
means home. I call the social scientist's second-level constructs, which
comprise his explanation of the observed situation., his scientific under-
standing.
The interpretive understanding and the scientific understanding refer
to the first-level constructs and the second-level constructs, respective-
ly. The scientific understanding is based on the interpretive understand-
ing; equivalently stated, the second-level constructs are based on the
first-level constructs.
Because the interpretive understanding plays an indispensable role in
the formulation of the social scientist's theory, the following general
considerations are important: By what explicit, logical methods may the
social scientist grasp the first-level constructs? By what approach may
the social scientist come to see the world from the viewpoint of the ob-
served people? How may the social scientist put into practice Weber's
postulate of subjective interpretation? Because of these considerations,
the formulation of social-science theories calls for a calculated, logical
analysis, in contrast to the formulation of natural-science theories, for
which one highly regarded and widely accepted philosopher asserts "there
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is no such thing as a logical method."
It is beyond the scope of this study to track down fully the ramifica-
tions to these questions about formulation in social science. Because our
immediate purpose is the modest one of describing the language of social
science, a brief look at social science's responses to these questions will
suffice.
There is a continuum. At one extreme, the social scientist may seek a
rich and detailed understanding of the first level constructs made by the
actor(s) on the social science. Here, the social scientist can be said to
be embarking on "the exploration of the general principles according to
which [the observed] man in daily life organizes his experiences." Such a
journey would require "the procedures of a phenomenological analysis of
the so-called natural attitude."9 I refer the reader to the complete
works of Alfred Schutz for a rigorous explanation of the methods by which
the social scientific observer may grasp the first-level, common-sense
constructs of the people he observes.
The the other extreme, the social scientist may seek nothing more
than a non-detailed, perhaps wooden, understanding of the first-level
constructs. The freedom from detail, however, allows for a powerful
approach, best represented in microeconomics. Rather than surveying
the territory (taking a look at the people of interest and their insti-
tutions) and then drawing up a map (the interpretive understanding), the
social scientist may simply make an assumption about the first-level con-
structs. For example, microeconomists typically assume that each
individual they observe is no different from "rational economic man".
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For the microeconomist, an adequate interpretive understanding is captured
as soon as he has collected enough information to calibrate the parameters
in rational economic man's utility curves. Surely, the microeconomist's
interpretive understanding delivers a being who is more wooden and less life-
like than what Schutz's phenomenological analysis would deliver, but the
tradeoff may be worthwhile, depending on the observer's purpose in inquiry.
Bridging, perhaps, the two extremes is ethnography, which is an ap-
proach of anthropology and sociology. Not requiring an all-out phenomeno-
logical reduction,10 but also not simply assuming the interpretive under-
standing, many anthropologists and sociologists gain their interpretive
understanding by doing an ethnography or performing a participant-observa-
tion study.
The ethnographic approach is that of anthropology,
and, to a more limited extent, sociology, under the
stiff but precise tag, participant observation. As
practiced, this approach allows a fieldworker to use
the culture of the setting (the socially acquired and
shared knowledge available to the participants or mem-
bers of the setting) to account for the observed
patterns of human activity. In organizational studies,
the patterns of interest are typically the various
forms in which people manage to do things together in
observable and repeated ways. Procedurally, the ethno-
graphic method is described by Conklinll as involving
"a long period of intimate study and residence in a
well-defined community employing a wide range of
observational techniques including prolonged face-to-
face contact with members of local groups, direct
participation in some of the group's activities, and a
greater emphasis on intensive work with informants
than on the use of documentary or survey data." [Van
Maanenl2]
The variety of methods established for developing the interpretive
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understanding is indicated by the proliferation of schools of thought among
practitioners of ethnography; the schools go by the names of thick descrip-
tion, ethnoscience, componential analysis, cognitive anthropology, and
ethnomethdology. 13
In summary, we observe that these methods, unique to social science,
underscore the importance of the first-level constructs to the formulation
of the social scientist's own second-level constructs.
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2.4 Justification in Social Science
How may the social scientist determine whether or not his constructs
are accurate?
As for the interpretive understanding, there is an elegant and perhaps
poetic criterion that the ethnographer should fulfill, as set forth by
Frederick Gearing in his study of the Fox, a Native American tribe in Iowa:
"One [such as the ethnographer] comes to recognize
himself in another guise." That guise is of course
the codes, the cultures, carried in the heads of
[the observed] men to their encounters, there af-
fecting their behaviors. When one elicits the codes
one sees through them the man, the universally human,
oneself. The face of the Fox is your own. 14
A more formal expression of the same idea is:
[A frequently posed question] in connection with doing
ethnographic studies concerns the criteria for judging
the descriptive adequacy of the completed ethnography.
These criteria are at once very simple and enormously
complex. If, after having completed the ethnography,
the observer can communicate the rules for proper and
predictable conduct as judged by the people studied,
he or she has produced a successful product. The
ethnographer is like the linguist who has studied and
recorded a foreign language so that others can learn
the rules for producing intelligible speech in that
language. As Frake15 says, the adequacy of ethno-
graphy is to be evaluated "by the ability of a stranger
to the culture (who may be the ethnographer) to use
the ethnographer's statements as instructions for ap-
propriately anticipating the scenes of the society.
[Sandayl6]
Sanday's position may be taken a step further. Because any inade-
quacies in the interpretive understanding will be passed on to the
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scientific understanding, the subsequent testing of the latter in the stage
of justification will help reveal inadequacies in the former. For example,
a justified (falsifiable but not falsified) scientific understanding would
be a sufficient condition for indicating an adequate interpretive under-
standing, while a falsified scientific understanding would open up the
possibility that the interpretive understanding requires revision.
Schutz provides an explanation that ties together the issues pertaining
to both formulation and justification. Recalling that the social scientist's
constructs are distinct from the reality he observes, just as a map is dis-
tinct from the territory it portrays, we realize that the actual people
whom the social scientist observes become, in the social scientist's mind,
constructs or "puppets" of the original beings. The social scientist first
makes observations, perhaps in the style of an ethnography, for the purpose
of gathering clues for the first-level constructs that he imputes to the
minds of his puppets, and then proceeds to formulate and scientifically
test the subsequent second-level constructs, that is, his scientific theory.
Schutz explains fully the social-science device of puppets or "homunculi":
How does the social scientist proceed? He ob-
serves certain facts and events within social reality
which refer to human action and he constructs typical
behavior or course-of-action patterns from what he has
observed. Thereupon he co-ordinates to these typical
course-of-action patterns models of an ideal actor or
actors, whom he imagines as being gifted with conscious-
ness. Yet it is a consciousness restricted so as to
contain nothing but the elements relevant to the per-
forming of the course-of-action patterns observed. He
thus ascribes to this fictitious consciousness a set
of typical notions, purposes, goals, which are assumed
to be invariant in the specious consciousness of the
imaginary actor-model. This homunculous or puppet is
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supposed to be interrelated in interaction patterns
to other homunculi or puppets constructed in a simi-
lar way ...17
Yet these models of actors are not human beings
living within their biographical situation in the
social world of everyday life. Strictly speaking,
they do not have any biography or any history, and
the situation into which they are placed is not a
situation defined by them but defined by their crea-
tor, the social scientist. He has created these
puppets or homunculi to manipulate them for his
purpose. A merely specious consciousness is imputed
to them by the scientist, which is constructed in
such a way that its presupposed stock of knowledge
at hand (including the acribed set of invariant mo-
tives) would make actions originating from it
subjectively understandable, provided that these
actions were performed by real actors within the
social world. But the puppet and his artificial
consciousness is not subjected to the ontological
conditions of human beings [that is, the institu-
tional, biological, physical, and other real world
constraints that an individual encounters as pre-
given upon being born or upon entering a situation].
The homunculus was not born, he does not grow up,
and he will not die. He has no hopes and no fears;
he does not know anxiety as the chief motive of all
his deeds. He is not free in the sense that his
acting could transgress the limits his creator, the
social scientist, has predetermined. He cannot,
therefore, have other conflicts of interests and
motives than those the social scientist has imputed
to him. He cannot err, if to err is not his typical
destiny. He cannot choose, except among the alterna-
tives the social scientist has put before him as
standing to his choice. Whereas man, as Simmel has
clearly seen, enters any social relationship merely
with a part of his self and is, at the same time,
always within and outside of such a relationship,
the homunculus, placed into a social relationship
is involved therein in his totality. He is nothing
else but the originator of his typical function
because the artifical consciousness imputed to him
contains merely those elements which are necessary
to make such functions subjectively meaningful.
[Emphasis added.]l 8
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... Among these homunculi with which the social sci-
entist populates his model of the social world of
everyday life, [there are] sets of motives, goals,
roles--in general, systems of relevances--[which the
social scientist distributes] in such a way as the
scientific problems under scrutiny require. Yet--
and this is the main point--these constructs are by
no means arbitrary. [Emphasis added.] They are sub-
ject to the postulate of logical consistency and to
the postulate of adequacy. The latter means that each
term in such a scientific model of human action must
be constructed in such a way that a human act performed
within the real world by an individual actor as indi-
cated by the typical construct would be understandable
to the actor himself as well as to his fellow-men in
terms of common-sense interpretation of everyday life.
Compliance with the postulate of logical consistency
warrants the objective validity of the thought objects
constructed by the social scientist; compliance with
the postulate of adequacy warrants their compatibility
with the constructs of everyday life.
As the next step, the circumstances within which
such a model operates may be varied, that is, the situ-
ation which the homunculi have to meet may be imagined
as changed, but not the set of motives and relevances
assumed to be the sole content of their consciousness.
I may, for example, construct a model of a producer
acting under conditions of unregulated competition,
and another of a producer acting under cartel restric-
tions, and then compare the output of the same commo-
dity of the same firm in the two models. In this way,
it is possible to predict how such a puppet or system
of puppets might behave under certain conditions and
to discover certain "determinate relations between a
set of variables, in terms of which ... empirically
ascertainable regularities ... can be explained."
This ... is Professor [Ernest] Nagel's definition
of a theory. 17 , continued
(Incidentally, then, our response to the question, "Is it at all pos-
sible to determine in an objective manner the subjective things that go on
inside people's heads?" is the avowal that we make no effort at all to
enter people's heads (certainly an impossible task), but that we may deduce,
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through empirically testable theories (like Schutz's theory of a producer),
what in fact may or may not be going on in these people's minds. Hence our
task is no different, and no more impossible, than the task of the physi-
cist, who may not directly see atoms, molecules and electrons (certainly
an impossible task, because there are no microscopes fine enough), but who
may nonetheless deduce, through empirically testable theories, that atoms,
molecules, and electrons surely do exist.)
With Schutz's insights, we are ready to provide a description of the
language of social science.
With regard to the issue, "Do social scientists speak the same lan-
guage as natural scientists?", we conclude that the issue is not so much
that social science is different from natural science, as it is that social
science must stand up to methodological challenges in addition to those
that it shares with natural science. The additional challenges are situ-
ated in the stage of formulation, where the social scientist develops his
interpretive understanding.
Natural scientists are not required, in their normal practice, to
formulate theories: "the [natural] scientist must premise current theory as
the rules of his game." 1  The natural scientist encounters the theory as
pre-given by the "paradigm" or the "structure of scientific doctrines ...
already in existence." 3  Yet, even when a theory's predictions fail and a
new theory needs to be formulated, then, at least according to Popper and
Einstein, the enterprise of natural science enjoys the luxury of (1) being
able to relegate formulation to the status of "psychology" (that is, con-
taining "an irrational element" or a "creative intuition", for which "there
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is not such things as a logical method"), and (2) still be able to formu-
late durable theories.
Social scientists, however, are normally required to approach formula-
tion with one or another logical method, whether it is doing an ethnography,
performing a phenomenological analysis, or calibrating the utility curves of
rational economic man. The product of such formulation is the interpretive
understanding, which is the basis for the scientific understanding that is
tested in the subsequent stage of justification.
The commonalities between social-science inquiry and natural-science
inquiry are situated in the stage of justification. Here, it is the task
of all scientists to test the match between the given reality and their re-
construction of that reality. For such testing to proceed, the scientist's
constructs must be falsifiable, so that any inaccuracy in them will be
detectable and therefore correctable. It makes no difference to this
criterion whether the constructs' subject matter is nature or society.
The alternative to falsifiable constructs, whatever the subject matter,
would be metaphysical, self-sealing constructs, which are anathema to so-
cial science just as they are to natural science.
Because of these commonalities in the stage of justification, the
theories of social science are therefore subject to the same rigors of
logic and empirical testing as the theories of natural science:
The system of typical [second-level] constructs
designed by the scientist has to be established with
the highest degree of clarity and distinctness ...
and must be fully compatible with the principles of
formal logic. LEmphasis added.J Fulfillment of this
postulate [the postulate of logical consistency] war-
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rants the objective validity of the thought objects
constructed by the social scientist ... [Schutz 19]
The scientific constructs formed on the second level,
in accordance with the procedural rules valid for all
empirical sciences, are objective ideal typical con-
structs and, as such, of a different kind from those
developed on the first level of common-sense thinking
which they have to supersede. They are theoretical
systems embodying general testable hypotheses ... This
device has been used by social scientists concerned
with theory long before this concept was formulated
by Max Weber and developed by his school. [Emphasis
added; Schutz 2Uj
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2.5 Social Science and Natural Science, Compared
If we must at all distinguish between social science and natural sci-
ence, one major distinction worth drawing would not be that social scientists
speak a different or inferior language, but that they speak a language that
explicitly addresses both formulation and justification. As a metaphoric
way of summarizing the discussion to this point, we can say that the lan-
guage of natural science is like a subset or "regional dialect" that
addresses only justification. Because of this, we dare say that it is so-
cial science that provides the standard for natural science to live up to
rather than it being the other way around, since inquiry in natural science
is but a limiting case of inquiry in social science.
Another distinction would pertain to the meaning of the word "sub-
jective". In natural science, it is a derogatory label attached to inquiry
that is uncontrollable, uncorroborable, intuitive, biased, value-laden, and
personal. Such is often the naturalist's description of the practice of
interpretive understanding, where the charge is made that "understanding
the motives of another man's action depends upon the private, uncontrol-
lable, and unverifiable intuition of the observer or refers to his private
value system."21
In social science, the interpretive understanding is also called
"subjective", but with a very different meaning. It is "subjective" not
because it is uncontrollable, but because it refers to the meanings held
by the human subjects being observed (for example, Weber's postulate of
his "subjective" interpretation of meaning, or Schutz's edict that his pup-
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pets' actions be "subjectively" understandable). The interpretive under-
standing is controlled, first, by Schutz's postulates of adequacy22 and
logical consistency and, ultimately, by the rigor of traditional scientific
logic and testing in the stage of justification.
There is thus nothing unscientifically subjective about the inter-
pretive understanding in particular or social science in general. Strictly
speaking, because the interpretive understanding precedes and is essential
to the scientific understanding, the former is more accurately characterized
as prescientific, as opposed to unscientific or even non-scientific.
What makes social science social is the prescientific interpretation it
performs to uncover the social meaning that it encounters as already present
in its subject matter. What makes social science scientific is the explana-
tion it offers of the subject matter, an explanation it puts up to the same
rigors of logic and empirical testing as required of explanation in natural
science.
The prescientific interpretive understanding, which refers to the first-
level constructs, is situated in the stage of formulation. The scientific,
explanatory understanding, which refers to the second-level constructs, is
situated in the stage of justification. The two stages of inquiry are com-
plementary, not mutually exclusive.
A third distinction would be that it is not only controllable and
proper, but essential, for the social scientist to involve his values un-
ashamedly when conducting his inquiry. He must be able to apply a sense
of values in order to capture the intended meanings in what he is observing.
(Otherwise, in no way could the observer capture the meaning signified by
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Fuller's small round object or see that the "face of the Fox is your own.")
To achieve this sort of understanding without the help of a value system
would not be humanly possible. The product of a social inquiry, devoid of
value, would be a strictly behavioral theory, empty of meaning. Instead,
through the employment of logical methods, which may include but are not
restricted to those of ethnography, the social scientist actually embraces
and harnesses his values in a constructive, controllable way for the pur-
pose of formulating a meaningful theory, that is, a social-science theory
that embodies a true-to-life depiction. Not faced with the challenge of
the interpretive understanding, the natural scientist need concern himself
with his values only as a potentially troublesome source of bias in the
stage of justification (a concern that equally burdens the social scientist).
The final distinction would be that inductive inference, which is ana-
thema to inquiry in natural science, plays an indispensable role in inquiry
in social science. The reason, again, has to do with the additional chal-
lenge of interpretive understanding that social science confronts in the
stage of formulation. Consider the contrast in the following remarks by
Sanday, who is discussing two anthropologists, and Kuhn.
Benedict was committed ... to Boas's Baconian dedica-
tion to the primacy of induction. Boas ... continually
warned his students against making generalizations
before all the facts were recorded sifted, compared,
and carefully analyzed. [Sanday 23]
... neither Sir Karl nor I is an inductivist. We do
not believe that there are rules for inducing correct
theories from facts, or that theories correct or in-
correct, are induced at all. [Kuhn 24]
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We may explain the seeming contradiction by observing that Kuhn and Popper
are referring to the stage of justification--ostensibly the only stage of
explicit logical concern to inquiry in natural science--while Benedict and
Boas are referring to the stage of formulation, particularly the develop-
ment of the interpretive understanding.
Formulation is necessarily inductive. In the development of the in-
terpretive understanding, a social scientist's construct is the mental
image that is left behind after the social scientist has observed some-
thing "n" times. The image is also called the ideal type, typification,
kernel, sedimentation, essence, or generalization.25
Inductive inference is, of course, not permissible in the stage of
justification. This applies to both social science and natural science.
Justification in science is not inductive, but deductive (that is, not
premise-oriented, but conclusion-oriented), as maintained by Popper and
Kuhn, and as implied by Schutz ("scientific constructs formed [by the
social scientist] on the second level [are to be] in accordance with the
procedural rules valid for all empirical sciences"). In the stage of
justification, the constructs of social science must be put up to the
same rigors of logic and empirical testing that confront the constructs
of natural science.
If social science, as actually practiced, ever appears less rigorous
than natural science, it is because inquiry in social science is more
challenging than inquiry in natural science. Often, social science even
eludes capture in the convenient form of mathematics. Overall, the lan-
guage of social science is more difficult to learn, much less speak.
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Does the commonly observed fact, that social-science theories survive
less often the rigors of logic and empirical testing than do natural-science
theories, signify that social science is less scientific? Our response to
this concern is a resounding no. Scientificity, as we have defined it, is
a quality residing in the form, not the substance, of a theory. This dis-
tinction is important to our inquiry into scientist-lawyer communication,
because the outcome of the communication (we will demonstrate) turns more-
so on the difference in the logical forms between science and law (the
former being conclusion-oriented, and the latter, premise-oriented) than
on the difference in the substance between what the scientists and the
lawyers say.
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2.6 Social Science as This Study's Method
For the purpose of building up an interpretive understanding of the
actors in the AT&T case, we may not readily apply the ethnographic approach
of sociology and anthropology. For the purpose of testing the theory we
have been formulating, we may not proceed to run an experiment, at least
in the conventional way that laboratory scientists do.
The reason is that our subject matter is embedded in the past
With regard to the formulation of our theory, the consequence is that,
unless we may board a time machine, we may not engage in "a long period of
intimate study and residence" among the scientists and the lawyers in their
organizational setting, "employing a wide range of observational techniques
including prolonged face-to-face contact with members of [the scientific
and legal] groups, direct participation in some of the group's activities,
and [an] emphasis on intensive work with informants ... " We may not build
our interpretive understanding in the rich manner that Van Maanen and
Sanday describe, because the world of the AT&T case is no longer in exist-
ence.
With regard to the formulation as well as justification of our theory,
the past nature of the events poses two problems. First, the events of
the AT&T case are unique and nonrecurrent. Such is the nature of case
studies as well as most situations that social-science inquiry confronts.
Because the events only happen once, there is the problem that they may
not be re-run, as in an experiment, to provide observations for testing
predictions drawn from the theory. The second problem has to do with
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the completeness of our data. Unlike scientists who may gather first-hand
data to study the phenomena of today, we confront a no-longer existing sub-
ject matter, therefore requiring that observations be reconstructed from a
trail of clues, such as documents and memories, that the passing events had
left behind. The problem is that the vantage point offered by the recon-
struction from documents provides, at best, only a partial glimpse of the
events. This problem applies to the observations we need for the task of
justification, as well as the task of formulation.
The composite problem we face in our method is the problem of history.
How do we retrieve the past for present observation? How do we carry out
the scientific study of no-longer existing events?
I do not know the general answer to this puzzle, but I offer here a
case-specific solution.
The Interpretive Understanding
The sort of ethnographic interpretation that Van Maanen and Sanday
describe would of course be ideal, but it is indispensable only where the
observer is encountering a community of which he has absolutely no prior
knowledge, as in the case of a British anthropologist encountering an
Eskimo village which has had no outside contacts. The anthropologist
would have to build up an understanding from scratch.
Happily, our task is an easier one. The communities we are scrutini-
zing in the AT&T case--the community of scientists and the community of
lawyers--happen to have been already scrutinized quite thoroughly by other
observers. We may build on their work, rather than duplicating it.
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In this light, the philosophy of science and the philosophy of law
are like ready-made ethnographies. Philosophic observers, like Popper,
Kuhn, Schutz, Nagel, Dewey, and Pound, would be the ethnographers in this
metaphor.
For example, because Popper offers a detailed reconstruction or "thick
description" of the thought patterns in the "savage mind" of the scientific
native, we may liken Popper to a cognitive anthropologist. In the same way,
Kuhn is like an ethnomethodologist whose "subjective interpretation" of sym-
bols and myths indicates that periodic occurence of what the scientific
natives consider "revolution"; it recurs whenever they experience a break-
down in their rituals and beliefs. Also, we may regard Schutz as the social
scientist's ethnographer par excellence--as if he were an ethnographer of
ethnographers--who commands an unusually clear vantage point for discerning
the constructs residing in the minds of social scientists.
What Popper, Kuhn, and Schutz do for scientific natives, Dewey and
Pound do for legal natives.
In addition to building on the accumulated work of these "ethnograph-
ers", we also take advantage of the fact that the scientific community and
the legal community both happen to engage in a high degree of self-inter-
pretation. This is evident in the artifacts they create, which they call
"textbooks". These artifacts serve the function of inculcating into each
community's members what its symbols and practices mean. Naturally, as
observers, we take advantage of these texts for our own purpose. (For
example, in performing our later interpretation to uncover the meaning
contained in the linguistic symbols, "sampling" and "statistical signifi-
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cance," we will rely on texts from the scientific community.) Furthermore,
as if for our convenience, the natives of the legal community have even com-
piled their own lexicon (the call it Black's Law Dictionary) which provides
clues to the meanings of their words (which bear the likes of "prima facie"
and "stare decisis et non quieta movere"), rendering them practically under-
standable to the English-speaking observer.
Of immense help to my research has been one of Harvard's ethnographic
collections. Known as "The Law School Library", it houses a wide assortment
of legal texts and other legal artifacts, many of which are on public dis-
play. Legal aspirants may also be observed in their natural setting.
To supplement the prior work of other ethnographers, I have been making
my own observations, reconstructed from documents, of the scientists and the
lawyers in the AT&T case. (This must be what is meant by an "archival ethno-
graphy.") Original observations are necessary to make sure that the pre-
viously developed interpretive understandings in fact apply, to fill in the
details of how they apply, and to provide clues for their modification where
they fail to apply. An important detail that this study has identified,
for example, was a lawyer's premise-oriented map that had directed him away
from a pertinent portion of the scientific territory, namely, the portion
where the prediction is tested against observation.
Now that we have defined the role of the interpretive understanding in
this study, we are finally in a position to point out the importance of
chapter one, "Science and Law." It presents this study's prescientific,
interpretive understanding of the first-level constructs residing in the
minds of the scientists and the lawyers in the AT&T case. To be exact, I
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am talking not about scientists and lawyers, but puppets of scientists and
lawyers. I am imputing premise-oriented constructs to the minds of the
lawyer-puppets and conclusion-oriented constructs to the minds of the sci-
entist-puppets.
Supplemented by original observations that start in the chapter on the
cross examination of Dr. Ashenfelter, the interpretive understanding will
be our basis for formulating a scientific understanding of the AT&T case.
The Scientific Understanding
It is a problem familiar to social science: the subject matter at hand
consists of events that are nonrecurrent and unique. We certainly may not
re-run the AT&T case in an experiment to provide observations by which to
test predictions drawn from our theory.
However, all is not lost. Experiments, especially those conducted
under controlled, laboratory conditions, are only a limiting form of what
Nagel calls "controlled investigation".
In a controlled experiment, the experimenter can
manipulate at will, even if only within limits,
certain features in a situation (often designated
as " variables" or "factors") which are assumed to
constitute the relevant conditions for the occur-
ence of the phenomenon under study, so that by
repeatedly varying some of them (in the ideal case,
by varying just one) but keeping the others con-
stant, the observer can study the effects of such
changes upon the phenomenon and discover the con-
stant relations of dependence between the phenome-
non and the variables. Controlled experiment thus
involves not only directed changes in variables
that can be reliably identified and distinguished
from other variables, but also the reproduction
of effects induced by such changes upon the
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phenomenon under study.26
Controlled investigation consists in a deliberate
search for contrasting occasions in which the
phenomenon is ... manifested ... and in the sub-
sequent examination of certain factors discrimina-
ted in those occasions in order to ascertain
whether variations in these factors are related
to differences in the phenomena--where these
factors as well as the different manifestations
of the phenomenon are selected for careful obser-
vation because they are assumed to be relevantly
related. From the perspective of the logical role
which empirical data play in inquiry it is clearly
immaterial whether the observed variations in the
assumed determining factors for observed changes
in the phenomenon are introduced by the scientist
himself [in a controlled experiment], or whether
such variations have been produced "naturally" and
are simply found by him--provided that in each case
the observations have been made with equal care and
that the occurrences manifesting the variations in
the factors and in the phenomenon are alike in all
other relevant respects. It is for this reason that
experimentation is often regarded as a limiting form
of controlled investigation ...
In short, although it is possible to make sci-
entific headway without experiment, either con-
trolled experimentation ... or controlled investi-
gation ... appears to be indispensable. 27 [Emphasis
added in both quotations.]
To illustrate how "experimentation" and "controlled investigation"
pertain to our case study, we provide examples.
One experiment I would like to perform, but which I cannot, would be
to shift Mr. Levy and Dr. Ashenfelter (whom we observe in the next chapter)
into the setting of a seminar of graduate students in economics. By vary-
ing the institutional setting, the experiment would be varying the
institutional forces. No longer subject to the institutional forces of
the courtroom, but instead subject to the institutional forces of the sci-
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entific academy, the interaction between Mr. Levy (the cross-examining
lawyer) and Dr. Ashenfelter (the scientific witness) should proceed dif-
ferently and should culminate in a different outcome; that is, Dr. Ashen-
felter, not Mr. Levy, should be the one in the driver's seat and, with the
peer-group pressure against Mr. Levy, the burden should be on Mr. Levy,
rather than Dr. Ashenfelter, to prove himself. This amounts to a hypothesis
or prediction, providing a test of the theory that scientist-lawyer communi-
cation depends not only on the cultural forces (the premise-oriented
constructs in the lawyer's mind and the conclusion-oriented constructs in
the scientist's mind), which this experiment would be controlling for, but
also on the institutional forces (as present in the settings of the court-
room and the scientific academy), which this experiment would be varying.
However, because the AT&T case is unique and nonrecurrent, we may not con-
duct an experiment to provide any observations for testing this procedure.
Yet, in the manner Nagel describes, controlled investigation is a
viable alternative. For example, to test the basic theory that Mr. Levy
was operating with a premise-oriented map, we may observe variations in
Mr. Levy's "territory": the territory of scientific assumptions, the ter-
ritory of statistical inference, and the territory of hypothesis testing.
This amounts to what Nagel calls the "contrasting occasions in which the
phenomenon [the legal premise-oriented map] is ... manifested," where
"such variations have been produced 'naturally' and are simply found by
[the scientist]." Across the three occasions, we may corroborate the
theory that Mr. Levy was reading from a premise-oriented map. We may
also corroborate the theory that scientist-lawyer communication depends
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on both the cultural and institutional forces. However, to avoid any
charges or misunderstandings that we would be using the same data (the
Ashenfelter cross examination) for both formulating and justifying our
theory of scientist-lawyer communication, we will use the Ashenfelter
cross-examination only for formulating our theory, saving the testing
of the theory for the chapter on the cross examination of another scienti-
fic witness, Dr. Judith Long Laws.
The theory we are testing is made up in part of two "puppets": one,
the representation of a scientist; the other, a lawyer. The procedure
by which we carry out the empirical testing of the theory consists of vary-
ing the human beings--actual scientists, like Dr. Ashenfelter and Dr. Laws,
and actual lawyers, like Mr. Levy and the Presiding Examiner--against whose
real-life actions we compare the wooden movements of the scientist-puppet
and the lawyer-puppet.
To those readers who are unperturbed by anthropological jargon, we
say that the theory revolved around the "roles" (or "slots")which are a
component part of a more-or-less steadfast social structure (here,
organizational structure), into and out of which individual occupants
(like Mr. Levy and Dr. Ashenfelter) move. The theory involves the role
that is called "lawyer"; the role that is called "scientist"; the opportuni-
ties and constraints that are attached to each role and that occupants of
the roles thereby encounter as pre-given; and the relationships allowed
between the two roles, in the given structural setting.
Thus the unique and nonrecurrent nature of our subject matter in no
way detracts from the scientificity of this study's social inquiry. Con-
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trolled investigation permits hypothesis testing, just as controlled experi-
mentation would permit under more tractable, less challenging conditions.
It is as if (1) we had been present during the unfolding of the events, but
saved up our observations for the current study, and (2) instead of our
selecting which factors to control and which to vary, this selection was
made by someone else on the research team. History and social science in
general are not alone in relying on "natural experiments"; Nagel states that
for astronomy, geology, and at one time embryology, "lack of opportunity for
controlled experiment has not prevented scientists from arriving at well-
grounded general laws." 28
There is one final point worth mentioning with regard to social science
as this study's method. It deals with the issue "on whether science is
viewed as a body of propositions or as the enterprise in which they are
generated, as product or as process," 29 and it also speaks to the problem,
mentioned earlier, that our observations, being reconstructed from docu-
ments, offers at best a partial view of the events we seek to depict in our
theory.
It is essential to acknowledge that the theory, at this study's comple-
tion, will be far from complete. If we were to obtain a more complete
picture by looking through additional documents or interviewing more people,
we could easily render a better theory with the more complete data.
However, it is not our purpose to leave no stone unturned, at least
with regard to the 200 boxes of documents in storage at the National Archives
in Washington, D.C. As a scientist, I construe my task more usefully as
concerned with setting up a researchable enterprise, where
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(1) the theory I offer is as accurate as possible,
in that it explains all the data I have so far
come across;
(2) the logical form of the theory allows it to be
falsified;
(3) the theory may be improved, or struck into con-
formance with the facts, whenever contradictory
observations do appear; and
(4) other scientists may be able to duplicate or
carry on the research that I perform.
I see this study as but one step in a progression. The next step
would be the theory in its succeeding, improved form, whether the improve-
ment is effected by another scientist or by myself. The improvement is
effected by another scientist or by myself. The improvement would occur
after an encounter with contradictory evidence, which the improved theory
must account for. New evidence, some of it contradictory to the theory,
will inevitably turn up as additional documents are reviewed and more
people are interviewed.
This type of progression, in which further research leads to further
observation and then further improvements in the theory, is not unique to
this study, to historical research, or to social science in general.
Further evidence may always turn up, whether we are dealing with the subject
matter of social science of the subject matter of natural science.30 In
this sense, at any moment in any social-science inquiry, all the data im-
mediately available are always only partial. The "partial view" afforded by
documentary data therefore does not detract from the scientificity of histori-
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cal inquiry, any more than the "partial view" afforded by currently available
data detracts from the scientificity of an accepted theory in physics, which
remains open to the possibility that, in continued testing, "subsequent
negative decisions may always overthrow it.31
The eventual falsification of a theory, in my opinion, is no cause for
negative criticism. Theories are set up in the first place to be falsified.
What is the point of falsifiability if not falsification?
The term "scientific theory" is not an honorific lable that we reserve
for the progression's final, perfected step. It is a term for what is mere-
ly the latest in a series of stopping points along the progression. Besides,
it would be impossible to achieve a perfected theory: no map may become a
territory; no puppet may become a man.
I think it is folly whenever a scientist stakes his reputation on the
validity of one of these temporary stopping points. "It is recalled that
the whole history of science is a graveyard of abandoned theories that were
once thought to yield 'explanations'." 32 For this reason, I think of sci-
ence as the enterprise that produces scientific knowledge, and I take the
atypical, un-macho stance of looking forward to the falsification, abandon-
ment, and improvement of the temporary stopping point that I humbly offer
in this study, because it will mean that the researchable enterprise that
I have set up is underway.
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2.7 Social Science as This Study's Object
To recap, our depiction of social-science inquiry consists of (1) de-
veloping a prescientific, interpretive understanding of the first-level
constructs in the minds of the subjects, which serves as (2) the basis for
formulating the scientist's own scientific, explanatory understanding, con-
sisting of the second-level constructs that make up the theory, and then
(3) justifying the theory by comparing its hypotheses or predictions against
observation, whether though controlled experiment or controlled investiga-
tion.
Is this depiction of social science an accurate one? Does it apply to
social scientists in general? In light of these concerns, some qualifica-
tions to the depiction are in order.
As in any other community, there is a division of labor in the communi-
ty of scientists. In natural science as in social science, there is a
division drawn along the lines between different subject matters. Physi-
cists study atoms, molecules, electrons, and other things of this sort,
while biologists scrutinize life forms. Sociologists focus on group set-
tings while psychologists focus on individuals.
A more interesting division of labor in the scientific community takes
place along the lines of the different stages of inquiry. There are some
natural scientists who boldly formulate new theories, while others con-
servatively collect data to illustrate and justify old theories (see Ian
Mitroff, The Subjective Side of Science). I believe there is a division of
labor along similar lines among social scientists, separating those who seek
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interpretation from those who seek explanation, from those who scientifical-
ly test such explanations.
A few remarks about the division of labor in the social-science com-
munity will serve to qualify this study's depiction of social science.
Some social scientists conduct inquiry exclusively within the stage of
formulation, namely, developing the interpretive understanding. Sanday ob-
serves the positions taken by two anthropologists:
Geertz belives that "man is an animal suspended
in webs of significance he himself has spun." Gertz
takes culture to be those webs and the analysis of
culture to be "not an experimental science in search
of law but an interpretive one in search of meaning."
For Geertz anthropological analysis requires ...
wading through the clusters upon clusters of symbols
by which man confers significance upon his own experi-
ence ... What defines the ethnographic enterprise,
Geertz says, "is the kind of intellectual effort it
is: an elaborate venture in, to borrow a notion from
Gilbert Ryle, 'thick description'."
[Geertz] says that "the essential task of theory
building is not to codify abstract regularities but
to make thick description possible," "not to gener-
alize across cases but to generalize within them."
He likens this process to clinical inference which
begins with a set of symptoms and attempts to place
them within an intelligible frame. In culture the
symptoms are symbolic acts or clusters of symbolic
acts. Theory is used to ferret out the unapparent
import of things. Cultural theory is diagnostic,
not predictive.
Such a view of how theory functions in an inter-
pretive science suggests to Geertz the distinction
between "inscription" (thick description) and
"specification" (diagnosis) as contrasted with the
distinction between description and explanation
found in the experimental or observational sciences.
The distinction Geertz favors is "between setting
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down the meaning particular social actions have
for the actors whose actions they are [that is,
the first-level constructs], and stating, as ex-
plicitly as we can manage, what the knowledge
thus attained demonstrates about the society in
which it is found and, beyond that, about social
life as such [that is, the second-level constructs]."
Similarly, Mead declared no sympathy for the
attempt to build a science of man which "would con-
form to the ideal science, physics" and her sym-
pathy for "those who have insisted on the complexi-
ty and uniqueness of significant events in the life
of a bird or the life of a human being." Even more
to the point, Mead argued against the relevance of
statistics for problems that required complex situ-
ational and emotional statements of context and
compared her role to that of an insightful medical
diagnostician. The student of the more intangible
and psychological aspects of human behavior, she
said, "is forced to illuiflnate rather than demon-
strate a thesis" just as the physician and the
psychiatrist "have found it necessary to describe
each case separately and to use their cases as il-
luminations of a thesis rather than as irrefutable
proof [sic] such as it is possible to adduce in
the physical sciences." [Emphasis added. Refer-
ences deleted. Sanday 33]
The relevance of the passage to this study is that, in the division of
labor in the community of social scientists, there are some members who do
not address at all what we have been calling the stage of justification, in
which a scientific explanation is tested by comparing its hypotheses or
predictions against observation, whether through controlled experiment or
thorough controlled investigation. Instead, these social scientists regard
the prescientific, interpretive understanding of first-level constructs to
be, in itself, a complete inquiry. Indeed, it may be ethnocentric on our
part, as observers, to call their work "pre"-scientific; seeing their work
as central, they set aside the scientific, explanatory understanding because,
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they feel, it is inappropriate to the subject matter (the "complexity and
uniqueness" of life) or inappropriate to their purpose in inquiry (meaning,
not law; diagnosis, not prediction; illumination, not proof; interpretation,
not explanation). Their work, in their eyes, is not merely preparatory to
something else; their work is not "pre"-scientific, but scientific, as in
Sanday's own phrase, "interpretive science" (although, of course, Sanday
means something different by the word "science" from what Popper or this
study means by that word).
None of this is to say that these social scientists perform no tests
to justify the products of their inquiry. The point is that their tests
exclude deductive (conclusion-oriented) justification, which is the sort
that Popper and this study associate with falsifiable (hence, scientific)
constructs. (One test that ethnographers perform is whether they "can
communicate the rules for proper and predictable conduct as judged by the
people studied." Another test would be the requirement that the inter-
pretive understanding not contradict any of the facts from which it is
induced.)
Personally, I feel we could easily add a scientific test at the end of
what Geertz or Mead would consider a completed inquiry. We could (1) im-
pute, based on our interpretive understanding, certain constructs to the
specious consciousness of homunculi;(2) formulate a theory to explain the
the homunculi's actions in their institutional setting; (3) derive falsi-
fiable hypotheses or predictions from the theory; and then (4) test the
hypotheses or predictions against observation, whether through controlled
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experiment or controlled investigation. Because this procedure would be in
addition to the inquiry performed by Geertz or Mead, it would be complemen-
tary or optional to their inquiry, and in keeping with their spirit.
Scientific explanation complements "prescientific" interpretation.
Our immediate purpose, however, is not to debate Geertz's and Mead's
school of thought. In the abbreviated analysis that we are here performing
of social scientists who are like Gertz and Mead, our task is to uncover
the meaning that social science has for them; our task is not to impose,
ethnocentrically, our own beliefs of what social science is or should be.
The pertinent issue here is that there exist social scientists, for whom
we may regard Geertz and Mead to be representatives, who do not practice
the deductive, conclusion-oriented justification that characterizes this
study's depiction of science. Instead, their inquiry dwells in what this
study identifies as the stage of formulation, specifically the development
of the interpretive understanding. Social scientists whose inquiries dwell
in the stage of formulation (where the purpose in inquiry is interpretation,
meaning, diagnosis, or illumination) to the exclusion of deductive, conclu-
sion-oriented justification (where the purpose in inquiry is explanation,
general law, prediction, or proof) include some, but certainly not all,
anthropologists, historians, sociologists, and psychologists. Because
these social scientists explicitly disavow the latter stage, they do not
speak science in the way this study depicts science. The social scientists
that this study therefore does apply to are restricted to those who
take the position that the accuracy of their social-science theory depends
ultimately on the results of hypothesis testing, experimentation, or some
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other aspect integral to the stage of deductive, conclusion-oriented
justification. There must be clues in our documents that the social
scientist, whom we are observing, indeed embraces this position. Dr. Ashen-
felter, for example, employed conclusion-oriented reasoning in his explana-
tion of the quintessentially scientific artifact of statistical inference;
acknowledged he was deriving a prediction from economic theory; and explicit-
ly embraced hypothesis testing in an expanded version of his written testi-
mony that he prepared for publication after the conclusion of the AT&T
case.
We should take notice that, in applying Popper's demarcation criterion
(that the distinguishing trait of scientific theories is their falsifiable
form) to social science, our theory of scientist-lawyer communication will
therefore humbly apply only to those social scientists who work with falsi-
fiable theories and who practice conclusion-oriented justification.
Regretfully, our theory will not apply to, for example, followers of Marx,
Freud, and Adler, whose approaches Popper believed were inductively self-
sealing and whom Popper specifically had in mind when he developed his
demarcation criterion.
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2.8 Appendix to Chapter Two and Summary of Three Steps in "Social Science":
Interpretation, Explanation, Justification
1. The Establishment of the Interpretive Understanding. In general,
it is essential in social inquiry to interpret "the meaning an act has for
the actor himself, not for the observer." 34 Indeed, it is only in the
biased light projected by the scientifically-trained observer that the
legal, premise-oriented meaning to science might appear "irrational"; from
the viewpoint of the judge and the lawyers themselves, the meaning that
they attached to science was perfectly rational and, given the rules and
customs of the courtroom, required. These meanings, however subjective
they may be, are pre-existing as an integral part of the subject matter
that I, as an observer, encounter when conducting my inquiry; therefore, I
must uncover these meanings like any other data, lest I risk formulating
my theory on the basis of seriously incomplete information. In establish-
ing an interpretive understanding, I come to understand the world in the
way that the observed people (the scientists, the lawyers, the judge) under-
stand it.
I look upon the philosophy of science, the philosophy of social science,
and the philosophy of law as providing conveniently (if somewhat unconven-
tionally) "ethnographies" or "thick descriptions" of how natural scientists,
social scientists, and lawyers understand their respective worlds.
2. The Formulation of the Scientific Theory. The interpretive under-
standing that I, as an observer, possess in my mind is not sufficient in
itself to constitute a scientific theory that explains scientist-lawyer
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communication. While essential, it is not enough to set up a mirror that
descriptively captures the salient artifacts and meanings in the world of
the people whom I am observing.
For example, in performing a study of the sexist behavior of middle-
level managers in corporations, it would not be enough for me to understand
the corporate world in the sexist way that the managers understand it. In
addition, I would need to formulate a theory that, while being based on the
interpretive understanding, transcends it by providing a detached explana-
tion of what makes the managers' sexist behavior both possible and realized.
In general, a theory consists of propositions or mental constructs,
related to one another according the the rules of logic. Strictly speaking,
these mental propositions are abstract or "empty" until applied to a con-
crete phenomenon, whether in nature or society. (Application of a theory
involves attaching the mental propositions [ideally, one by one] to their
respective correlates in the concrete world.) A theory is therefore a
fiction, bearing the same relationship to the depicted reality as a map to
a territory, a photograph to a scene, a representation to a presentation.
In this way, the actual people being observed become, in social-science
theories, "puppets" that are representations of the original beings.
The objective in my construction of a social-science theory that ex-
plains scientist-lawyer communication is for the wooden movements of my
scientist-puppet and lawyer-puppet to predict or match the real-life actions
of the many scientists and lawyers that I encounter in my observations.
I use my interpretive understanding of the scientific culture and the
legal culture as the source that provides the thoughts, motives and logics
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which I impute to the minds of the scientist-puppet and the lawyer-puppet.
A social science theory, however, must account for more than just the indi-
viduals; it must also account for the immediate institutional setting that
these individuals themselves encounter as "given" when they appear on the
scene. I thus use my understanding of the institutional forces of the
courtroom to provide the "rules of the game", or the opportunities and con-
straints, which specify the publicly-observable movements allowed to the
scientist-puppet and the lawyer-puppet. With such a theory, I transcend
the merely empathetic, interpretive understanding, and I provide an explana-
tion that also accounts for the institutional forces, of which the observed
people may not even be consciously aware.
(A less graphic, but more conventional term for "puppet" is "role".
For example, in the same way that the role of mother in a kinship structure
specifies a pattern of behavior common to all the particular individuals
who come to occupy that role, my scientist-puppet specifies a pattern of
behavior common to all the particular individuals who are trained and
socialized as scientists, at least when they are testifying as expert wit-
nesses in a courtroom setting. For me to say that the wooden movements of
my scientist-puppet predict or match the real-life actions of observed sci-
entists means, simply, that I have defined accurately the sociological-
anthropological role of scientific expert witness.)
3. The Justification or the Testing of the Theory. What makes a theory
scientific is independent of its substance referring to nature or society.
Instead, I regard scientificity as a quality that stems from the logical
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form of the mental propositions that constitute the theory.
First, the propositions must be logically consistent.
However, while this is certainly a necessary condition for a theory to
be scientific, it is far from being a sufficient condition. Consider that
non-Euclidean geometries, while purely imaginary, are also made up of logi-
cally consistent propositions. In addition to being logical the propositions
must attach to a concrete reality. That is, the theory must be empirical;
the logical form of the theory must allow any mismatches between the theory's
depiction (the map) and the reality being depicted (the territory) to be
detectable and, hence, correctable. The logical form of the theory must
allow the theory to be refuted or falsified, just in case it contains any
inaccuracy.
Thus, hypothesized or predicted events, based on the theory, are
checked against observed events. If the observation refutes the hypothesis
or prediction, an inaccuracy in the theory is indicated and its correction
is called for. If the observation corroborates the hypothesis or prediction,
the theory stands as accurate, at least until a more stringent test comes
along and succeeds in producing an observation that refutes it, whereupon
the correction is made, and the next stringent test is awaited.
The alternative to a falsifiable theory is a theory whose propositions,
even if logically consistent, may be as metaphysical or nonempirical as
those of a non-Euclidean geometry. Any inaccuracies in the theory's de-
piction would not be detectable, rendering the theory into a fiction with
no correlates in the concrete world.
In my dissertation, I test my theory of scientist-lawyer communication
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by specifying patterns of behavior that, I predict, should persist across
different scientists, different lawyers, different scientific fields, and
different fact situations. I make corrections wherever they are called for.
I see my dissertation as but one step in a progression. The next step
would be the theory in its succeeding, improved form. This type of pro-
gression, in which further observations lead to further improvements in
the theory, characterizes both social-science inquiry and natural-science
inquiry. In the context of this progression, a theory's falsification is
not a poor reflection on the theory. Theories are deliberately set up as
falsifiable. What is the point of falsifiability if not falsification? A
theory's falsification is, therefore, actually a good sign; it indicates
that the theory can be improved, that it may be struck into conformance
with reality.
The term "scientific theory" is not an honorific label that I reserve
for the progression's final, perfected step. It is a term that denotes
what is merely the latest in a series of stopping points along the progres-
sion. Besides, it would be impossible to achieve a perfected theory: no
map may become a territory; no puppet may become a man.
I think it is folly whenever a scientist stakes his reputation on the
validity of one of these temporary stopping points. "It is recalled that
the whole history of science is a graveyard of abandoned theories that were
once thought to yield 'explanations'."35 For this reason, I think of sci-
ence not as a body of knowledge, but as the enterprise that produces the
knowledge, and I take the atypical, un-macho stance of looking forward to
the falsification, abandonment, and improvement of the temporary stopping
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point that I humbly offer in my dissertation, because it will signify that
I have succeeded in setting up a researchable, scientific enterprise.
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Chapter 3 Formulating the Theory of Scientist-Lawyer Communication:
The Cross-Examination of Dr. Orley Ashenfelter
The cross-examination of Dr. Orley Ashenfelter will illustrate clearly
what we mean by premise-orientation in law and conclusion-orientation in sci-
ence. As an economist who testified on behalf of the EEOC. Dr. Ashenfelter
represented the most self-consciously "scientific" of the social sciences.
As we will observe, he "spoke" justification in a conclusion-oriented way.
Dr. Ashenfelter's cross examination is useful to us for two reasons.
It illustrates concretely the chasm separating the scientific and legal
cultures and it illustrates the theme that scientist-lawyer communication
also turns on cultural and institutional forces, rather than just the forces
of logic alone.
The nuts and bolts of Dr. Ashenfelter's cross examination covered two
areas: EEOC Exhibit 2A (consisting of charts and tables which Dr. Ashenfelt-
er had helped the EEOC to prepare and which the EEOC was submitting as
"statistical evidence", proving discriminatory employment practices at AT&T)
and his written testimony, "Telephone Rates in the Absence of Discrimina-
tion" (an economic analysis providing estimates of the percentage by which
AT&T's costs, and hence telephone rates, would have fallen if AT&T had em-
ployed women to the full extent that their productivity justified).
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3.1 Exchange No. 1: The Differing Scientific and Legal Meanings to
Scientific Assumptions
All scientific theories rest on assumptions. Assumptions are essential
to science for their simplifying function. A scientific theory, as a de-
piction, is only a depiction. It can never fully capture or replicate the
original. No map is a territory.
Scientists and lawyers attach different meanings to scientific assump-
tions.
To the scientist, the justification of a scientific theory lies in its
conclusions, which are its hypotheses or predictions. If what the theory
hypothesizes or predicts is corroborated by experience, the theory stands
and the inaccuracy that its assumptions build into it is of no consequence.1
To the lawyer, the justification of any testimony lies in its premises.
Scientific assumptions, being inherently inaccurate premises, present irre-
sistable targets to the lawyer.
The following exchange allows us to observe the different scientist/
lawyer meanings for three assumptions in Dr. Ashenfelter's testimony. They
are the assumptions that men and women are equally productive, that AT&T's
production process is linearly homogenous, and that men and women share the
same occupational categories.
Assumption about Men and Women Being Equally Productive
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Mr. Levy, may I interrupt here. I am intrigued by a
sentence in the second sentence [sic] on page three [in Dr. Ashen-
felter's written testimony, "Telephone Rates in the Absence of
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Discrimination"] about men and women being equally productive.
MR. LEVY [lawyer for AT&T]: You have stolen two hours of cross examination,
Mr. Examiner.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: This sounds like a revelation. Kidding aside, did you
jump over that?
MR. LEVY: I am still hung up on the first sentence, Mr. Examiner.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: I am sorry. Go ahead. I thought you had passed over
that.
MR. LEVY: Not a chance.
[The passage being discussed is:
An examination of the Bell Telephone Company's
employment data reveals that there are a number of
occupations in which women comprise a very small
fraction of the work force. One explanation for
this phenomenon is that, although men and women are
equally productive, the latter suffer from a desire
on the part of management not to employ women on the
same terms as men, i.e., discrimination. Since male
and female workers are not being employed entirely
in relation to their true productivities, a loss of
overall efficiency results ... 2]
[Later on in the cross examination:]
MR. LEVY: Respecting the parenthetical clause, "although men and women are
equally productive," is that stated as a second or supplemental hypo-
thesis, or is that an assertion of fact?
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DR. ASHENFELTER: No, it is meant to be a part of the hypothesis.
MR. LEVY: Have you made any in-depth analysis of the relative productivity
of men as a group and women as a group in Bell occupations?
DR. ASHENFELTER: No, I have not.
MR. LEVY: Are you familiar with data relating to weightlifting or pole climb-
ing abilities of women as a group versus men as a group?
DR. ASHENFELTER: I am not really familiar with that, no.
MR. LEVY: Are you familiar with work by motivational psychologists relating
to whether women, when confronted with male-role opportunities, seek
to avoid success?
[Dr. Ashenfelter responds negatively.]
MR. LEVY: ... Have you considered, Dr. Ashenfelter, the possibility of
significant differences between men as a group and women as a group
on such things as verbal ability, perception of detail, or numerical
or mechanical computation in positing this corollary to your hypo-
thetical of equal productivity.
DR. ASHENFELTER: If you mean have I tried to determine whether or not it
is true that men and women are equally productive in the jobs in-
volved, the answer is, I have not.
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[pages 1560-1562
of the transcripts]
MR. LEVY: ... I previously asked you about possible physiological or psycho-
logical differences, including job preferences between men as a group
and women as a group. Looking at the numerical constructs and equa-
tions that begin in the middle of page 4 of your testimony, is it
correct that those considerations are not taken into account in your
numerical constructs and that those constructs are directed solely to
the theoretical assumptions that all differences in male-female jobs
is due to employer job discrimination?
[The last of the three equations is crucial to Dr. Ashenfelter's testimony.
It is his means of providing estimates of the percentage by which telephone
rates would decline, if discrimination were to disappear. Dr. Ashenfelter's
response has to do with traditional assumptions made about economic behavior.]
PRESIDING EXAMINER: This goes again back to your hypothesis that the pro-
ductivity is equal?
DR. ASHENFELTER: Yes, that is right. It assumes the productivity is the
same.
MR. LEVY: I take it while you did not directly answer, it is implicit in
your answer that that was the assumption or hypothesis 3 you proceeded
under, and you did not reflect in your numbers anything for societal-
ly instilled job preferences or biological differences between men as
a group and women as a group, or physiological differences between men
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as a group and women as a group?
DR. ASHENFELTER: It is correct ...
[1568-1570]
Assumption about the Production Function
A production function is a formula. Plugging in numerical values for
both the prices and quantities of inputs to AT&T's actual production process,
Dr. Ashenfelter was able to obtain numbers for the amount of goods and
services that AT&T produced. Different formulas which economists use for
the production function reflect different types of actual production proces-
ses. The formula for a production function is therefore a scientist's mental
construct, put in mathematical form, of a firm's actual production process.
Depending on the actual production process at hand, one formula for the pro-
duction function may be a more accurate depiction than another.
MR. LEVY: Further on page 4, Doctor, you asked us to suppose that the process
whereby Bell produces its services can be approximated by using a Cobb-
Douglas production function ...
[1571]
MR. LEVY: Is a Cobb-Douglas production function a linear, homogeneous func-
tion?
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DR. ASHENFELTER: Yes, that is correct.
DR. LEVY: If it were not first-order homogeneous, would Equation No. 2 be
derivable in your formulations?
[Equation No. 2 is a formula for calculating the price of AT&T's goods and
services. Equation No. 1 is the Cobb-Douglas production function.]
DR. ASHENFELTER: I forgot to add one important point ... I would like to
add parenthetically, for people who don't know what [linear homogenei-
ty] means--
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Most of us.
MR. COPUS [a lawyer for the EEOC]: Perhaps your testimony could be in paren-
thesis, and this will be the main part.
[Dr. Ashenfelter explains linear homogeneity.]
MR. LEVY: Getting back to my question--and I am not sure it has been an-
swered--I asked, if the production function you used was not first-
order homogeneous, Equation No. 2 could be quanitified, or would a
numerical equation be derivable?
DR. ASHENFELTER: No, it could not be.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Is this a convenient stopping point, Mr. Levy?
MR. LEVY: All right, Mr. Examiner.
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[1572-1574]
MR. LEVY: Did you make any investigation to determine that [the Cobb-Douglas]
production function was realistic as applied to Bell?
DR. ASHENFELTER: No ...
MR. LEVY: If the Bell System ... did not fall within the model of a linear
homogeneous production function, would that in fact be an appropriate
formulation to use?
[Dr. Ashenfelter responds affirmatively, but provides qualifications.]
MR. LEVY: Doctor, why didn't you choose to use other professionally recog-
nized functions such as VES, variable elasticity of substitution?
[Dr. Ashenfelter gives his reasons.]
MR. LEVY: Had you used VES, could you have derived equations comparable to
[your] equations at the steps where you have developed your equations
2 and 3?
DR. ASHENFELTER: Equation 3, which is the one we used to directly calculate
the effect of a reduction or elimination of discrimination [on] tele-
phone rates would be the same with the VES production function if it
were homogeneous of degree 1.
[Dr. Ashenfelter elaborates his answer.]
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MR. LEVY: Then your answer to my question is you did not investigate this?
DR. ASHENFELTER: That is correct.
MR. LEVY: Is that equation LNo. 2] based on equation 1?
DR. ASHENFELTER: Yes.
MR. LEVY: Is your third equation on page 6 [Equation No. 3] derived from
equations 1 and 2?
DR. ASHENFELTER: ... yes, it can be derived from equations 1 and 2, but it
can also be derived from less restrictive assumptions.
MR. LEVY: In this instance, from what was it derived?
DR. ASHENFELTER: That is not a very meaningful question because I mean it
exists and [the written testimony] states it comes from equations 1
and 2, but as I have said, it can also come from a less specific formu-
lation of the problem.
[Mr. Levy changes the topic.]
[1576-1580]
Assumption about Occupational Categories:
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MR. LEVY: Getting back to the first full sentence on page 3, and at later
points in your testimony, you use the word "occupations". By what do
you mean as occupations as you use that in this piece of testimony?
DR. ASHENFELTER: By "occupations" ... you could also take that to mean occu-
pation in the aggregate sense of like the craft occupations.
MR. LEVY: Do you mean like the EEO-l category?
DR. ASHENFELTER: Yes ... it would be correct to say "occupation" where occu-
pation meant EEO-l report-form occupation.
MR. LEVY: In "Minority Employment Patterns, 1966" [one of Dr. Ashenfelter's
publications], you expressed the conclusion, " ... the economic meaning
of 'occupations' such as clerical worker and craftsman are very dif-
ferent for the two sexes at the level of aggregation available from
the EEO-l data."
MR. COPUS [a lawyer for the EEOC]: What page is that, Mr. Levy?
MR. LEVY: Page 1.
[Mr. Copus is interested because Dr. Ashenfelter's theory assumes occupa-
tional categories to be the same for the two sexes.]
[1557]
Analysis of the Exchange:
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Mr. Levy's line of questioning raises a serious issue for our considera-
tion. May a theory be deemed accurate if it is derived from inaccurate
assumpti ons?
All theories involve simplifying assumptions that, strictly speaking,
are inaccurate for what they simplify away. In a sense, therefore, all
theories can be called inaccurate because they rest on assumptions that are
themselves inaccurate.
Such an extreme position, fundamental to Mr. Levy's line of question-
ing, would be absurd to a scientist. Even the tried-and-true theories of
physics would have to be written off, if such a position were adhered to. To
illustrate this point, I suggest we hypothetically assess Boyle's law, a well
known theory in physics, from the vantage point of this extreme position.
(Boyle's law concerns the behavior of gases. It assumes that the
molecules that make up a gas are just like miniature rubber balls, possessing
perfect elasticity. This means that a ball that falls to the ground is so
elastic that [assuming no friction] it may bounce back to the height from
which it is dropped, and that it may do so, again and again. The assumption
of perfect elasticity applies to all the collisions of the molecules--against
one another and against the walls of the gas's container. From this and
other assumptions, a scientist may readily derive PV=nRT, which is a form of
Boyle's law.4 It states that the pressure, P, of a gas times the volume, V,
of its container is equal to the quantity, n, of molecules in the gas, times
a constant, R, times the temperature, T. The relationship, PV=nRT, is a
famous one, known to all first year physics and chemistry students.)
How well would Boyle's law stand up to legal scrutiny?
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MR. LEVY: Doctor, you use the word, "rubber balls" in page three of your
testimony. By what do you mean as rubber balls as you use that in
this piece of testimony? ... Have you made any in-depth analysis about
how the actual shape of molecules is different from that of rubber
balls? ... Did you investigate the difference that the actual shape of
the molecules would have made to your computations? ... On page two,
you state that the gas's container is made out of steel. Doctor, why
didn't you choose to use other scientifically recognized substances,
such as copper or zinc? ... Did you investigate what difference the
use of copper or zinc or any other substance would have made to your
computations? ... Then your answer to my question is you did not in-
vestigate this? ... In one of your publications, "Elasticities Manual,
1966", you state the finding that the elasticity of rubber is less
than perfect--
MR. COPUS: What page is that, Mr. Levy?
MR. LEVY: Page one.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Mr. Levy, may I interrrupt here. I am intrigued by an
assumption in the Doctor's testimony on page three, about the volume
of the rubber balls being zero.
MR. LEVY: You have stolen two hours of cross examination, Mr. Examiner.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: This sounds like a revelation. Kidding aside, did you
jump over that?
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MR. LEVY: I am still hung up on the first sentence.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: I am sorry. Go ahead. I thought you had passed over
that.
MR. LEVY: Not a chance.
[There is some cross-examination in which the scientist explains his assump-
tions.]
MR. LEVY: Getting back to my question--and I am not sure it has been answered
--I asked, did you derive "PV=nRT" from the intermediate equations,
which you had in turn derived from the assumptions?
DR. ASHENFELTER: That is not a very meaningful question because--
MR. LEVY: Let me ask you a very simple question, Doctor. Did you make any
in-depth investigation to determine that your assumptions were realist-
ic as applied to the actual molecules in your experiment?
DR. ASHENFELTER: No, I did not.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Is this a convenient stopping point, Mr. Levy?
MR. LEVY: All right, Mr. Examiner.
The absurdity that the hypothetical exchange magnifies has its basis
in the different meanings that the scientist and the lawyer attach to the
assumptions.
To the scientist, assumptions are essential for their simplifying
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function. No map is a territory; simplifications must be made. Assumptions
screen out details that are marginal to the depiction of the original. What
is marginal and what is not are matters that are up to the scientist's pur-
pose, and skill, in inquiry.
To the scientist, Boyle's law works, even if molecules really are not
volumeless rubber balls possessing perfect elasticity. Boyle's law is Dre-
dictive. Its hypotheses and predictions are corroborated by experience.
The scientist finds this situation to be satisfactory because, according to
his value system, justification is conclusion-oriented.
The inaccuracy inherent in a simplifying assumption is of consequence
to the scientist only when one of the theory's predictions is falsified by
experience. The scientist may then proceed to improve the theory by revising
one or another of the simplifying assumptions. A more realistic assumption
is more likely to formulate a more accurate theory. However, the justifi-
cation of the improved theory, which is separate from its formulation, would
still lie in the empirical testing of the hypotheses or predictions drawn
from it. Thus, in the scientist's way of thinking, the accuracy of an as-
sumption, like the accuracy of the theory of which it is a part, is known
through its conclusions.
(We can be sure that Dr. Ashenfelter would agree with this assessment.
In re-writing his testimony for publication after the conclusion of the AT&T
case, Dr. Ashenfelter discussed, in terms of hypothesis testing, the accuracy
of the assumption of a linearly homogeneous production function.5)
To the lawyer, scientific assumptions appear different. The actual
Levy-Ashenfelter exchange makes clear that the meaning Mr. Levy attached to
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the assumptions were different from Dr. Ashenfelter's. How did this come to
pass? That is, how did Mr. Levy come to see the assumptions as targets worth
aiming at?
I believe that the following dynamic took place in the Levy-Ashenfelter
exchange, as indicated on the diagram on the following page.
To Mr. Levy, Dr. Ashenfelter's computation for the cost of discrimina-
tion at AT&T (in the diagram, "The Conclusion") was not justifiable because
it was derived from inaccurate premises. In applying the law to the facts
to reach a conclusion, the conclusion is justifiable only if its premises--
the law and the facts--are in order. In Mr. Levy's eyes, they were not in
order.
The law is appropriate for applying to the facts only if "the facts
fit the rule". 6 The facts that Mr. Levy presented about (1) male-female
productivity, (2) production functions, and (3) occupations did not fit the
theory's assumptions about (1) men and women being equally productive,
(2) the production function being linearly homogeneous, and (3) occupational
categories being the same for the two sexes. If the facts do not fit the
rule, the rule does not apply. To Mr. Levy, Dr. Ashenfelter's theory did
not apply.
Mr. Levy's map of the world was one in which the law is applied to the
facts to reach the conclusion. In projecting his map onto the territory of
the scientific testimony, Mr. Levy saw the justification of the scientific
testimony as resting on its premises.
Mr. Levy's meanings for the artifacts of major premise, minor premise,
and conclusion were rooted in his own legal culture; respectively, they were
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the law, the facts, and the conclusion. Dr. Ashenfelter's meanings for the
same artifacts were the theory, the initial conditions, and the hypothesis.
Upon projecting the meanings from his own culture onto Dr. Ashenfelter's
presentation of the artifacts, Mr. Levy proceeded to see Dr. Ashenfelter's
scientific artifacts as if they were legal artifacts.
For example, because Dr. Ashenfelter computed the cost of AT&T's dis-
crimination from equation no. 3, it was important for Mr. Levy to attack
the pyramid of premises on which he believed the equation to be resting.
Was equation no. 3 derived from equation no. 2? Was equation no. 2 derived
from equation no. 1? What difference would it have made in the computed
cost of AT&T's discrimination if the inaccuracies of the assumptions con-
tained in equations 1 and 2--about a linearly homogeneous production process
and equal male-female productivity--had been corrected? It was a premise-
oriented map that directed Mr. Levy's attention to the premises.
Ethnocentrism
While at first it may appear curious, Mr. Levy's projection of his map
should be unsurprising to us. It is more commonly called "ethnocentrism".
People project the meanings and values that they normally attach to the
objects of their own culture onto the objects, similar in appearance, of a
different culture.
Though the popular connotation attached to "ethnocentrism" frames it
as a deliberate and condescending act, the sense in which I describe "ethno-
centrism" depicts it as arising subconsciously and innocently, where its
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consequences are randomly innocuous or harmful. It is in this manner that
Mr. Levy saw Dr. Ashenfelter's scientific testimony not for what it was
(i.e., conclusion-oriented),' but for what it was not (i.e., premise-oriented).
Rather than drawing up a map after surveying the territory, Mr. Levy pro-
jected a pre-existing premise-oriented map onto the conclusion-oriented
territory.
We, as observers, may not judge Mr. Levy as acting irrationally lest
we be guilty of ethnocentrism ourselves. For a lawyer, indeed for any
person, it is a natural act to see the world in familiar, pre-established
terms or "typifications", which are the mental .sedimentations or kernels
that remain after the person has experienced something "n" times over the
course of his biography.7 In plainer language, it is natural to use a map
as a guide to an unfamiliar territory.
Dr. Ashenfelter's testimony, replete with economic
jargon, economic logic, and mathematics, was unfamiliar territory to Mr. Le-
vy.
Before proceeding to the next exchange, we take note that Mr. Levy did
not stand alone in projecting a legal, premise-oriented map. We observe
the same projection by the other lawyers who were present: the Presiding
Examiner ("I am intrigued by a sentence ... about men and women being
equally productive") and even the lawyer who was sponsoring Dr. Ashenfelter,
namely, Mr. Copus ("What page is that, Mr. Levy?").
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3.2 Cultural and Institutional Forces
Now is an opportune time to define the "cultural and institutional
forces" that we have been mentioning since the introduction to this study.
"Cultural and institutional forces" have to do with the notion of social
structure.
A social structure is made up of the rules, formal and informal, that
an individual finds given upon entering a situation. Although man-made,
a social structure has a life of its own, outlasting the lives of the indi-
viduals who momentarily pass through it.
A social structure is also made up of the "slots" or the "roles" in ad-
dition to the given or ready-made rules. The individuals who are
momentarily passing through the social structure are occupants of the slots.
Slots in the family structure include father, mother, sibling, and cousin.
Slots in a corporate structure include chief executive officer, vice presi-
dent, and middle manager. Slots in a courtroom structure include judge
(presiding examiner), plaintiff, and expert witness.
The individual who is momentarily occupying a slot is subject to the
rules that come pre-given with the slot. A person who is a father, middle
manager, or judge behaves according to the pre-specified rules, or opportuni-
ties and constraints, that he encounters in his role as father, middle
manager, or judge.
"Social structure", in the manner defined, exists from the viewpoint
of the sociological-anthropological observer. To the people who actually
live in the slots and encounter the pregiven rules--the people who are so
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busy being fathers, middle managers, and judges that they have no time for
sociological-anthropological reflection--the social structure presents a
very different meaning.
The meaning of a social structure to its inhabitants--the impression
it makes on the hearts and minds of the people who live in it--is what I
call "culture". Culture is just the flip side notion to social structure.8
A long-time inhabitant of a social structure may internalize the rules
he encounters. I define "cultural forces" as the influence of rules that
have been internalized. They operate from within the individual. Mr. Levy's
subconscious and automatic projection of his legal map onto Dr. Ashenfelter's
scientific testimony is an illustration of cultural forces in action. No
doubt, Mr. Levy internalized the premise-oriented legal map over his many
years of being a lawyer, starting in law school. As observers, we have
taken notice of Mr. Levy's projection as an artifact of his culture, or
social structure.
Of course, for whatever reason, not all rules are internalized. Indi-
viduals are also subject to the influence of imposed rules. Because they
are imposed from the outside--from the institutional environment--I refer
to these as "institutional forces". They operate from without the indi-
vidual.
Together, the cultural forces and the institutional forces make up
the structural forces.
The first exchange provided examples of cultural froces. It provided
us the opportunity to see that the lawyer and the scientist carried dif-
ferent cultural notions of justification into the cross examination. The
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communication, or lack thereof, was due to the operation of the respective
cultural forces.
The next exchange will provide examples of institutional forces.
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3.3 Exchange No. 2: The Differing Scientific and Legal Meanings to Sampling,
Standard Error, and Statistical Significance
In this exchange, Mr. Levy was cross examining Dr. Ashenfelter on EEOC
Exhibit 2A. Their discussion revolved around the concepts of sampling,
standard error, and statistical significance.
These concepts are quintessentially scientific, as will be later ex-
plained. Of special interest to us is that Mr. Levy did not understand
these concepts for their scientific meaning.
(My stance is not that a lawyer may never be able to master inferential
statistics in a way that would be meaningful to a scientist. I am just
noticing that, in this instance, there were some artifacts whose meanings
for Dr. Ashenfelter and for Mr. Levy were different. My stance is that we
should take advantage of the apparent difference in meanings. It provides
us the opportunity to identify the institutional forces that were brought
to bear on Mr. Levy in the meaning he did attach to sampling, standard
error, and statistical significance.)
The Meaning of Sampling, Standard Error and Statistical Significance
to the Scientist
Sampling is an aid to the scientist in the testing of theories. More
often than not, there are limitations in time and money that prevent the
scientist from looking at the actual situation of interest in its entirety.
The scientist looks at just a representative portion of it instead, which
he calls a "random sample". The result is therefore an educated guess
about the actual situation. For example, if a random sample, taken from
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an actual population, is 20 percent minority, it would be a good guess that
the actual population itself is about 20 percent minority. The larger the
sample, the more accurate the guess.
"Statistical significance" describes the accuracy of the guess. For
example, the scientist may put up a theory that "company A and company B
both have 20 percent minority employees". A logical conclusion, or hypo-
thesis, following from the theory would be that "there is no difference in
the percentage of minorities at companies A and B". The scientist could
then test the theory by comparing the hypothesis of "no difference" against
observed fact.
Suppose the scientist makes his observation by looking only at a repre-
sentative portion of each of the two employee populations. Suppose the
samples produce the guesses that company A is 19.5 percent minority and
company B is 20.5 percent minority.
The scientist must, of course, account for the rough nature of the
guesses. The difference in the guesses may very well be the result of
random error, which is inevitable in sampling and which small samples
magnify. The guesses of 19.5 percent and 20.5 percent, while different,
might be so approximate that the scientist might not feel himself to be on
solid-enough ground to assert that there truly exists a difference between
the true percentages (whatever they may be).
On the other hand, if the sample sizes are sufficiently large, the
scientist might feel that the guesses of 19.5 percent and 20.5 percent are
sufficiently accurate to indicate that there truly exists a difference (a
"statistically significant" difference) between the true percentages (what-
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ever they may be). Here, the statistical significance to the difference
would allow the scientist to take the conclusive action of rejecting the
hypothesis of "no difference". The theory would be rejected, or falsified,
by assocation.
In the case where the sample sizes are too small, the lack of sta-
tistical significance would render the test inconclusive.
A good portion of the field of inferential statistics is about how to
manage the approximate nature of the guesses that sampling introduces to
hypothesis testing. "Sampling error" and "standard error" are quantitative
measures of the error inevitable in sampling. Because sampling, standard
error, and statistical significance are tools that the scientist uses in
hypothesis testing, their meanings are rooted in the context of conclusion-
oriented justification. In this sense, they are quintessentially scientific
artifacts.
The following excerpts will reveal Dr. Ashenfelter's familiarity with
these artifacts and Mr. Levy's non-scientific understanding of them.
MR. LEVY: Is it correct in the case of Chesepeake & Potomac of Virginia for
the year 1966 the table indicates that it had a 2.05 percent minority
clerical employment versus a 3.00 area average?
[The area average is the percentage of clerical workers who were minority
for all employers in the C&P service area.]
[Dr. Ashenfelter responds affirmatively to Mr. Levy's question.]
MR. LEVY: Do you know the sampling error or the standard error of that three
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percent census figure for minority percentage?
[Dr. Ashenfelter explains that the figure is taken from "EEOC establishment
reports".]
MR. LEVY: Do you know the sampling error or the standard error of that three
percent figure derived from those sample statistics?
DR. ASHENFELTER: I guess I should say, strictly speaking, that is not a
sample. Strictly speaking, if all employers filed their EEO-l reports
[the EEOC establishment reports] on time as they are supposed to do,
then if we carefully define ... the universe [or population] in terms
of the employers who are required to report, then strictly speaking
this should be the complete universe [or population]. There should be
no sampling problem at all ...
[Perceiving at this point that Mr. Levy is misusing the notion of sampling
error, Dr. Ashenfelter proceeds to explain it.]
... Your initial question was about the census of population where
what happens is typically they will take a five percent sample. If,
for example, you ask me in West Virginia what percentage of the popu-
lation--what percentage of employed people are clerical workers ...
Since the occupational information is not a complete enumeration, the
fraction of all employees in West Virginia, say, who are clerical
workers would exist. There is such a number, but since the census
only asks about five percent of the people what their occupation is,
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the percentage that came from the census would be only an estimate of
what the true proportion of employed people who are clerical workers
was, let us say, in West Virginia. So, we have to ask the question,
how good an estimate is this estimate based on only a fraction of the
total people who are in the area. That is for the census of population
based on a conventional random sample. The EEO-l are not random
samples. Strictly speaking, they are not a sample ... if we define
[the] universe [or population] to include only those employers who are
subject to the reporting requirements, and we assume everybody [in-
cluding AT&T] fulfills their legal obligation, then strictly speaking,
we have all employment [not just a sample] in the area. Is that good
enough or should I go into it more? [Emphasis added.]
MR. LEVY: Let me ask you a very simple question, Doctor. Is it your testi-
mony that all employers in that area or all employees of a clerical
nature in that area are included in EEO-l reports that form a basis
for this?
DR. ASHENFELTER: No ... First, I said if the legal requirements are satis-
fied by all the employers who are subject to them, and secondly I said
if we carefully state which employers ... are legally required to
respond ... then this would not be a sample in the way in which the
census data are sampled.
MR. LEVY: Given those two situations, isn't this in fact based upon what
can be viewed as a sample of all employers of clerical persons in the
area?
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DR. ASHENFELTER: Since there is some non-response [by employers], you mean?
MR. LEVY: And since it does not include employers with less than 25 employees,
or employers of a governmental nature, federal, state, or local.
DR. ASHENFELTER: ... It would depend on whether or not I would want to con-
sider [the EEO-1 reports to be] a sample of total employment. I would
want to know, really, first how you want to define the universe of
employees. Is that clear?
MR. LEVY: That is clear, Doctor. If you were to be viewing this from the
perspective of it being a sample of all employers of all clerical
persons in the area, then under that conceptualization there would be
some measure of standard error associated with it as an estimate of
the total population, would it not?
DR. ASHENFELTER: Strictly speaking, in the conventional way in which we
talk about sampling and sampling errors, no. The reason for that is
because ...
[Dr. Ashenfelter then explains that there may be some error, not due to
the built-in incompleteness of sampling, but due to some non-response by
employers, all of whose answers are solicited for a complete picture in
the EEO-l reports. An unconventional "standard error", defined to refer
not to sampling but to such non-response, could conceivably be calculated.]
... In other words, defining what a standard error means in that con-
text would require some significant additional kinds of comparison,
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which incidentally I have done.
MR. LEVY: Do I understand what you are saying is there is some measure of
sampling error, but you cannot really estimate it; is that it?
DR. ASHENFELTER: No, that is not quite right ... There are ways of [getting
an idea of the precision of EEO-l data], but they are less formal than
would be implied by saying that we could calculate a standard error or
measure of sampling variation for a given employment statistic.
MR. LEVY: Getting back to the numbers themselves, Doctor, the difference
between 2.05 percent as shown on the table [for Bell's percentage of
minority clerical employment] and 3 percent as shown on the table [for
all employers' percentage of minority clerical employment in Bell's
service area] is, if my mathematics is correct, .95 of one percent,
is that right?
DR. ASHENFELTER: Yes.
MR. LEVY: Is that a statistically significant difference in the circum-
stance of these numbers as they have been discussed?
DR. ASHENFELTER [perceiving that Mr. Levy is misusing the notion of statist-
ical significance]: ... Let me say first of all, however, before we
say statistically significant, I would like to make clear precisely
what that means in this context ...
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[Dr. Ashenfelter explains, again, that the figures of 2.05 and 3.00 were not
the result of sampling, but of complete reporting; statistical significance
and sampling error would be applicable concepts only in the context of
sampling. Any error in the figures would be due not to sampling, but to
errors in the complete reporting itself, such as in AT&T's reporting of
its 2.05 figure to the EEOC. Dr. Ashenfelter explains he could compute this
type of error, although he has not done so for this particular case.]
MR. LEVY: The graphic display in Chart 202 purports to convey to the eye of
the beholder that C&P of Virginia in 1966 lagged behind the area by a
magnitude of 31 on a scale of 100 [that is, (3.00-2.05/3.00=31/100].
Is such a magnification of a small difference, one you say without
precise calculations you could not estimate was statistically signi-
ficant, normally [made] in descriptive statistics?
DR. ASHENFELTER: First of all, I think I would like to say that one of the
presumptions in your question was not quite what I said ...
[1506-1516]
Although Mr. Levy did not display a scientific understanding of sampl-
ing, standard error, and statistical significance, we must realize that
these words signified meaning of some sort to him. As long as he spoke
these words and formulated questions with them, and as long as he had a
purpose in carrying out the cross examination, there was meaning in these
words to him. What was the meaning?
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To answer this, we must first discern Mr. Levy's--indeed AT&T's--pur-
pose in the courtroom. The purpose will help us tell whether Mr. Levy was
carrying out a war dance, a barter trade, a reception of a friendly ambas-
sador, an exercise in premise-oriented justification, or something else of
this sort.
The point is that it was only from Dr. Ashenfelter's viewpoint that
Mr. Levy "misunderstood" certain scientific terms. While we must account
for Dr. Ashenfelter's viewpoint, it would be quite another matter for us
to embrace his viewpoint as our own; we could do so only at the risk of
"going native"--that is, over-identifying with one or more of the people we
are studying. Instead, we should strive to understand or interpret Mr. Levy
in his own context. In this regard, the importance of what I call the"insti-
tutional forces" becomes apparent. Imagine how the Levy-Ashenfelter inter-
action and the outcome to it would have been different if the two men had
been interacting not in a courtroom, but before a seminar of graduate
students in economics. The tables would have been turned on Mr. Levy and
the burden would have been on him, not Dr. Ashenfelter, to legitimize him-
self.
In the courtroom, Mr. Levy's approach was socially sanctioned and so-
cially approved, just as Dr. Ashenfelter's approach in the seminar would
have been. To interpret properly Mr. Levy's meaning for statistics and
his purpose in the courtroom, we must therefore account for the institu-
tional forces that he was subject to.
The Meaning of Sampling, Standard Error and Statistical Significance
to the Lawyer:
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Individuals who occupy the role of lawyer in a courtroom setting are
not free to construe whatever arguments they believe to be convincing.
They must devise their arguments within the opportunities and constraints
that "the law" hands down to them: stare decisis et non quieta movere. To
make sense to the other natives in the courtroom, not to mention persuading
them, a lawyer must employ logic and findings that make sense to them. For
the lawyers in the AT&T case, there existed legislative law and case law--
a legacy of mental constructs created and sanctioned in the resolutions to
past controversies--that spelled out the manner for justifying or discredit-
ing statistical evidence. Mr. Levy was laboring under the weight of past
decisions in his attempt to make sense out of the statistical evidence,
EEOC Exhibit 2A. In this way, institutional forces were brought to bear on
the meaning Mr. Levy attached to sampling, standard error, and statistical
significance.
An equivalent way of saying this is that Mr. Levy's knowledge about
statistics was socially derived; it was drawn from specific findings in
precedents and from general legal principles, such as a prima facie case
or a per se violation of the law. However, AT&T and the EEOC had interpreted
the law differently in this regard.
The position espoused by the EEOC was the "principle of a statistical
prima facie case of discrimination". 9 To members of the legal culture, a
prima facie case is one "that will prevail until contradicted by other evi-
dence". 10 The EEOC's interpretation of the law was that "statistical proof
of substantial under-representation of minorities or females in certain
jobs establishes a prima facie case of employment discrimination. Once such
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facie case has been made, the burden then shifts to the defendant to rebut
the prima facie case ... "11
What is the logic behind shifting the burden to the defendant to dis-
prove the statistics? The EEOC explained, "even though one inevitable
consequence of systematic discrimination is statistical underrepresentation
of females and minorities", the converse of this is not generally true:
"exclusion is not the inevitable cause of underrepresentation"; for example,
there might be legally accepted job-related qualifications, rather than
systematic discrimination, that give rise to the exclusion or statistical
underrepresentation. "That is why," the EEOC stated, "statistics consti-
tute only a prima facie case." 12 The evidence is tentatively probative,
becoming decisive only if the defendant fails to come forward with its own
"exculpatory evidence" or "controverting evidence".13
Furthermore, according to the EEOC, not just any exculpatory, contro-
verting evidence would do:
... the Courts have accepted only two defenses as satis-
factory explanations for statistical data showing a sub-
stantial underrepresentation of females and minorities ...
The first defense requires the Bell System to show
that job-related qualifications explain the statistical
disparities shown by Petitioners [the EEOC] ...
The second acceptable defense requires the Bell
System to show that it has made every reasonable effort
to recruit qualified females and minorities for the jobs
in which those groups are substantially underrepresented. 14
In referring to itself as Petitioners, the EEOC justified its interpreta-
tion by appealing to precedent:
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In its Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike,
Petitioners cited Fogg v. New England Tel., F.
Supp. , 5 FEP Cases 7 (D.N.H. 1972) in support of
the use of statistics to establish a prima facie case
of sex discrimination. In Fogg, the plaintiff submit-
ted exactly the same type of statistical data presented
by Petitioners in this case, and the Court found unlaw-
ful discrimination based on the statistical showing.15
To summarize, the EEOC's position was that "statistics showing sub-
stantial underrepresentation of minorities and females constitute a prima
facie (but not conclusive) case of unlawful discrimination and shift the
burden to the defendant to explain the statistical disparities," 16 where
the additional exculpatory, controverting evidence must take either of the
two pre-specified forms.
The position espoused by AT&T was in opposition to the EEOC's. AT&T
interpreted the law to mean "that a statistical showing of underrepresenta-
tion of females or minorities constitutes a per se violation of the law." 17
Whereas evidence in a prima facie case is put up as tentative and
rebuttable, and is considered decisive only upon the defendant's failure to
rebut it with additional exculpatory, controverting evidence, evidence in a
per se violation is put up as "conclusive", which means it is not rebuttable
by other evidence, 18 but must be justified or discredited in and of itself. 19
In light of this, it is easy for us to interpret, from Mr. Levy's view-
point, the meaning that EEOC Exhibit 2A signified. With the purpose of dis-
crediting the EEOC's "conclusive" statistical evidence, Mr. Levy was attempt-
ing to have one of the EEOC's own witnesses testify about the "error"
(sampling error, standard error, whatever error) in EEOC Exhibit 2A. In
Mr. Levy's eyes, Dr. Ashenfelter's technical discourses about the inappli-
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cability of "standard error" constituted a smokescreen, blocking exposure
of the error that, to Mr. Levy, surely did exist. Indeed, after persistent
questioning, Dr. Ashenfelter did admit that there was error and imprecision,
whether conventionally or unconventionally defined. (Perhaps, with con-
tinued questioning ... )
In the same spirit, Mr. Levy attempted to establish that EEOC Exhibit
2A's alleged difference, between AT&T's 2.05 percent minority employment
of C&P of Virginia vs. the 3.00 percent minority employment at other firms
in the same area, was a picky one. To Mr. Levy, the ".95 of one percent
difference" between the two statistics lacked "significance". No matter
that "statistical significance" held a special meaning to Dr. Ashenfelter,
or that Dr. Ashenfelter could spew discourses on technical issues. The
pertinent issue to Mr. Levy was to ferret out the "error" and lack of
"significance" in the EEOC's statistical evidence.
The source of my observations and quotations about AT&T's position and
the EEOC's position consists of memoranda that AT&T, the EEOC and the FCC's
Common Carrier Bureau had written. These memoranda are artifacts that
conveniently reveal to us the meanings that the lawyers attached to the
statistics in EEOC Exhibit 2A. The artifacts contain such subheadings as
"The Principle That a Statistical Proof of Underrepresentation Constitutes
a Prima Facie Case of Discrimination is Unchallenged" 20 and "Respondents
Have Mischaracterized the Bureau's Statement of the Law on the Use of
Statistical Evidence in Cases of Employment Discrimination." 21
What is revealed to us is that, regardless of what scientists mean by
statistics, the legal meaning to statistics must come from "the law",
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that is, the body of pre-existing legal precepts, which in this situation
were decisions to prior court cases that had established rules regarding sta-
tistics in its role as evidence. What would happen if a lawyer propounded a
meaning not derived from a pre-existing legal precept? The EEOC and the FCC's
Common Carrier Bureau believed that AT&T's per se positions to be based on no
legal precept whatsoever; in summarizing its position, the EEOC stated:
The EEOC further demonstrated that the testimony
of [five] Bell System witnesses ... does not relate to
the two accepted defenses to a prima facie case [that
is, the testimony does not relate to rules established,
sanctioned, and accepted by precedents] ... Thus, to
avoid burdening the Record with testimony which is not
legally cognizable [emphasis added], the EEOC moved to
strike this testimony as immaterial. 22
Now, if the EEOC's lawyers saw no "legally cognizable" meaning in AT&T's
position, because of a supposed lack of basis in legal precepts, then what
"legally cognizable" meaning could we in general expect a lawyer to see in
a scientist's explanation of statistics, which is based not at all on pre-
established legal precepts, but on ad hoc logical conclusions?
In trying to make himself understood to Mr. Levy, Dr. Ashenfelter was
therefore up against not only the premise-oriented legal map in Mr. Levy's
head, but also the institutional forces that sanctioned and approved
Mr. Levy's line of questioning in the courtroom setting. Dr. Ashenfelter's
ad hoc conclusion-oriented explanations ("So, we have to ask the question,
how good an estimate is this estimate based on only a fraction of the total
people who are in the area?") simply did not command the same legitimacy as
did established precepts, principles, and other legal premises.
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The force wielded by the courtroom setting may be seen in the structure
of the administrative hearing, which is itself a monument to the role of
legal precepts, prinicples and precedents as the authoritative source of
meaning in the legal language. According to Dr. Phyllis Wallace in Equal
Employment Opportunity and the AT&T Case:
Government hearings are often rather complex and
protracted legal encounters, but in most cases they
follow the same general procedural format. After a
Hearing Examiner is assigned to a case, the parties
file pretrial briefs giving their preliminary inter-
pretations of the law. Then, each part moves to
discover facts from the other party to support its
contentions. Third, each side presents witnesses who
are cross-examined. Fourth, the parties move that
exhibits, or documents of various kinds, be submitted
into the record; there are challenges and some are
admitted, others excluded. Fifth, each party submits
a proposed finding of facts based upon the record and
conclusions of law. Sixth, the hearing examiner
writes a decision passing judgment on the facts, the
law, and the law as applied to the facts. The recom-
mended decision of the hearing examiner may be appealed
to an appeal board. Seventh, a final decision in the
case is made by the presiding authority of the agency
(which at the FCC consists of a seven member board of
presidentially appointed commissioners). These are
the basic steps in a hearing procedure. The current
case [the AT&T case] did not progress beyond step four,
at which point a settlement was reached, over two
years after the case had been opened.23
Given the structure of the hearing and the exalted role it ascribed to
"the law" (certainly a role different from what we would expect if Mr. Levy
and Dr. Ashenfelter were interacting instead in an economics seminar or in
the street), (1) Dr. Ashenfelter was at a severe disadvantage in trying to
convey his scientific meanings, and (2) Mr. Levy did not even have the
choice of entertaining any meaning, except a "legally cognizable" one, for
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the statistical evidence.
With the weight of the courtroom hearing and the body of legal precepts
bearing on him, Mr. Levy's non-scientific understanding of Dr. Ashenfelter's
testimony is plausible to us. He was acting with a deliberate purpose in
mind, and not blindly stonewalling Dr. Ashenfelter's patient explanations,
in asking repeatedly and relentlessly for the "standard error" and "sta-
tistical significance". When Dr. Ashenfelter asked if his explanation of
sampling was clear, and Mr. Levy replied, "That is clear, Doctor," I
believe that Mr. Levy was being sincere, in light of the cultural rules and
institutional forces that he was subject to. Only if we "go native" in
adopting Dr. Ashenfelter's perspective as our own might Mr. Levy's line
of questioning appear obnoxious, obstinate, ignorant, and purposeless (save
for the naively imputed purpose of grilling the witness in order to confuse
him), as it may have appeared on our intial reading of it.
On the other side of the interaction, Dr. Ashenfelter was operating
under his own cultural rules. He was an outsider to the courtroom and new
to its institutional forces. He was a scientist from the scientific world,
the scientific culture, the scientific institutional framework. He spoke a
language different from Mr. Levy's. The two men, being products of diffe-
rent cultures, attached different meanings to the same artifacts, namely,
the words "sampling", "standard error", and "statistical significance".
In speaking to each other, they spoke past one another. What was a
war dance to Mr. Levy was a barter trade to Dr. Ashenfelter.
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3.4 Exchange No. 3: Differing Scientific and Legal Meanings to Testing the
Prediction
There is the lurking possibility that Mr. Levy knew how to "speak" sci-
ence all along and was well familiar with the scientific meanings to
sampling, standard error, statistical significance, and simplifying assump-
tions. Accordingly, Mr. Levy may have feigned ignorance in a deliberate
attempt to obfuscate the testimony. Given the adversarial nature of the
interaction, the possibility is a probable one.
I rule out the possibility for three reasons. I take the stand that
Mr. Levy would not have (1) wittingly made himself vulnerable, or (2) wit-
tingly failed to strike where Dr. Ashenfelter was easily vulnerable.
In the first instance, Mr. Levy made himself vulnerable when he asked
Dr. Ashenfelter for the sampling error. Strictly speaking, when there is
no sampling but complete reporting, the sampling error is zero. I doubt
that Mr. Levy was wittingly providing Dr. Ashenfelter the opportunity to
enter into the record that EEOC Exhibit 2A was error-free.
Mr. Levy treaded dangerous waters a second time when he asked for the
statistical significance between AT&T's 2.05 percent minority employment
and the corresponding 3.00 percent for other employers in the same area.
Because there was no sampling but complete reporting, the "sample" percent-
age was the actual population percentage, so that the "guess" of the
"sample" was absolutely accurate, as far as sampling was concerned. Sci-
entifically speaking, then, the degree of statistical significance that
Mr. Levy was asking for was astronomically high.
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If Mr. Levy had truly been able to speak science, he would not have
made himself vulnerable. It was only by the grace of Dr. Ashenfelter, in
realizing that Mr. Levy misunderstood these concepts and in subsequently
accomodating Mr. Levy with unconventional definitions of them, that no
such damaging responses were entered into the record.
In another sense, Mr. Levy did not luck out. The persistence in his
questioning served to provide a platform on which Dr. Ashenfelter established
his credibility and legitimized, by association, the EEOC's statistical evi-
dence.
The third reason introduces us to the next exchange. It is that
Mr. Levy could have demolished Dr. Ashenfelter in the latter's own scienti-
fic language where this golden opportunity presented itself. Mr. Levy,
unaccountably, let it slip by. His action does become accountable, however,
if we rule out the possibility that he really knew how to speak science.
The Achilles heel in Dr. Ashenfelter's estimates of the cost of dis-
crimination at AT&T was that he did not test his hypothesized or predicted
values. Dr. Ashenfelter was aware of this. In the version of his work
that he published after the conclusion of the AT&T case, he explained in
greater detail the calculations behind the estimates he had presented in
his testimony. He had performed a multiple regression analysis to obtain
the wage differentials between men and women. "Our purpose in including so
many righthand variables," Dr. Ashenfelter explained about the regression
analysis, "is not, of course, to conduct tests on particular determinants
of the hourly earnings of workers, but simply to derive a prediction ..."24
Not having tested his predictions, Dr. Ashenfelter had not, strictly
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speaking, justified his theory in a scientific way. In the words of Karl
Popper: "So long as a theory withstands detailed and severe tests ... we
may say that it has 'proved its mettle' or that it is 'corroborated' by past
experience." Dr. Ashenfelter's theory had neither proved its mettle nor
been corroborated by experience.
(Of course, the impossibility of setting up a control group would have
hindered the observation of the "experience"--the actual cost of discrimina-
tion. However, the lack of a control group has never been an impediment
to scientists intent on testing predictions. Scientists, especially
economists, employ a wide assortment of what they call "quasi-experimental"
designs and methods that provide the next best thing to a control group. 25
The statistical controls are functional equivalents of what Nagel calls
"natural experiments". While multiple regression analyses permit quasi-
experimental designs that test predictions in natural experiments,
Dr. Ashenfelter deliberately chose not to proceed in this direction.)
How was it possible that Mr. Levy neglected to cross examine Dr. Ashen-
felter on this crucial point? In the following exchange, Mr. Levy actually
stumbles over the point, and then, not recognizing its significance, ends
the cross examination.
MR. LEVY: A distinguishing difference between inference statistics and de-
criptive statistics is that in the former one can estimate the expected
error in the derived results that is caused by random error in the
analysis; is that correct?
DR. ASHENFELTER: Yes.
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MR. LEVY: Typically in such analyses this error is measured by a statistic
called the standard error.
DR. ASHENFELTER: Yes.
MR. LEVY: Have you computed such a measure for the 4e log P estimate on
page 8 [the estimate of the cost due to discrimination at AT&T?]
DR. ASHENFELTER: It could be computed and I have not.
MR. LEVY: Without such a measure, how would you determine whether the
results are not significantly different from zero?
DR. ASHENFELTER: I would argue by the logic of the process, the number has
to be greater than zero ...
MR. LEVY: No further questions, Mr. Examiner.
[1620-1621]
For Mr. Levy, a golden opportunity had slipped by. He could have had
the EEOC's own expert witness enter into the record that the estimated
cost of discrimination at AT&T was untested, and hence without empirical
justification. Satisfied with Dr. Ashenfelter's logical deduction ("I
would argue by the logic of the process ... "), Mr. Levy ended the cross
examination, never having asked for an empirical justification of the
predicted estimates through testing.
On earlier occasions in the cross examination, Mr. Levy did not fail
to articulate points that he hoped to enter into the record (for example,
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"Then your answer to my question is you did not investigate this"). How is
it that he was not persistent on the issue of empirical justification or
testing, whereas he was persistent on less crucial issues?
I posit the explanation that Mr. Levy did not understand science.
(Conversely, if he did understand science, he would not have let the golden
opportunity slip by.) Operating not with a scientific map but with a legal
map, Mr. Levy's attention was pointed in the wrong direction, as diagrammed
on the following page. A lawyer who is seeking justification is pointed in
the direction of the premises. A scientist who is seeking justification is
pointed in the direction of the conclusions. Mr. Levy, in scrutinizing
what he believed to be the basis for the justification of Dr. Ashenfelter's
testimony, thus looked to the premises (for example, the theory's simpli-
fying assumptions). Mr. Levy was premise-oriented in his outlook.
Returning to the earlier instance in which Mr. Levy ethnocentrically
projected his legal map onto Dr. Ashenfelter's testimony, we observe some-
thing else that took place in the final exchange, as illustrated on the
page following the first diagram.
We see that the scientific territory runs off the legal map. Not only
is the lawyer's attention pointed in the wrong direction, but the map which
serves as his guide provides him with not so much as an outline to a crucial
part of the scientific territory. Even if he were to stumble across the
uncharted territory ("Have you computed such a measure for the L log P esti-
mate"), he would not be able to appreciate its meaning ("No further questions,
Mr. Examiner"). Insofar as the legal map (finding the law, finding the
facts, applying the law to the facts to reach the decision) is internalized
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as a cultural notion, it is hardly surprising at all that Mr. Levy did not
recognize or even look for Dr. Ashenfelter's Achilles heel.
There is one final point we must consider. Dr. Ashenfelter admittedly
did not make testing his purpose. He meant "simply to derive a prediction."
Could Dr. Ashenfelter's avowal that he was simply deriving--and not testing,
a prediction, have successfully defended him from an attack by Mr. Levy?
I think not. Dr. Judith Long Laws, we will see, employed a similar
defense in her cross examination, but to no avail. In the situation of the
cross examination, the lawyer does not wittingly fail to strike where the
scientific testimony is easily vulnerable; in the cross examination of
Dr. Laws, the lawyer was well aware of the testimony's vulnerable points.
In the cross examination of Dr. Ashenfelter, the lawyer was not so aware.
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3.5 Perspective on the Ashenfelter Cross Examination
The Levy-Ashenfelter exchange has provided us an introduction to the
scientific language, the legal language, and the dynamics that accompany
their interaction.
We observed Dr. Ashenfelter "speaking" science. In his eyes, scienti-
fic assumptions were premises that played a formulative role, not a
justificative one, in theory building.26 Dr. Ashenfelter saw justification
as being known not through premises, but conclusions, which we observed in
his familiarity with statistical inference and in his mentions of hypothesis
testing.27
Dr. Ashenfelter's conclusion-oriented justification clashed head on
with Mr. Levy's premise-oriented justification. We observed the justifica-
tive function Mr. Levy attached to Dr. Ashenfelter's scientific premises.
Also, AT&T's position concerning an alleged per se violation of the law
provided us an example of the premise-oriented justification that lawyers
typically practice.
Our observations of Mr. Levy introduced the notions of cultural forces
and institutional forces. As the sediment or kernel of rules that Mr. Levy
internalized, his legal premise-oriented map constituted the cultural force
that we observed in action when Mr. Levy projected the map onto Dr. Ashen-
felter's testimony. Dr. Ashenfelter's scientific conclusion-oriented map
represented the cultural force that operated from within him when he
provided answers to Mr. Levy's questions.
Mr. Levy and Dr. Ashenfelter were not free men, able to convince one
another solely on the basis of logic. Mr. Levy had the weight of his insti-
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tutions on his side; Dr. Ashenfelter, momentarily estranged from his home
turf, had to contend with an alien one. The impact of the institutional
forces rested in (1) the body of established precepts, principles and other
legal premises, and (2) the setting and structure of the courtroom/admini-
strative hearing, which sanctioned and approved the legitimacy of the body
of established premises.
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3.6 The Artifact, Called "Knowledge"
At a deeper level, the Ashenfelter cross-examination as a whole is a
counterexample to the rationalist belief's depiction of policy-making.
Here, we simply introduce some ideas that we explore more fully in the
final chapter.
An integral notion to the rationalist belief is that knowledge can be
imparted or passed on, from one individual to another. Thus, professors
of business management attempt to pass on a "knowledge base" of economics,
sociology (usually in the form of organizational behavior), statistics,
and other scientific knowledge to their students, who graduate and then
presumably impart their knowledge to co-workers, who all then presumably
apply the knowledge to a problem, solving it. In such a depiction, it is
as if knowledge were like a rock, which could be the same rock to all
individuals to whom it is passed.
I do not believe that knowledge has a durable, objective form, being
the same to all individuals. I believe that it varies like a gestalt dia-
gram, its image being dependent on the person possessing it. Knowledge is
in the mind of the beholder. It cannot be passed from one person to
another, like a rock or other physical object, but consists of mental con-
structs that must be re-created anew in every knower, like the image seen
in a gestalt diagram. As such, re-creation provides the entry point for
cultural and institutional forces to come to bear on the knowledge a
person eventually comes to espouse and advocate.28
Dr. Ashenfelter's lack of success in "imparting" his scientific know-
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ledge of statistics to Mr. Levy illustrates my belief. Dr. Ashenfelter was
unable to impart or pass on his mental constructs in the form he intended,
that is, as if they were stable and objective in form like a rock; at best,
he could only present it, like a gestalt diagram, for Mr. Levy to see. The
image that Mr. Levy constructed in his mind turned out to be different from
the intended one, owing to cultural and institutional forces that flipped
the gestalt switch the other way. 29
Insofar as the rationalist belief posits the existence of a "knowledge
base" that can be shared, it oversimplifies reality to the point of fantasy.
For example, knowledge of the homogeneous and stable form that is implied
by the phrase, "knowledge base", does not even begin to address how Dr. Ash-
enfelter's barter trade appeared to be a war dance to Mr. Levy.
Further, the rationalist belief posits just one form of rationality
and knowledge--the scientific--as legitimate for use in policy-making. All
other forms are "unscientific". Yet, as the Levy-Ashenfelter exchange
reveals, scientific knowledge is scientific only to scientists. Perhaps
among scientists a scientific finding may be passed around like a rock.
Outside the scientific community, however, the rock may no longer be hard,
objective, or durable; thus, it may no longer be a rock. It becomes a
sponge.
Policy-makers outside the scientific community employ their own com-
munity's knowledge; in doing so, as did the EEOC's lawyers, they may very
well achieve success in policy-making, even if their "knowledge base" is a
non-scientific one. Legal knowledge is as rigorous as scientific knowledge,
and is likely not alone in being a legitimate non-scientific form of know-
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ledge for use in policy-making.
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Chapter 4 Justifying or Testing the Theory of Scientist-Lawyer Communication:
The Cross Examination of Dr. Judith Long Laws
The cross examination of Dr. Judith Long Laws is illuminating in three
ways. It serves as a corroboration, for the most part, of the theory that
we have so far developed to explain scientist-lawyer communication. Where
it does not corroborate, but refutes, the theory, it serves as an impetus
for refining those aspects of the theory that are lacking. Finally, in
conjunction with the cross examination of a physician, Dr. Andre Hellegers,
it serves to reveal how a legal line of questioning, when applied to scien-
tific testimony, can lead to either an infinite regression or an infinite
progression of questions, undercutting the testimony either way and setting
up a can-lose/can't-win situation for the scientist, where "winning" simply
means conveying her viewpoint.
The aspect of the Laws cross examination which we examine in this
chapter is how, as part of the "natural experiment" of our case study, it
introduces variations in the circumstances surrounding our subject matter,
thereby giving us the opportunity to corroborate our theory. At the very
least, it varies the particular individuals who occupy the "slots" of
scientist and lawyer in scientist-lawyer communication. It therefore pre-
sents a source of additional real-life actions against which to compare the
wooden movements of our theory's scientist-puppet and lawyer-puppet. To
the extent that the wooden movements predict and match the real-life actions,
we will have evidence that corroborates the existence of the theorized
premise-oriented legal language, the theorized conclusion-oriented scienti-
fic language, and the theorized clash between the two in the setting of the
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courtroom.
Along with the variations in the particular individuals come variations
in their actions. The new AT&T lawyer, Mr. Thompson Powers, focused the
courtroom's attention on the scientific testimony's minor premise ("the
facts" to the lawyer, "the initial conditions" to the scientist), whereas
Mr. Levy had concentrated on the major premise ("the precept" to the lawyer,
"the theory" to the scientist). Another variation is that Dr. Laws covered
less of the scientific territory with her written testimony that Dr. Ashen-
felter had covered with his; that is, Dr. Laws applied the scientific theory
to the initial conditions, whereas Dr. Ashenfelter had, in addition, derived
a prediction.
Aside from the variations we may observe across cross examinations,
there are also the variations within a cross examination. For example, with-
in the Laws cross examination, there are variations in the particular
individuals who occupied the role of lawyer in scientist-lawyer communication.
They were Mr. Powers, Mr. Copus, and the Presiding Examiner. The Laws cross
examination will also allow us to observe that the scientist experienced
miscommunication not only with the cross-examining lawyer, but also with the
neutral Presiding Examiner, and even with her supportive lawyer, Mr. Copus.
(This observation, incidentally, will demonstrate the existence of scientist-
lawyer miscommunication, independent of the possibility that the miscommuni-
cation is due to the cross-examining lawyer's motivation for intentionally
obfuscating the testimony.)
In short, the variations in the circumstances that the Laws cross examina-
tion introduces provide a test of our theory. Given that it introduces (1) a
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different scientist who was applying (2) a different theory to (3) a dif-
ferent set of facts, all of which came under the scrutiny of (4) different
lawyers (Mr. Powers, Mr. Copus, and the Presiding Examiner), whose collect-
ive attention was focused on (5) a different portion of the scientific
territory, a corroboration of our theory would follow from the observation
of the same scientist-lawyer miscommunication, as resulting from the same
clash between the same premise-oriented legal language and the same conclu-
sion-oriented scientific language, that we observed in the Ashenfelter cross
examination. We would be observing either a remarkable coincidence, or cor-
roboration, of the existence of our theorized cultural and institutional
forces.
The purpose of this chapter is merely to provide such a corroboration
of our theory.
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4.1 Exchanges Revealing the Different Meanings Existing in the Written
Testimony for the Scientist and the Lawyer
A few introductory remarks are necessary to make the exchanges intel-
ligible.
An assistant professor of social psychology, with a joint appointment
in the departments of sociology and psychology at Cornell University,
Dr. Laws testified on behalf of the EEOC. Her written testimony was en-
titled, "Causes and Effects of Sex Discrimination in the Bell System".
However, if there is any lesson we may learn from the Laws cross
examination, it would have, ironically, little to do with sex discrimination
in the Bell System. Instead, the lesson would be that the courtroom's as-
sessment of scientific testimony is largely independent of the testimony's
substantive content. Whether favorable or unfavorable, the ultimate assess-
ment would hinge on the testimony's form: in what way, if any at all, does
the testimony happen to be "legally cognizable"?
A scientific testimony is legally cognizable if it has premises to
which the courtroom may apply its procedures of premise-oriented justifica-
tion. In Dr. Ashenfelter's case, the premises happened to survive the
legal scrutiny (even though Dr. Ashenfelter had not designed them for this
purpose), and so the testimony was assessed favorably. However, in Dr. Laws'
case, we will observe that the testimony disintegrated upon the legal scru-
tiny of its premises; Dr. Laws' testimony was thus assessed unfavorably, as
indicated by the extent of revision and dilution required before being
allowed to enter the record as evidence.
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To a small extent, Dr. Laws reconstructed observations from documents
in a way similar to ours in this study. To a greater extent, Dr. Laws
relied on second-hand observations recorded by other social scientists in
certain documents, which were studies that AT&T had performed on itself.
(The EEOC obtained these in-house AT&T studies through the administrative
hearing's discovery process.) The documents which Dr. Laws cited were the
premises to her testimony. As such, they became the focus of the court-
room's premise-oriented scrutiny.
Dr. Laws' purpose was not to test a hypothesis, but to illustrate her
social-psychological theories with data from AT&T. (All scientific theories
consist of mere propositions related to one another according to the rules
of logic. Strictly speaking, propositions are abstract or "empty" until
applied to a concrete phenomenon existing in nature or society. Divorced
of such data, which serve to bring them to life by illustrating them, sci-
entific theories remain purely fictional. To illustrate a theory with
data, therefore, is to attach the mental propositions [ideally, one by one]
to their respective correlates in the concrete world. In her written testi-
mony, Dr. Laws used data from AT&T to illustrate expectancy-value theory,
equity theory, and theory of relative deprivation.)
The purpose of the lawyers (I use "lawyers" to include the Presiding
Examiner) was, of course, to establish the validity of the scientific testi-
mony. When reading the transcripts, I conjured an image in which Mr. Powers,
with the approval and active cooperation of both the Presiding Examiner
and Mr. Copus, made sense of the documents and studies that Dr. Laws foot-
noted, annotated, and cited in her written testimony as if they had the same
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function as the precedents and statutes that are similarly footnoted, anno-
tated, and cited in legal memoranda. For example, Mr. Powers would do his
homework by looking up ("Shepardizing") these footnoted studies and documents,
in addition to others that he believed were more pertinent (and, to his own
argument, more favorable). He would then execute his purpose of establishing
the validity of the testimony by questioning these premises or "precepts".
In his eyes, footnoted studies and documents appeared as the premises which
served to justify the scientific testimony, much as precedents and statutes
are the premises that justify a legal opinion. This depiction of legal be-
havior turned out to be accurate, insofar as it stood up to the test of
comparing favorably with the observed actions of Mr. Powers, Mr. Copus, and
the Presiding Examiner.
The Laws cross examination is interesting because it demonstrates that
the clash between science and law occurs even if justification is not the
scientist's purpose. For while justification may not be the scientist's
purpose, it is assuredly the purpose that the lawyers have in being in the
courtroom. Subsequently, the scientist's own notions about justification
are drawn into the discussion; the scientist must make sense of, and arti-
culate responses to, the legal actions aimed at establishing the testimony's
validity. The lawyers' actions thus signify one meaning to the scientist
and another meaning to the lawyers themselves, reflecting the respective
cultural forces that they bring to scientist-lawyer interactions.
In the Laws cross examination, a readily observable focal point for the
different meanings was the footnoted documents and studies in the scientific
testimony. For Dr. Laws, they had the simple and innocuous meaning of empi-
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rical data, intended only to illustrate her theories. For Mr. Powers, they
had the crucial meaning of being the premises on which the testimony's
validity rested.
I have selected twenty-two exchanges which reveal the different meanings
that were attached to the documents. Sometimes, Dr. Laws, Mr. Powers,
Mr. Copus, and the Presiding Examiner articulated these meanings, as well as
their purposes in being present, in their very own words, thereby facilita-
ting our social-science task of developing an interpretive understanding.
The reader may choose to skim the exchanges and then proceed to the
next section, where reprises of illuminating exchanges will be presented.
The reader may then return to the original presentation of the exchanges
when questions arise about the context.
Exchanges Revealing the Different Meanings
Exchange No. 1
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws, you indicate that your testimony provides an analy-
sis of Bell System practice with respect to women. What caused you to
undertake this analysis?
DR. LAWS: I am interested in the real world implications of the work that
I do even though I happen to be specialized as a very theoretical kind
of person. This particular inquiry in the organization of the Bell
System is a perfectly natural experiment to demonstrate the workings
of some of the theoretical models that I deal with. In fact, there
are great bodies of data contributed by the Bell System, itself, which
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are better than anything I could make up ... So it was an irresistable
opportunity.
[Page 722 of the
transcript]
Exchange No. 2
MR. POWERS: Is your study the product of your analysis of the documents
which they [the EEOC] provided plus the theoretical knowledge you had
acquired?
DR. LAWS: Yes, that is right.
MR. POWERS: Did you refer to any documents other than those which you cite
in your testimony?
DR. LAWS: I haven't been terribly specific about citing all of the docu-
ments which are already part of the exhibits for this hearing. There
are many of those. What I did was use standard bibliographic and
reference form for materials which might not be familiar to members of
the [Federal Communications] Commission or to the parties to the
hearing so that I am assuming, and maybe I shouldn't do this, that
everyone knows the findings of fact. When I make assertions about the
Bell System they are all based on those documents.
MR. POWERS: That, again, for clarification, refers to Exhibit 2, I believe,
to Mr. Speck's testimony which is now called "Summaries". Isn't that
the title of it?
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MR. COPUS: That is correct ... LBut] I think what the witness said was that
she based her findings on not only the exhibit which is now labeled
"Summaries of Documents", attached to Exhibit 1, but she also based her
analysis on the considerable examination of an original [in-house] Bell
document ["The Houston Study"] which we supplied [to her]. If you
request we will provide you with a list of the documents on which she
relies.
DR. LAWS: Would it be helpful to you in the cross examination on the testi-
mony to have these items footnoted specifically so that you can have
reference to the document containing the data? I have written some-
thing for the ease of reading. If it would help you to have specific
citations, I will be glad to give them.
MR. POWERS: ... what I am referring to and what I do request is a list of
documents which the EEOC furnished to Dr. Laws which was the basis of
her study.
MR. COPUS: We will certainly provide you with that list.
[726-727]
Exchange No. 3
MR. POWERS: Did you conclude that the EEOC had provided you all the docu-
ments from the Bell System that would be relevant to the study you had
undertaken?
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DR. LAWS: Yes. I didn't use them all. I saw an absolutely exhaustive com-
pilation of data.
MR. POWERS: In reaching that conclusion, did you examine the discovery re-
quest of EEOC to AT&T in the Bell System?
DR. LAWS: What do you mean by discovery request?
MR. POWERS: Most of the data was provided by the Bell System in response
to specific request that the EEOC made. I was inquiring whether part
of the basis of your judgment that the documents were complete in
terms of relevant documents was based on an analysis of those dis-
covery requests.
DR. LAWS: Yes. I made some selections from those lists ...
[728-729]
Exchange No. 4
MR. POWERS: How would you characterize [the written testimony]?
DR. LAWS: I would say it is an analysis of a problem illustrated with data
as opposed to a study which is [a] specific research project undertaken
to test [a] specific hypothesis. In fact, you really can't use data of
this sort [that is, the numerical data in AT&T's own in-house studies,
obtained by the EEOC from AT&T through the discovery process] to test
[a] hypothesis really, because the data were collected for a different
purpose. They were simply used in an illustrative way to give a sense
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of numbers and a concreteness to the argument ...
[737]
Exchange No. 5
[The discussion is over the phrase in Dr. Law's written testimony, "Bell
practices a sex-segregation more extensive than that observed in society
at large".]
MR. POWERS: ... Have you made an analysis of employment practices of other
major companies or institutions other than the Bell System that gives
you a basis for that statement?
DR. LAWS: No.
[Dr. Laws and Mr. Powers discuss this point. In the discussion, Mr. Powers
asks the following questions:]
MR. POWERS: Are you aware of information about specific companies or insti-
tutions which display less sex segregation than the Bell System?
The purpose of [the last] question is to lead to one about the
model you use in terms of your evaluation of the data. Is it a model
based on a specific company or institution? On a body of principles
accepted by social psychologists, or is it based on your own concept?
What analysis did you make of all formal recruiting done in the
Bell System?
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DR. LAWS: You are asking me questions about [the written] testimony. I
think that in order to help you out I should probably annotate a copy
of the testimony with reference to specific documents which are part
of your exhibit and that I think should be part of the cross examina-
tion on testimony.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Well, how does this matter stand? Mr. Copus, do you
want to supply an annotated version of that?
MR. COPUS: Yes.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: We are speaking of the phrase on page three [Dr. Laws
writes: "All formal recruiting is sex-specific ... "]. Is that it,
Mr. Powers?
MR. POWERS: Yes. I think we are entitled to determine at this time what
[the] basis is for that conclusion in terms of the review of documents.
I gather that it is clear that it is simply a matter of review of
documents for that conclusion.
MR. COPUS: Mr. Examiner, as we indicated earlier, we will provide the phone
company with a complete annotation of all the documents which were pro-
vided to Dr. Laws with specific annotations to the parts of her
testimony as they relate to those documents.
[738-741]
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Exchange No. 6
MR. POWERS: I am not at the moment doing anything more than trying to deter-
mine the basis of your conclusions. I take it, it is the data.
DR. LAWS: That is correct.
[753-754]
Exchange No. 7
DR. LAWS: I would like to add one thing to your observation which I think
is very apropos and that is to say that I have--I think, I hope, and
if this is not the case, I hope you will correct me--tried to avoid
making statistical generalizations about the whole Bell System.
The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone study [an in-house AT&T study
that Dr. Laws cited in her written testimony] is interesting and il-
lustrative but I don't construe it as my job to reconcile in a
statistical way this finding and I don't remember--if you say I cited
it I must have cited it, I don't remember doing so with the C&P study
... I am interested in the C&P study because it focuses in on a problem
for us.
I won't say that that problem necessarily in a descriptive way
represents the total Bell System. However, the findings are so strik-
ing in this study that I am moved to ask a variety of questions about
what is going on there.
That is legitimate in terms of the way I am using data in my
report.
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If you are going to argue, for example, in rebuttal that this is
is an exceptional situation, then you have to justify ... why there
should be [significant] differences.
I don't have to do that because that is not the argument I am
making.
MR. POWERS: I am not engaged at the moment in a direct argument with you.
I am just trying to clarify what you have presented to this proceeding
[which is the purpose to the voire dire, currently underway]. In line
with your point about not generalizing from a specific study, I would
like to inquire about some of your statements on page six. The study
to which you refer is of the operator position in Houston. Isn't that
correct? That is referred to in line four.
[Dr. Laws' statement reads: "These data suggest that precisely the women who
are most promising are being lost to the Bell System by short-sighted person-
nel policies. This is the conclusion of the Houston study mentioned above."]
DR. LAWS: I think not because the Houston operator citation is EEOC R-798.
This sentence begins "In another study" with a citation, so in a sub-
sequent statement, it presumably is based on both of those.
Again, I can't say a great deal about documents which I have not
read in their entirety, which I wish to do before submitting to cross-
examination on them [which follows the voire dire]. I can't say a
great deal until I have reviewed those.
[759-761]
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Exchange No. 8
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws, at the bottom of page nine of your testimony, you
state that college graduates are usually recruited in the Level 2 and
above. What is the basis for that statement?
[The statement reads: "A second route into management is via recruitment of
college graduates, usually into Level 2 and above."]
DR. LAWS: Again, I am talking about documents whose exhibit numbers I can-
not specify at this time ...
[765]
Exchange No. 9
DR. LAWS: ... In general, in an experiment, you control a great many of
the sources of variance that you are not prepared to measure. You
manipulate only certain variables. There is no reason why it has to
be done in the laboratory, in fact.
Exchange No. 10
MR. POWERS: I would like to move to page 30. I am referring to a statement
midway on the page, "Part of the answer may be found in structural ob-
stacles which a sexist society puts in their way; for example, the
tendency of high school counselors (encouraged by companies like Bell)
to counsel women away from 'men's fields'.
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I am asking you if you have any personal knowledge that Bell has en-
couraged high school counselors to counsel women away from men's fields?
DR. LAWS: I have looked at, as I mentioned before, a great deal of material
used in the actual recruiting efforts of Bell and I will be glad to dis-
cuss those in detail when I have had the opportunity to review the
documentary basis of the testimony.
[786-787]
Exchange No. 11
MR. POWERS: I would like to direct your attention to the footnote on page
43, referring to the act of perpetuation of the notion of BFOQ [Bona
Fide Occupational Qualification] in the Bell System. Do you recall the
date of the document that you cite in that footnote?
[Dr. Laws' footnote reads: "It should be noted that individuals in high
management positions within the Bell System actively perpetuate the notion
of the BFOQ (see EEOC R-1025).]
DR. LAWS: No, I don't.
MR. POWERS: I show you this document and ask you if that is not the document
to which you refer [that is, EEOC R-1025].
DR. LAWS: Yes, it is.
MR. POWERS: The date of that document is 1966, is it not?
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DR. LAWS: Yes.
MR. POWERS: Are you aware of the different positions that individual Bell
companies have taken on the question of the BFOQ for the operator since
1966?
DR. LAWS: No, I don't think so ...
MR. POWERS: ... I ask you if you are aware of the differing positions they
have taken on the question since that time. As I understand your
answer, you were not aware of--
DR. LAWS: That is correct. The reason for footnoting such a memorandum as
the one you have just cited, and I doubt very much if you would dis-
agree with the logic of this, is that positions taken by top management
are extraordinarily influential, rather more so than the same position
expressed by someone at the lower level in the authority structure.
It is very significant this was done. The significance would not
be vitiated in any way if I put this footnote in the past tense.
[793-795]
Exchange No. 12
MR. POWERS: ... Would you indicated, Dr. Laws, specifically where those
citations should be referenced in the body of page three [in the writ-
ten testimony]?
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[Upon returning for cross examination, Dr. Laws provided a new list of anno-
tations of the documents ("citations") from which she formulated her written
testimony.]
DR. LAWS: Line 18--Well, the last sentence on page three carries over to
the first line of page four, and these two sets of citations which are
located ... Are you with me?
MR. POWERS: ... I am not sure.
DR. LAWS: Do you want me to go back?
MR. COPUS: Dr. Laws, would you specify which word on line 18 should there
be a footnote symbol after and the annotations that go with that foot-
note.
DR. LAWS: Which word--I am afraid I was not that punctillious.
MR. COPUS: There may be some question about line 18 because of the headnote
on that page.
DR. LAWS: The sentence I am talking about, and I don't think I want to
break it down any further, is ...
[1333]
Exchange No. 13
MR. POWERS: Do I understand that you would propose to combine the citations
shown under arabic 5 and 6 [in the new list of annotations] and have
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them refer to the full sentence?
DR. LAWS: ... It is immaterial to me whether you want to lump them. They
are part of the same argument. It is possible, for example, [if] I
might anticipate your strategy in cross examination, you might take me
through this testimony word by word or you might do it paragraph by
paragraph. If I am lucky, you will do it page by page. I am not real-
ly sure.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Don't encourage such an appalling adventure.
MR. POWERS: I don't plan to go through it in that detail, but it is im-
portant to me in terms of reviewing the annotations to have shown very
specifically what these documents are cited for.
[1334-1335]
Exchange No. 14
MR. POWERS: ... let's move to page seven. Here, Dr. Laws, you state ["The
prospects for women's movement into and through management levels are
bleak. The sex segregation in recruiting for the entry level positions
(for Craft and Traffic jobs) is perpetuated in management"] and I
believe the reference that is shown for that statement is document
R-1033, a statement from an AT&T Vice President, dated May 12, 1965 ...
I ask you if you are aware that that document was officially canceled
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by AT&T on November 13, 1968, 3 1/2 years ago, and that the canceling
document was furnished to the EEOC in discovery under its request D-9?
DR. LAWS: No, I am not aware of any cancellation.
[There is discussion among Mr. Gartner, who is an EEOC lawyer, Mr. Powers,
and the Presiding Examiner over the citation to document R-1033.]
DR. LAWS: If I may, as long as it is my conclusions that are being talked
about, I wouldn't like to leave the impression that there are not
other data in support of those conclusions that are part of this record.
I would direct the attention of people in this hearing to pages
66 through 127 of Exhibit 2, the Charts and Tables, Appendix A ...
PRESIDING EXAMINER: You made a good recovery, Doctor.
[1341-1344]
Exchange No. 15
[Dr. Laws had originally written: "Some Bell companies report 200% turnover
among short-term employees in this occupation [operator]. (EEOC C-1540)."]
DR. LAWS: ... I was checking the force loss studies again [document EEOC
C-1540] and since I could not find a specific citation of 200 percent,
although in fact I had found it before, I altered [the written testi-
mony] to read "more than 100 percent", which is a more correct
citation ...
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MR. POWERS: To the extent that you are citing document C-1540 for your
statement that some Bell companies report 100 percent turnover among
short-term employees, I am interested in determining where you find
any support in this document for the 100 percent figure ...
DR. LAWS: I would have to take time to go through the whole report to
make sure not only that I found one appropriate citation as you have
graciously helped me do but that I specifically specify all of them.
MR. POWERS: I hate to intrude on your lunch, but I wonder if that could be
done during the lunch hour.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: I think the difficulty is, Dr. Laws, you have given us
one specific citation for the statement.
I think if you have others you should locate them and advise us.
DR. LAWS: I think I have stated before I was willing, since in my testi-
mony I make absolutely no pretense that I am presenting an up-to-date
and complete statistical presentation of the Bell System.
This is not the intention of my testimony. That is not the kind
of expertise that I am here for, that I used data only illustratively
... that is the case and I think I have made it explicitly for that.
It does not matter to me whether I have 10 studies to cite when
they fit into the specific argument or only one. So, in fact, I have
limited myself to this document. I don't think I need to go back over
the whole set of force loss studies to reinforce it but as long as we
are talking about this document I would be better pleased, and I guess
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Mr. Powers would too, if I would review it exhaustively and make sure
you have as many page citations as are relevant within this document.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Would you undertake to do that during the lunch period?
MR. POWERS: I don't need the cumulative citations. I would be interested
in one or more that support that statement.
MR. JUNTILLA [lawyer for the FCC's Common Carrier Bureau]: On the top of
page 10 [of document C-1540], I find the statement "resignations and
dismissals in many districts are running well over 200 percent".
You might take a look that.
DR. LAWS: I knew I didn't make that up.
[1347-1350]
Exchange No. 16
PRESIDING EXAMINER: ... The only evidence in the record at this point is
what [Dr. Laws] said and the fact that Counsel [Mr. Powers], who is
not a witness, takes a differing view and that is not evidence. The
only evidence we have is the interpretation of Dr. Laws ... bear in
mind any statement of Counsel, unless there is some kind of stipula-
tion, is not evidence.
[1361]
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Exchange No. 17
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws, I would like to ask you a series of questions about
the Houston study [Psychological Factors Affecting Operator Turnover,
an in-house study by Southwestern Bell, which is one of the documents
on which Dr. Laws formulates her testimony], that is, EEOC Document
R-798 ...
Back on page 5 of your testimony, there is a statement that ["Dis-
satisfaction with opportunities for advancement was the second most
frequent cause of termination among Houston Operators (EEOC R-798),
salary being the first"] ...
Would you indicate where in that survey instrument [mentioned on pages
26 through 28 of the Houston study] you find the question asked regard-
ing the reason for termination among the operators?
DR. LAWS: I can't answer that ... It is not uncommon [for such a study] to
reproduce a questionnaire ... Since that was not done here [in the
Houston study], I did not pay much attention to the questionnaire so
I doubt very much if I can specify a question from it ...
MR. POWERS [quoting a statement from the Houston study : "In order of great-
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est response, terminating operators least like salary level, opportunity
for advancement ... "]: Is that the statement and is it the data based on
that statement that you use as a basis for your statement that dissatis-
faction with the opportunities for advancement was the second most fre-
quent cause of terminations, salary being the first?
DR. LAWS: It is likely. You are asking me to attest to an historical pro-
test that I didn't keep documentary records ...
As I said, I have read this report carefully and more than once
and really base my use of it on a reading of the total document.
So, I would be very hard put to say on this, unless I reproduced
the data in which case I should footnote it, but I would be very hard
put to say where in a given document a particular statement comes from.
[1367-1370]
Exchange No. 18
MR. POWERS: In light of this discussion, Mr. Examiner, we believe the wit-
ness has failed to show any statements in this document [the Houston
Study] that support her assertions as to what is the most frequent
cause of termination, either the first or second most frequent cause
of termination, and therefore we move to strike the sentence that
begins on line 14 and runs through line 17 on page 5 [that is, "Dis-
satisfaction with opportunities ... salary being the first"].
PRESIDING EXAMINER: In accordance with previous rulings of the same type,
I will deny the motion.
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[In previous rulings, the Presiding Examiner stated that "striking" any
testimony would be physically difficult to carry out, and that such would
be unnecessary as long as the record made clear what deficiencies existed
in the testimony.]
DR. LAWS: I would like to enter an objection to that conclusion. It is
very deeply offensive to me. I did not agree to any such thing.
In fact, I said I cannot at this time specify particular foot-
noting of location. I did not say I could not ever. I did not
refuse to take some time in a recess, if it is absolutely essential,
to look that up, and I very much dislike the language of your asser-
tion that I am unable to do so.
I don't believe I said anything of the kind.
[1377]
Exchange No. 19
PRESIDING EXAMINER [to Dr. Laws]: You are giving dissertations on all his
questions as a whole and it is not very helpful. Try to clarify your
question, Mr. Powers.
[1381]
Exchange No. 20
DR. LAWS: ... in order to answer the kind of question that you have contin-
ually put to me is where in a document of some 50 pages do you find
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some wording that supports that assertion, I would have to have time to
study the document, and I would be glad to answer the question in the
detail that you seem to require.
If we are going to have more questions on this document, then I
should take whatever formal steps are necessary to ask for time to
study this study so that I can give you more specific answers to your
questions.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: The problem is, Dr. Laws, that you have in several
instances cited specific documents and in some cases a single document
by your parenthetical insertion of the reference supposedly as the
basis for that statement or at least that is what I presume to mean.
Mr. Powers is entitled to test the validity of your conclusion
in relation to the documents which you cite as the supporting documents.
It is unfortunate if it is going to require you to delve into
the document again, but at the same time, they are certainly appro-
priate questions to be asked.
DR. LAWS: I don't disagree with that.
[1382]
Exchange No. 21
MR. POWERS: We would simply move at this point to strike that reference
[in the written testimony] as based on [its] not being probative ...
and as not being based on adequate data in the Southwestern Research
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Study [that is, the Houston study].
[1417]
Exchange No. 22
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws, yesterday afternoon, I asked you with reference to
these two studies that are referred to [and used] in the Houston study,
these two tests [the Armatas test and the Edwards Personal Preference
Schedule], whether at the time you prepared--whether you had any know-
ledge as to whether or not either of those had ever been validated in
the sense of a study to show that they were able to measure what they
purported to measure?
[In the ensuing discussion Dr. Laws makes clear that she has no knowledge
of the tests' validities.]
MR. POWERS: Isn't it true that until you establish that a study or a test
instrument can in fact predict or measure the trait or criteria that
it is undertaking to measure, you can't even be sure that it is ac-
curately portraying the results within the test group?
DR. LAWS: There is a problem with that but, again, it depends what criterion
measure you are trying to predict to ...
I don't know if I can say any more without going into a whole
philosophy of test construction, but again, let me just say in summary
that when you are talking about validity, it is very important to
specify the criterion to which you are trying to predict and many
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studies are not trying to predict at all.
They are descriptive studies as in fact this [the Houston study]
is and the Edward is used descriptively as is the other measure in this
study.
MR. POWERS: But it was a basis in the study and in your conclusions for
certain statements about the characteristics of terminating operators,
was it not?
DR. LAWS: Yes. That is a correlational statement. That is to say, that
is what I mean by descriptive ...
MR. POWERS: I believe we have only one more question about the Houston
study and I think we have probably laid the basis for disposing of
it ...
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4.2 Analysis of the Exchanges: The Meaning of the Documents for Mr. Powers,
Mr. Copus, and the Presiding Examiner
Like excerpts from a movie, presented as a sequence of film clips, the
reprise of exchanges from the transcript captures and portrays of the cross
examination of Dr. Judith Long Laws. How do we, as members of the audience
viewing the film clips, proceed to understand the exchanges?
Apparently, words with the same spellings and pronunciations had entire-
ly different meanings for Dr. Laws, on the one hand, and for Mr. Powers,
Mr. Copus, and the Presiding Examiner, on the other hand. What were the
meanings?
A promising entry point for our inquiry into the meanings is the
fascination that the documents held for Mr. Powers.
The documents prompted Mr. Powers to release the following barrage of
questions at the start of the cross examination:
Is your study the product of your analysis of the
documents which [the EEOC] provided plus the
theoretical knowledge you had acquired?
[Exchange No. 2 (E2)]
Did you use or refer to any documents other than
those which you cite in your testimony?
[E2]
I think our request would be for the document, a
list of the documents provided to her.
[E2]
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Did you conclude that the EEOC had provided you with
all the documents from the Bell System that would be
relevant to the study you had undertaken?
[E3]
... did you examine the discovery request of EEOC to
AT&T in the Bell System? ... Most of that data was
provided by the Bell System in response to specific
requests that the EEOC made. I was inquiring whether
part of the basis of your judgment that the documents
were complete in terms of relevant documents was
based on an analysis of those discovery requests.
[E3]
... what request or what other information in the docu-
ments caused you to believe the Bell System had
provided all relevant materials concerning motivation
and job enrichment?
[729-730]
You didn't have any impression, did you, that the data
was provided by EEOC and specifically in connection
with your particular interst.
[730-731]
Did you ever inquire of the EEOC whether there were
any additional documents on motivation or job en-
richment from the Bell System or make any other
requests to find out if there were additional docu-
ments from the System that would be relevant to you?
1731]
I believe you also indicated that you made some express
request to the EEOC for supplementary data, for other
information. I would request that we have a list of
that data and information.
[737-738]
Clearly, Mr. Powers attached a particular meaning to the documents.
Whatever the meaning was, however, it was a meaning to which Dr. Laws
was either oblivious or unconcerned:
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I haven't been terribly specific about citing the
documents ...
[E2]
What do you mean by discovery request?
[E3]
Again, I can't say a great deal about documents which
I have not read in their entirety ...
[E7]
Again, I am talking about documents whose exhibit
numbers I cannot specify at this time ...
[E8]
I used data only illustratively ... It does not matter
to me whether I have 10 studies to cite when they fit
into the specific argument or only one.
[E15]
What was the legal meaning to the documents? We will observe below
that the Presiding Examiner provides us the answer in his own words. We
will consider, first, some other observations by way of introduction.
While the Presiding Examiner directed his remarks at the courtroom, we
may cast him in the role of "narrator" in our movie, because his explanations
of the issue at hand provided clarifications not only for the actors caught
up in the plot, but also for us viewers in the audience. First, consider
this example:
The only evidence in the record at this point is what
[Dr. Laws] said and the fact that Counsel [Mr. Powers],
who is not a witness, takes a differing view ... is not
evidence. The only evidence we have is the interpreta-
tion of Dr. Laws ... bear in mind, any statement of
Counsel, unless there is some kind of stipulation, is
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not evidence.
[E16]
That is, in the eyes of the Presiding Examiner, Dr. Laws' testimony had the
meaning of "the facts", to which "the law" (here, Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and other statutes) was to be applied. In the legal
culture, the function of the expert witness in providing "the facts", is a
normal practice. Black's Law Dictionary points out:
If scientific, technological, or other specialized
knowledge will assist the trier of fact to under-
stand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue,
a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill,
training, or education, may testify thereto in the
form of an opinion or otherwise. 1
What we observe in the Presiding Examiner's pronouncement is but a
single instance of a common practice in the legal community, that is, reading
from the legal map ("the law", "the facts", "the conclusion") in order to
make sense of the territory being encountered. For example, when a lawyer
encounters a region made up of statutes, regulations, and precedents that
other lawyers present to him, he reads from the legal map in order to place
these as "the law". When encountering a region containing descriptions of
the actual situation (controversy) in question, the legal native, in reading
from the legal map, identifies the region as "the facts". The Presiding
Examiner was reading from the legal map in the latter way when he classified
Dr. Laws' expert testimony as falling under "the facts". This is summarized
in the diagram on the following page.
The Presiding Examiner's pronouncement, that Dr. Laws' testimony was
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evidence, also explains the intensity and the meticulousness with which he,
Mr. Powers, and Mr. Copus approached the sentences, phrases, words and anno-
tations in the testimony, for any "fact" that was contained therein, and that
alleged sexism, had the potential of proving, upon application of Title VII,
that AT&T discriminated in employment on the basis of sex. As we will see in
the next section, the gravity of Dr. Laws' testimony for the lawyers far out-
weighed its gravity to Dr. Laws herself. For Dr. Laws, she had only her pur-
pose of "illustration" to worry about.
Given the identification of Dr. Laws' testimony as "the facts", the
validity of "the facts" still had to be determined. Indeed, this was the
very purpose of the cross examination. For this purpose, the Presiding
Examiner (and consequently, Mr. Powers and Mr. Copus, who took their cues
from the Presiding Examiner) again read from the legal map. In this reading,
however, the Presiding Examiner was not attempting to identify the different
regions across the legal territory, but to identify specific elements within
one of the regions, namely, the region of the expert testimony. In this
particular reading, the legal meaning to the documents is manifested for us
to observe. This is summarized in the diagram on the page following the
first diagram.
The expert testimony was made up of (1) the social-psychological theo-
ries that Dr. Laws introduced about work motivation and employment (expectan-
cy-value theory, equity theory, theory of relative deprivation); (2) descrip-
tions of the actual employment situation at AT&T, as revealed in the documents
that Dr. Laws cited; and (3) Dr. Laws' own statements about the employment
situation at AT&T, in the light of her theories and her documents. In the
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reprise of exchanges to be presented shortly, we may observe numerous instan-
ces in which Mr. Powers, Mr. Copus, and the Presiding Examiner projected the
legal map onto these elements within the region of the expert testimony,
thereby attaching (1) the meaning of "the law", as the major premise, to the
social-psychological theories; (2) the meaning of "the facts", as the minor
premise, to the documents that Dr. Laws cited; and (3) the meaning of "the
conclusion" to Dr. Laws' own statements about AT&T. This is the same as
Mr. Levy's projection of the legal map onto Dr. Ashenfelter's testimony.
The fact that the legal map defines justification as being premise-oriented
is spelled out in another of the Presiding Examiner's narrations, where he
clarified, for Dr. Laws, the legal meaning to the documents:
Mr. Powers is entitled to test the validity of your
conclusion in relation to the documents which you
cite as the supporting documents.
[E20]
The Presiding Examiner and Mr. Powers, with the active cooperation of Mr. Co-
pus, applied this reasoning throughout the cross examination.
The Presiding Examiner did not choose his words in [E20] randomly. In
fact, the Presiding Examiner was employing two of four "buzz words" that re-
curred throughout the Laws cross examination. The lawyers referred to the
documents as the basis that supported Dr. Laws' own statements or conclusions
about AT&T's employment practices. The "buzz words" are explained here to
help the reader make sense of the following reprise of exchanges.
Insofar as "the law" is applied to "the facts", they combine as the
basis from which the conclusion follows. Furthermore, insofar as the conclu-
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sion is justifiable only if "the law" and "the facts" are in order, the
validity of the conclusion is supported by the validity of its basis. The
lawyers identified Dr. Laws' statements about the employment situation at
AT&T (in the light of her scientific theories and her documents) as being
her conclusions.
Because the lawyers projected the meaning of "the law" onto the social-
psychological theories, and the meaning of "the facts" into the documents,
the theories and the documents together constituted the basis to Dr. Laws'
testimony. However, because the lawyers hardly questioned the theories at
all, we can say that the supporting documents alone made up the basis to
Dr. Laws' statements or conclusions about AT&T's employment practices, at
least from the viewpoint of Mr. Copus, Mr. Powers, and the Presiding Exami-
ner.
The following reprise of exchanges is presented in order to (1) illus-
trate the lawyers' purpose, which was to establish the validity of Dr. Laws'
testimony, and (2) further substantiate the meaning that the lawyers at-
tached to the documents. The presence of the buzz words generally indicates
an instance in which the lawyers were reading from the legal map and, there-
fore, invoking premise-oriented justification.
MR. POWERS: ... what I am referring to and what I do request is a list of
documents which the EEOC furnished to Dr. Laws which was the basis of
her study.
MR. COPUS: We will certainly provide you with that list.
[E2]
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PRESIDING EXAMINER: We are speaking of the phrase on page three [Dr. Laws'
statement, "All formal recruiting is sex-specific ... ". Is that it,
Mr. Powers?
MR. POWERS: Yes. I think we are entitled to determine at this time what
[the] basis is for that conclusion in terms of the review of documents.
I gather that it is clear that it is simply a matter of review of docu-
ments for that conclusion.
MR. COPUS: Mr. Examiner, as we indicated earlier, we will provide the phone
company with a complete annotation of all the documents
[E5]
MR. POWERS: I am not at the moment doing anything more than trying to deter-
mine the basis of your conclusions.
[E6]
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws, at the bottom of page nine of your testimony, you state
that college graduates are usually recruited in level 2, and above.
What is the basis for that statement?
[E8]
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MR. POWERS: ... it is important to me in terms of reviewing the annotations
to have shown very specifically what these documents are cited for.
[E13]
MR. POWERS: ... I believe the reference that is show for that statement
[made by Dr. Laws in her written testimony] is document R-1033 ...
[E14]
MR. POWERS: To the extent that you are citing document C-1540 for your
statement that some Bell companies report 100 percent turnover among
short term employees, I am interested in determining where you find
any support in this document for the 100 percent figure ...
[E15]
PRESIDING EXAMINER: I think the difficulty is, Dr. Laws, you have given us
one specific citation [to a document] for the statement [in the written
testimony]. I think if you have others you should locate them and
advise us.
[E15]
MR. POWERS: I don't need the cumulative citations. I would be interested
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in one or more that support that statement.
[E15]
MR. POWERS [quoting a statement from the Houston study: "In order of greatest
response, terminating operators least like salary level, opportunity for
advancement ... "]: Is that the statement and is it the data based on
that statement that you use as basis for your statement that dissatis-
faction with the opportunities for advancement was the second most
frequent cause of termination, salary being first?
[E17]
MR. POWERS: In light of this discussion, Mr. Examiner, we believe the wit-
ness has failed to show any statements in this document [the Houston
study] that support her assertions [in the written testimony] ... and
therefore we move to strike the sentence that begins on line 14 and
runs through line 17 on page 5 [of the written testimony].
[E18]
PRESIDING EXAMINER: The problem is, Dr. Laws, that you have in several in-
stances cited specific documents and in some cases a single document
by your parenthetical insertion of the reference supposedly as the
basis for that statement or at least that is what I presume to mean.
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Mr. Powers is entitled to test the validity of your conclusion
in relation to the documents which you cite as the supporting documents.
[E20]
MR. POWERS: We would simply move at this point to strike that reference
[in the written testimony] ... as not being based on adequate data
in the Southwestern Research study [that is, the Houston Study].
[E21]
In summary, the legal map made the following behavior possible by the legal
actors: (1) to identify, as containing the meaning of "the facts", the docu-
ments that Dr. Laws cited; (2) to notice the absence of documents when
Dr. Laws cited none, and to ask her to provide them; and (3) for Mr. Powers
to do his homework of looking up additional documents that would subvert
"the basis" consisting of those which Dr. Laws cited.2
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4.3 Analysis of the Exchanges: The Meaning of the Documents for Dr. Laws
In the eyes of the lawyers, Dr. Laws' testimony appeared shoddy and
poorly prepared. To them, her conclusions lacked a solid basis. The sup-
porting documents often did not say exactly what her written statements or
conclusions presumed. Sometimes, no supporting documents existed. The con-
sensus in the courtroom was that Dr. Laws presented a weak testimony.3
If I, an an observer, view the Laws cross examination in the manner
that a movie-goer views a movie, it would be natural for me to side with the
lawyers' assessment of Dr. Laws' testimony. At least for me, there is a
natural and unwitting tendency to "get involved" when watching a movie. In
making sense of the plot, I follow the events in the same way that the actors
do. For example, upon my first reading of the Laws cross examination, I sub-
consciously adopted the prevailing logic, that is, the logic used by Mr.
Powers, Mr. Copus, and the Presiding Examiner, who all appeared familiar
with the ground rules of the situation, and I shared the pain experienced
by Dr. Laws, who apparently had no inkling of what was going on.
As scientific observers, however, we need to observe in a manner more
systematic than the passive empathy of the movie-goer. (That is, there is a
limitation to the analogy in which we, as scientific observers of the AT&T
case, are like members of an audience watching a movie.) In our case, we
must also actively develop an understanding of Dr. Laws' testimony for the
meaning that it had for Dr. Laws herself. Without this essential datum,
our interpretive understanding of the subject matter would be seriously in-
complete.
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In addition to the transcripts of the cross examination, there is one
other artifact that we may take advantage of in order to discern the meaning
of the documents for Dr. Laws. It is her written testimony itself. She
wrote in its opening:
First we will summarize the conditions of
employment the Bell System provides for women em-
ployees (at both the Operator and management levels).
Then we will examine these in the light of scientific
theories and research on work motivation. 4
After the summary of employment conditions, Dr. Laws stated:
So far we have discussed only the objective facts
of conditions facing women within the Bell System.
Such conditions affect work motivation and job per-
formance in ways which are predictable from theories
and research findings on organizations. [Dr. Laws,
however, neither derives nor tests such predictions.]
We will now review some of these in order to get a
better understanding of the effects of Bell's poli-
cies on women employees. 5
Dr. Laws' purpose was simply to use "the objective facts" about the concrete
situation at AT&T to provide an illustration (rather than justification) of
her social-psychological theories. She stated during her cross examination:
I am making application to the Bell System of general
principles concerning what might be called theories
of organization and the theories of work motivation
and so forth.
It is part of my contribution to these proceedings
that some applications of theories which have real-
ly been around for a period of time, the reserve
labor force, for example, had not been made to women
and the problems women experience ... so I think
throughout my testimony, you will find back and
forth, the kind of elucidation of theory with re-
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ferences to where pieces of information from the
Bell System fit in or where the Bell System fits
into that kind of analysis.
[1362]
In order to illustrate general "scientific theories and research on work
motivation", she applied them to the initial conditions or "the objective
facts of conditions facing women within the Bell System", and wound up with
an elucidation of theory with references to where pieces of information
from the Bell System fit in". In this way she could convey to the court-
room "a better understanding of the effects of Bell's policies on women
employees". As additional excerpts of Dr. Laws' remarks will soon clarify,
her purpose was the illustration, rather than the justification, of her
theories.
Dr. Laws' game plan, of course, clashed head-on with the purpose of the
lawyers. They did not envision themselves as being present merely to re-
ceive Dr. Laws' presentation of her understanding; they were present to
take apart her understanding.
The lawyers released a barrage of questions, all aimed at establishing
her testimony's validity. In response to the barrage of questions pummeling
her, Dr. Laws repeatedly affirmed that the questions were inappropriate to
her purpose. Her affirmations fell upon deaf ears in the courtroom (for
reasons we will eventually turn to). However, as unpleasant the situation
may have been for Dr. Laws, the situation is one that we as observers may
take advantage of; it clarifies--sometimes by way of provoking Dr. Laws into
expressing in her very own words--the purpose that she was proceeding with.
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In her own words:
I would say [the written testimony] is an analysis of
a problem illustrated with data as opposed to a study
which is [a] specific research project undertaken to
test [a] specific hypothesis.
[E4]
As such, illustration for Dr. Laws was a perfectly legitimate purpose:
... many studies are not trying to predict at all.
They are descriptive studies ...
[E22]
Where illustration, rather than justification, is the purpose, even out-of-
date (perhaps, "historical") data may be legitimately used:
... I make absolutely no pretense that I am present-
ing an up-to-date and complete statistical presenta-
tion of the Bell System ... I used data only illustra-
tively.
[E15]
It is very significant this was done. [Dr. Laws is
referring to the past practice of a sexist policy,
no longer in force, at AT&T.] The significance would
not be vitiated in any way if I put [the written
testimony's description of the policy] in the past
tense.
[Ell]
What those citations are intended to do is to provide
examples of the kinds of Lemployment] practices which
are in violation of those statutes, or are questionable,
and about which there is some controversy that is rele-
vant to the argument here. It is not intended to demon-
strate that each of these documents applied to 1970,
rather, to give some substance to what is stated in
general Lin the written testimony].
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[749-750]
In this light, what meaning did Dr. Laws attach to the documents? Given
that her purpose was simply illustration, not justification, we may interpret
her inattention to the documents as being an indication of their having only
a secondary importance for her. Dr. Laws thus did not approach the documents
in a careful or meticulous way, and it would not have made any difference to
her if she had done so:
It does not matter to me whether I have 10 studies
to cite when they fit into the specific argument
or only one.
[E15]
I haven't been terribly specific about citing all
of the documents ...
[E2]
As I said, I have read this report carefully and
more than once and really base my use of it on a
reading of the total document. So ... I would be
hard put to say where in a given document a parti-
cular statement comes from.
[E17]
For Dr. Laws, the documents from which her research had drawn could be looked
up and referenced, if the need were to arise:
... I said I cannot at this time specify particu-
lar footnoting of location. I did not say I
could not ever. I did not refuse to take time
in a recess, if it is absolutely essential, to
look that up ...
[E18]
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This last remark stands in sharp contrast to the legal meaning to the docu-
ments. For the lawyers, the documents were the very basis on which the
validity of Dr. Laws' testimony rested; "footnoting of location" was there-
fore to be automatically provided in all instances, not just to be looked up,
upon request, during a recess.
Behind the difference in purpose (illustration for Dr. Laws, justifi-
cation for the lawyers) were the different meanings to justification. We
may safely presume that Dr. Laws understood justification in the conclusion-
oriented way typical of scientists; she displayed a comfortable grasp of
hypothesis-testing and experimentation. As for her grasp of hypothesis-test-
ing, she was familiar to the extent of knowing its limitations:
I would say [the written testimony] is an analysis
of a problem illustrated with data as opposed to a study
which is [a] specific research project undertaken to
test [a] specific hypothesis. In fact, you really can't
use data of this sort [that is, the numerical data in
AT&T's in-house studies] to test a hypothesis really,
because the data were collected for a different purpose.
[E4]
As for her grasp of experimentation, Dr. Laws even sounds a bit reminiscent
of Nagel:
In general, in an experiment, you control a great many
of the sources of variance that you are not prepared
to measure. You manipulate only certain variables.
There is no reason why it has to be done in the labora-
tory, in fact.
[E9]
In general, social psychology is an experimental science, one which, unlike
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most of the social sciences, is even able to conduct controlled laboratory
experiments. Given Dr. Laws' familiarity with hypothesis-testing, experi-
mentation, and even the philosophy of test construction [E22], we observe
that her understanding of justification was in conclusion-oriented, not
premise-oriented, terms.
While Dr. Laws did not make justification her purpose, her understanding
in conclusion-oriented terms nonetheless played a key role in setting up the
miscommunication that unfolded between her and the lawyers. In her eyes,
validity was something that was assessed through the procedures of hypothe-
sis-testing and experimentation, not the prior scientific studies she hap-
pened to footnote in the body of her paper. By proceeding to evaluate her
testimony through these footnoted studies, the lawyers succeeded only in
talking past Dr. Laws; they were ascribing a function to the footnoted
studies that did not appear on Dr. Laws' scientific map and that, therefore,
were not cognizable by her (to coin a phrase parallel to one we have already
heard, the legal meaning to the footnotes were not "scientifically cogniz-
able"). In the following chapter, which analyzes the Quixotic dynamics of
lawyer-scientist interaction, we will present diagrams to clarify the
dynamics of the miscommunication. Here, we need only draw the observation
that the different purposes--illustration for Dr. Laws, justification for
the lawyers--did not neutralize the clash between science and law, but
served only to obscure it with another layer of confusion.
Respecting both Dr. Laws' purpose and the purpose of the lawyers, we
may practice "double vision" by painting two completely different pictures
from many of the same words in the reprise of excerpts below. We may paint
a picture in which Dr. Laws was admitting her mistakes and making up excuses
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for a shoddy testimony, or we may paint a picture in which Dr. Laws was
avowing, with no apologies and no excuses, the position she was taking. The
former picture existed in the eyes of the lawyers; the latter, in the eyes
of Dr. Laws. With regard to our purpose, which is to develop an understand-
ing that Dr. Laws' actions had for Dr. Laws herself, and not just for the
other actors on the scene, we need to maintain a sense of double vision in
order to appreciate the realities of both pictures.
Also, the reprise of excerpts thoroughly demonstrates Dr. Laws' purpose
as being illustration, as opposed to justification, and the meaning that she
attached to the documents.
I haven't been terribly specific about citing all
of the documents ... What I did was use standard
bibliographic and reference form for materials
which might not be familiar to members of the
[Federal Communications] Commission or to the
parties to the hearing ...
[E2]
I have written something for the ease of read-
ing. That was the intention in the draft.
[E2]
What do you mean by discovery request?
[E3]
I would say [the written testimony] is an analy-
sis of a problem illustrated with data as opposed
to a study which is [a] specific research project
undertaken to test [a] specific hypothesis.
[E4]
I think that in order to help you out I should
probably annotate a copy of the testimony with
reference to specific documents ...
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[E5]
I have ... tried to avoid making statistical generali-
zations about the whole Bell System. The Chesapeake
& Potomac Telephone study [an in-house AT&T study that
Dr. Laws cited in her written testimony] is interesting
and illustrative but I don't construe it as my job to
reconcile in a statistical way this finding and I don't
remember--if you say I cited it I must have cited it,
I don't remember doing so with the C&P study ... I am
interested in the C&P study because it focuses in on a
problem for us ... [The] findings are so striking in
this study that I am moved to ask a variety of questions
about what is going on there. That is legitimate in the
way I am using data in my report.
[E7]
Again, I can't say a great deal about documents which I
have not read in their entirety [but which are documents
that Dr. Laws cites in her written testimony] ... I can't
say a great deal until I have reviewed those.
[E7]
Again, I am talking about documents whose exhibit numbers
I cannot specify at this time.
[E8]
I have looked at, as I mentioned before, a great deal of
material ... I will be glad to discuss those in detail
when I have had the opportunity to review the documentary
basis of the testimony.
[ElO]
It is immaterial to me whether you want to lump [the ci-
tations]. They are part of the same argument.
[E13]
I would have to take time to go through the whole
report to make sure not only that I found one ap-
propriate citation as you have graciously helped
me do but that I specifically specify all of them.
[E15]
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... I make absolutely no pretense that I am pre-
senting an up-to-date and complete statistical
presentation of the Bell System. This is not the
intention of my testimony. That is not the kind
of expertise that I am here for, that I used data
illustratively ... that is the case and I think I
have made it explicitly for that.
[E15]
It does matter to me whether I have 10 studies to
cite when they fit into the specific argument or
only one. So, in fact, I have limited myself to
this document.
LE15]
You are asking me to attest to an historical pro-
test that I didn't keep documentary records ...
As I said, I have read this report carefully and
more than once and really base my use of it on a
reading of the total document. So ... I would be
very hard put to say where in a given document a
particular statement comes from.
[E17]
I would like to enter an objection to that conclu-
sion. It is very deeply offensive to me. I did
not agree to any such thing. In fact, I said I
cannot at this time specify particular footnoting
of location. I did not say I could not ever. I
did not refuse to take some time in a recess, if
it is absolutely essential, to look that up, and
I very much dislike the language of your assertion
that I am unable to do so.
[E18]
... I would have to have time to study the document
[cited in the written testimony], and I would be
glad to answer the question in the detail that you
seem to require
[E20]
In the light of her purpose of illustration (that is, in the light of
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the meaning that Dr. Laws' actions had for Dr. Laws herself), Dr. Laws'
responses, above, were all eminently reasonable, and not indicative at all
of a poorly prepared written testimony. The quality of her research was
good, as measured by the criteria she had chosen.
"I have written something for the ease of reading," Dr. Laws proclaimed
early in the cross examination. "That was the intention in the draft" [E2].
With regard to the ease of reading, Dr. Laws was under no a priori obliga-
tion to cite any documents. The documents, and the data that they contained,
were important to Dr. Laws insofar as they fulfilled her purpose, which was
"to demonstrate the workings of some of the theoretical models that I deal
with" [El] and "to give a sense of numbers and concreteness to the argu-
ment ... " [E4]. For Dr. Laws, the documents were optional and interchangeable.
They were not the indispensable basis that supported the conclusions or state-
ments in her written testimony, which was their meaning for Mr. Powers,
Mr. Copus, and the Presiding Examiner.
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4.4 The Clash between Science and Law: The Disparate Meanings to the
Footnotes
How did premise-oriented justification clash with conclusion-oriented
justification in the Laws cross examination?
One grouping of artifacts that served as a focal point for the clash
was the alpha-numeric symbols, contained between parentheses, which appeared
in the body of Dr. Laws' testimony. The legal and scientific natives called
these artifacts, "footnotes".
For a lawyer, a footnote in a legal memorandum generally signals a pre-
cedent or a statute, providing the basis that supports the conclusions to
the argument. While scientists do not footnote prior scientific studies in
their research reports for the same reason that judges footnote precedents
in their opinions, we observe in the Laws cross examination that Mr. Powers,
Mr. Copus, and the Presiding Examiner nonetheless mapped this legal function
of footnotes onto Dr. Laws' usage of them. In the words of the Presiding
Examiner himself, this is what he presumed the footnotes to mean:
... Dr. Laws ... you have in several instances cited
specific documents and in some cases a single docu-
ment by your parenthetical insertion of the reference
supposedly as the basis for that statement or at
least that is what I presume it to mean. Mr. Powers
is entitled to test the validity of your conclusion
in relation to the documents which you cite as the
supporting documents.
[E20]
For the lawyers, the footnotes addressed the very purpose of the cross
examination, which was to establish the validity of the expert testimony,
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and hence "the facts" to which "the law" (particularly Title VII) would be
applied.
An indication of the gravity of the footnotes' role in the eyes of the
lawyers was the painstaking attention that they commanded from the lawyers.
Consider especially Mr. Copus' insistence on detail; it is a meticulousness
characteristic of the way in which lawyers, but not scientists, would approach
footnotes:
MR. POWERS: ... Would you indicate, Dr. Laws, specifically where those ci-
tations should be referenced in the body of page three [in the written
testimony]?
[Upon returning for the current session of the cross examination, Dr. Laws
provided a new list of annotations ("citations") of the documents that she
had read when preparing her written testimony.]
DR. LAWS: Line 18--well, the last sentence on page 3 (in the written testi-
mony] carries over to the first line of page 4, and these 2 sets of
citations which are located ... Are you with me?
MR. POWERS: ... I am not sure.
DR. LAWS: Do you want to go back?
MR. COPUS: Dr. Laws, would you specify which word on line 18 should there
be a footnote symbol after, and the annotations that go with that foot-
note.
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DR. LAWS: Which word--I am afraid I was not that punctilious.
[E12]
And it is for good reason that Dr. Laws was not that punctilious.
We need to place Dr. Laws' actions in the context that she was coming
from. She had earned a Ph.D. in a social-science discipline. She held a
joint appointment in two social-science departments in a university. She
was a member of professional scientific organizations. (Dr. Laws spelled
these things out at the beginning of the cross examination [actually, the
voire dire], when Mr. Powers questioned her qualifications.) Dr. Laws car-
ried with her, into the alien territory of the courtroom, her own culture-
bound notions of logic and rationality; that is, notions from the scientific
culture of which she was a product and to which she was a contributing member.
She carried in her mind the scientific map (in which the theory is applied
to the initial conditions, from which a hypothesis may be derived, which is
then tested against experience, whether in a natural or laboratory experi-
ment). It was natural, if not imperative, for Dr. Laws to associate validity
with hypothesis testing [E4] and experimentation [E9], rather than with any
prior scientific studies or other documents she may have happened to footnote
in the body of her paper. The footnotes were thus pre-empted from conveying
the crucial issue of validity to Dr. Laws.
What meaning, then, did the footnotes have for Dr. Laws?
Sometimes, Dr. Laws used footnotes to refer to AT&T's in-house studies
or memoranda, simply for their illustrative value. In speaking to Mr. Powers,
Dr. Laws stated:
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The reason for footnoting [the in-house] memorandum as
the one you have just cited, and I doubt very much if
you would disagree with the logic of this, is that
positions taken by top management are extraordinarily
influential, rather more so than the same position ex-
pressed by someone at the lower level in the authority
structure. It is very significant this was done.
[El1]
In an earlier instance, Dr. Laws explained to the Presiding Examiner and
Mr. Powers, who were discussing her footnote to the Chesapeake and Potomac
study:
The C&P Telephone study is interesting and illustra-
tive ... if you say I cited it I must have cited it,
I don't remember doing so with the C&P study because
it focuses in on a problem for us ... the findings
are so striking in this study that I am moved to ask
a variety of questions about what is going on there.
That is legitimate in terms of the way I am using
data in my report.
[E7]
At some other times, Dr. Laws provided footnotes merely for the conven-
ience they allowed the reader in locating the appropriate documents:
Would it be helpful to you in the [later] cross-exam-
ination on the testimony to have these items footnoted
so that you can have reference to the document contain-
ing the data? ... If it would help you to have specific
citations, I will be glad to give them.
[E2]
You are asking me questions about [the written testimony].
I think that in order to help you out I should probably
annotate a copy of the testimony with reference to speci-
fic documents ...
[E5]
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... I cannot at this time specify particular footnoting
of location ...
[E18]
However, even late into the cross examination, Dr. Laws never caught on
to the different meaning with which Mr. Powers, Mr. Copus, and the Presiding
Examiner spoke of the footnotes. As already explained, mediating her under-
standing of the footnotes in particular, and the documents in general, was
her scientific, conclusion-oriented approach to justification, which reserved
the ultimate determination of validity for hypothesis testing and experimenta-
tion. Throughout the cross examination, the footnotes never had the same
meaning for both Dr. Laws and the lawyers.
Because of the clash between the scientific culture and the legal culture,
the scientific witness and the lawyers were never able to succeed in esta-
blishing a mutually meaningful dialogue.
There was one dynamic in the Laws cross examination that deserves spe-
cial consideration. It was the eruption of the clash, from the dimension of
the opposing logics of science and law, into the additional dimension of
emotional contention. Exacerbating the clash, the emotional contention
served to seal off any remaining possibility for establishing a dialogue.
The best examples of contention focus on Dr. Laws:
It is possible, for example, [if] I might anticipate
your strategy in cross examination, you might take me
through this testimony word by word or you might do
it paragraph by paragraph. If I am lucky, you will
do it page by page. I am not really sure.
[E13]
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I think I have stated before I was willing, since in
my testimony I make absolutely no pretense that I am
presenting an up-to-date and complete statistical
presentation of the Bell System. This is not the in-
tention on my testimony. That is not the kind of
expertise that I am here for, that I used data only
illustratively ... that is the case and I think I
have made it explicitly for that. It does not matter
to me whether I have 10 studies to cite when they
fit into the specific argument or only one ... I
don't think I need to go back over the whole set of
force loss studies ...
[E15]
I knew I didn't make it up.
[E15]
You are asking me to attest to an historical protest ...
[E17]
I would like to enter an objection to that conclusion.
It is very deeply offensive to me. I did not agree to
any such thing ... I very much dislike the language of
your assertion ... I don't believe I said anything of
the kind.
[E18]
The contention is mirrored in both Mr. Powers' reaction:
I am not engaged at the moment in a direct argument
with you. I am just trying to clarify what you have
presented ...
[E7]
and the Presiding Examiner's attempts at mediation:
Don't encourage such an appalling adventure.
[E13]
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I think the difficulty is, Dr. Laws ...
[E15]
You are giving dissertations on all his questions as
a whole and it is not very helpful. Try to clarify
your question, Mr. Powers.
[E19]
The problem is, Dr. Laws ...
[E20]
In addition to the contention, which was a product of the clash between
the cultural forces (consisting of Dr. Laws' scientific map and the lawyers'
legal map), the institutional forces of the courtroom reinforced the miscom-
munication.
As a member of the legal culture, the Presiding Examiner was not quali-
fied to act as a neutral party that could clarify the scientific witness'
role or testimony; in fact, the Presiding Examiner actually enforced the
cross-examining lawyer's imposition of the premise-oriented mode of justifi-
cation. In addition, we also find that the EEOC lawyer was guilty of compli-
city; in going along with the cross-examining lawyer and the Presiding
Examiner, he actually increased the peer group pressure that mounted against
Dr. Laws and that, as a result, obfuscated the meaning that she intended to
convey with her testimony.
To summarize, the miscommunication that we observe in the Laws cross
examination is consistent with, and hence corroborates, the existence of our
theory's hypothesized cultural and institutional forces. The predicted pat-
tern of behavior--the clash between opposed modes of justification--persists
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even though we observe (1) a different scientist who was applying (2) a dif-
ferent theory to (3) a different set of facts, all of which came under the
scrutiny of (4) different lawyers, whose collective attention was focused on
(5) a different portion of the scientific territory.
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Chapter 5 Refining the Theory of Scientist-Lawyer Communication: Don Quixote
and Sancho Panza
5.1 Refuting and Improving the Theory
Alfred Schutz is the author of a provocative article, "Don Quixote and
the Problem of Reality". The article opens in a wistful way. Seemingly for
the sheer amusement of doing so, Schutz entertains, as being real, a fictional
character whose curious adventures pose a challenging puzzle for sociological
explanation. As Schutz's analysis proceeds, however, we come to feel moreso
humbled than entertained. It dawns on us that, for Schutz (no less Cervantes),
Don Quixote is but a model for each of us in our everyday lives, illuminating
how we actually talk past one another when we are under the impression of com-
municating, and also, how we actually live in separate, individual worlds when
we are under the impression of all living in the same world.
Schutz's Don Quixote speaks to two issues in our study of the EEOC-AT&T
litigation.
First, we might wonder how, in general, scientists and lawyers are able
to talk to one another at all. If the theory is true, that the two groups
speak distinct and dissimilar languages, neither of which (like any other
language) can be understood apart from the culture of the group that it comes
from, then, by pure deduction, we conclude or predict that, in the EEOC-AT&T
litigation, all communication between the two groups should be precluded.
Of course, observations from the case study summarily refute the predic-
tion (thereby indicating that a portion of the theory is inaccurate and in
need of reformulation). While the scientific expert witness was typically un-
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able to make his testimony understood (at least for its scientific meaning)
to the lawyer (whether the cross-examining lawyer, the scientist's sponsoring
lawyer, or the Presiding Examiner), the scientist and the lawyer nonetheless
exchanged words and, presumably, meanings of some sort. There were questions,
followed by answers. Somehow, the scientist and the lawyer made sense of
each other. Surely, the 8,000 pages of transcripts are an artifact of some-
thing. What is it?
"How is it possible," writes Schutz, "that the private world of Don
Quixote," who is rooted in his own private and imaginary world, "is not a
solipsistic one, that there are other minds" like the mind of Sancho Panza,
who is rooted in the world of common sense, "within this reality, not merely
as objects of Don Quixote's experience, but sharing with him, at least to a
certain extent, the belief in its actual or potential reality?" (Emphasis
added.)1 I leave it to the reader to decide which one--the scientist or the
lawyer--is Don Quixote, and which is Sancho Panza.
Second, we might wonder how it was possible that the scientists and the
lawyers in our case study, who were likely as well educated and intellectual-
ly gifted as are we, the observers, did not come to realize what we are
realizing in this study. Indeed, their vantage point even offered them a
direct view of the full events, whereas we may only reconstruct the events
through the intervening medium of the transcripts, and even if then, only
partially. If the theory is true, that scientists and lawyers speak distinct
and dissimilar languages, then, by pure deduction, we may predict that the
dissimilarity should become readily apparent to them upon their interaction,
in the same way that a speaker of Chinese and a speaker of English discover
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immediately and effortlessly their own dissimilarity. Again, observations
from the AT&T case refute our prediction. The scientists and the lawyers
spoke to each other as if under the impression that they all shared the
same frame of reference--that is, that they were all speaking the same
language.
"How does it come that Don Quixote can continue to bestow the accent of
reality on his sub-universe of fantasy if it clashes with the paramount
reality in which there are no castles and armies and giants but merely inns
and flocks of sheep and windmills? ... How does Don Quixote succeed in main-
taining the belief in the reality of the closed sub-universe once chosen as
the home base in spite of the various eruptions of experiences which trans-
cent it?" 2
We start off this chapter, therefore, with an admission of error. In
the original formulation of our theory, our assertion was literal, not
figurative, that science and law are languages; this assertion is incorrect.
Whereas "speakers" of science and law do recognize some difficulty in com-
municating with each other, as do speakers of Chinese and English, scientists
and lawyers nonetheless succeed in communicating with each other to a greater
extent than do monolingual speakers of Chinese and English. Scientists and
lawyers enjoy at least the possibility of talking past each other, while under
the impression of communicating. How is this sort of communication--Quixotic
communication--possible?
Our purpose here is not merely to observe the fact that Quixotic communi-
cation occurs between the scientific expert witness, on the one hand, and the
plaintiff lawyer, defendant lawyer, and judge, on the other hand. The observa-
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tion would hardly be an original one. Instead, our purpose is to uncover
the elements in the observed situation that make Quixotic communication pos-
sible. By diagnosing what in fact happens, we will by laying the foundation
to a prescription for how it may happen better (in particular, how scientists
and lawyers may become "bilingual" and "bicultural", the comparison to lan-
guage being figurative). The prescription will be presented toward the end
of this study.
We will first present a demonstration, consisting of exchanges from the
cross examination, of the Quixotic communication that took place between
Dr. Laws and the lawyers. Second, we will posit two conditions that serve
to sustain Quixotic communication, using exchanges from both the Laws and
Ashenfelter cross examinations to provide illustrations. Third, going beyond
an application of Schutz's analysis, we will reformulate the dynamics of
Quixotic communication in terms of maps and territories. Finally, we will
summarize the chapter by tying in the idea of self-sealing, metaphysical
mental constructs, which we first mentioned when explaining Karl Popper's
demarcation criterion.
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5.2 The Phenomenon of "Talking Past"
Dr. Laws, one the one hand, and Mr. Powers, Mr. Copus, and the Presiding
Examiner, on the other hand, expressed in their very own words their respect-
ive meanings to the documents and their respective purposes in being present.
As surely as we are able to read from the transcript what each side had to
say, we can be sure that each side heard the other express its opposing mean-
ing and opposing purpose. Mysteriously and Quixotically, however, each side
then proceeded as if it had not heard the other side speak, that is, as if
under the impression that the other side shared the same frame of reference.
In this section, we provide examples of how Dr. Laws and the lawyers talked
past each other. The reader is forewarned that we will be drawing our ob-
servations from many of the same exchanges that appeared in prior chapters.
The Lawyers: Talking Past Dr. Laws
The lawyers articulated repeatedly the importance with which they viewed
the documents and the purpose they had in being present. They made their
position obvious.
Rather than beat a dead horse by re-printing all the quotations already
given in the previous chapter, we give three short, but representative,
examples of the documents' importance to the lawyers.
MR. COPUS: Mr. Examiner, as we indicated earlier, we will provide the phone
company with a complete annotation of all the documents which provided
to Dr. Laws, with specific annotations to the parts of her testimony as
they relate to those documents.
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[E5]
MR. POWERS: ... it is important to me in terms of reviewing the annotations
to have shown very specifically what these documents are cited for.
[E13]
PRESIDING EXAMINER: ... Dr. Laws, you have given us one specific citation
for the statement. I think if you have others you should locate them
and advise us.
[E13]
Yet, if the lawyers spoke plainly enough so that we, as observers, are able
to understand what they meant, then why was Dr. Laws unable to understand?
Dr. Laws never came to accept the importance in either the Presiding Examiner's
direction to her, "I think of you have others you should locate them and ad-
vise us" or Mr. Powers' avowal of his purpose, "it is important to me ... to
have shown very specifically what these documents are cited for." These and
countless similar remarks never did "sink in" for Dr. Laws. Instead, she
persisted in denying the importance of the documents; for example:
It does not matter to me whether I have 10 studies to
cite when they fit into the specific argument or only
one.
[E15]
With this statement, Dr. Laws succeeded in contradicting even the direction
that her own lawyer--Mr. Copus--had provided her (see directly above, [E5]).
Denying signals from all three lawyers about what was important in the
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courtroom, Dr. Laws in effect sealed herself off from the people around her,
enclosing herself in her own private reality.
What was Dr. Laws' reality? What was Dr. Laws' conception of what the
lawyers were asking for? In her own words:
... you might take me through this testimony word by word
or you might do it paragraph by paraqraph. If I am lucky,
you will do it page by page. I am not really sure.
[E13]
I would have to take time to go through the whole report
to make sure not only that I found one appropriate cita-
tion as you have graciously helped me do but that I
specifically specify all of them.
[E15]
I would be better pleased, and I guess Mr. Powers would
too, if I would review it [the document] exhaustively
and make sure you have as many page citations as are
relevant within this document.
[E15]
You are asking me to attest to an historical protest that
I didn't keep documentary records ...
[E17]
... the kind of question that you have continually put
to me is where in a document of some 50 pages do you
find wording that supports that assertion ...
[E20]
In Dr. Laws' private world, the lawyers were asking her to provide more and
more citations to more and more documents, for no purpose that was apparent
to her. To Dr. Laws, the lawyers' fixation on the documents were nonsensical;
after all, it did not matter to her whether she had "ten studies to cite when
they fit into the specific argument or only one."
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Our observation is that Dr. Laws succeeded in maintaining her private
belief in what was important and what was nonsensical, despite the explicit
contradictions offered to her by not only the cross-examining lawyer, but
also the Presiding Examiner as well as her own lawyer.
Now, given the observation that Dr. Laws behaved in a certain way, what
is the explanation for how such behavior was possible? That is, how did her
private reality survive despite the various irruptions of experiences trans-
cending it? We will return to this concern after observing this same
phenomenon in the lawyers' behavior, and asking the same question of their
situation.
Dr. Laws: Talking Past Mr. Powers, Mr. Copus, and the Presiding Examiner
Dr. Laws articulated repeatedly the purpose she had in being present and
the lack of importance with which she viewed the documents. Examples:
I have written something for the ease of reading. That
was the intention in the draft.
[E2]
I haven't been terribly specific about citing all of the
documents.
[E2]
I would say [the written testimony] is an analysis of
a problem illustrated with data ...
[E4]
I am interested in the C&P study because it focuses in
on a problem for us ... That is legitimate in terms of
the way I am using data in my report.
[E7]
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... I used data only illustratively ... that is the case
and I think I have made it explicitly for that.
[E15]
[I] really base my use of it on a reading of the total
document.
[E17]
Yet, if Dr. Laws spoke plainly enough so that we, as observers, are able to
understand the casual and illustrative way in which she meant to use the
documents, then why were Mr. Powers, Mr. Copus, and the Presiding Examiner
unable to understand? Why did Dr. Laws' avowals never "sink in" for them?
What was the lawyers' reality? What did they understand Dr. Laws to be
saying and doing?
MR. COPUS: ... I think what the witness said was that she based her findings
on not only the exhibit ... but she also based her analysis on the con-
siderable examination of an original Bell document ["The Houston Study")
... If you request we will provide you with a list of the documents on
which she relies.
[E2]
MR. POWERS: ... we believe the witness has failed to show any statements in
this document that support her assertions.
[E18]
PRESIDING EXAMINER: You are giving dissertations on all his questions as a
whole and it is not very helpful.
[E19]
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PRESIDING EXAMINER: The problem is, Dr. Laws, that you have in several in-
stances cited specific documents and in some cases a single document
by your parenthetical insertion of the reference supposedly as the basis
for that statement [in the written testimony] or at least that is what I
presume it to mean.
[E20]
The lawyers never did accept, much less address, the simple purpose of illus-
tration, for which Dr. Laws repeatedly avowed she was using the documents and
the data that they contained. The lawyers instead persisted in believing
that Dr. Laws was approaching the documents in the way that they considered
important. Dr. Laws' assertions of her own purpose just did not make sense
to the lawyers; to them, it sounded as if she had been giving dissertations
on all their questions.
While the lawyers described Dr. Laws as doing one thing, she was actual-
ly doing another, as she spelled out clearly and repeatedly.
How was it possible for the lawyers to maintain their belief that Dr.
Laws was relying on statements from the documents as the basis to support
the validity of her testimony's conclusions, despite her repreated denials
that the documents mattered to her in this way? How was it possible that
the lawyers' version of reality survived despite the various irruptions of
experiences transcending it?
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5.3 The Condition of the Existence of Supporting Evidence and/or No
Contradictory Evidence
Schutz writes:
"Under what circumstances do we think things real?"
William James asks this question in one of the most
remarkable chapters of his Principles of Psychology
and starts from there to develop his theory of vari-
ous orders of reality. Any object, so he finds,
which remains uncontradicted is ipso facto believed
and posited as absolute reality. [Emphasis added..J
On the first short expedition Don Quixote is alone
[that is, without Sancho Panza] ... Don Quixote re-
mains undisturbed master in his subuniverse; he is
not refuted by the behavior of his fellow-men who,
as Cervantes states, "fall in with his humor" ...
Nothing and nobody ... starts a quarrel by saying
something inadmissible which would contradict the
experience held by Don Quixote to be true. [Emphasis
added. 4J
As we will scrutinize in the next section, Dr. Laws and the lawyers
certainly did say things which were contradictory to the other's notion of
reality--that is, the notion of what was happening in the cross examination.
However, this should not cloud our observations of other things that each
side said, which did not contradict the other side's reality.
One condition conducive to Quixotic communication, which Schutz puts
forward and which I embrace, is that there are instances in which the re-
spective realities go uncontradicted. Furthermore, in addition to the
absence of contradictions, there may be the presence of actions that, how-
ever unintentionally, have the effect of supporting the other reality.
A subtle and simple way by which this may unfold is that the scientist,
by the mere act of obliging the lawyer's question, perpetuates and rein-
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forces the lawyer's reality. It is not pertinent that the scientist's re-
sponse is favorable or unfavorable, as judged by the lawyer; what is
pertinent is merely that the scientist provides a response, for in doing so,
it appears to the lawyer that the scientist is operating in the same frame
of reference. The phenomenon of "talking past one another" thereby proceeds,
with no contradictions at the moment to derail it.
An insightful illustration that crystallizes the salient aspects on how
something "which remains uncontradicted is ipso facto believed and posited as
absolute reality" is an amusing exchange from the musical, Fiddler on the
Roof. I present this exchange for the purpose of illustrating the explana-
tion in the prior paragraphs. I then follow this with two exchanges from the
Ashenfelter cross examination and six from the Laws cross examination to il-
lustrate how, under the condition of "no contradictions", the Quixotic
phenomenon of "talking past" was sustained between the scientists and the
lawyers in the EEOC-AT&T litigation.
From Scene Three (page 26)5
GOLDE: Tevye, I have to tell you--
TEVYE: Shh. I'm praying. (Prays.)
GOLDE-- (Having waited a moment.): Lazar Wolf wants to see you.
(TEVYE begins praying again, stopping only to respond to GOLDE, then re-
turning to prayer.)
TEVYE: The butcher? About what? (Prays.)
GOLDE: I don't know. Only that he says it is important.
TEVYE: What can be important? I have nothing for him to slaughter. (Prays.)
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GOLDE: After the Sabbath, see him and talk to him.
TEVYE: Talk to him about what? If he is thinking about buying my new milk
cow (prays) he can forget it. (Prays.)
GOLDE: Tevye, don't be an ox. A man sends an important message, at least
you can talk to him.
TEVYE: Talk about what? He wants my new milk cow! (Prays.)
From Scene Four (pages 32-33)
(TEVYE enters. LAZAR, who has been watching the door, turns away, pretending
not to be concerned.)
TEVYE: ... Good morning, Reb Lazar.
LAZAR: Ah, Tevye. Sit down. Have a drink. (Pours a drink.)
[Lazar's purpose is to ask Tevye for the hand of one of his daughters in
marriage.]
LAZAR: Tevye, I suppose you know why I wanted to see you.
TEVYE (Drinks): Yes, I do, Reb Lazar, but there is no use talking about it.
LAZAR (Upset): Why not?
TEVYE: Why yes? Why should I get rid of her?
LAZAR: Well, you have a few more without her.
TEVYE: I see! Today you want one. Tomorrow you may want two.
LAZAR (Startled): Two? What would I do with two?
TEVYE: The same as you do with one!
LAZAR (Shocked): Tevye! This is very important to me.
TEVYE: Why is it important to you?
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LAZAR: Frankly, because I am lonesome.
TEVYE (Startled): Lonesome? What are you talking about?
LAZAR: You don't know?
TEVYE: We're talking about my new milk cow. The one you want to buy from me.
LAZAR (Stares at TEVYE, then bursts into laughter. TEVYE stares at him.)
TEVYE: What's so funny?
LAZAR: I was talking about your daughter. Your daughter, Tzeitel!.
While Tevye and Lazar enjoy the good fortune of discovering the contra-
diction between their viewpoints, the scientist and the lawyer in the court-
room are not always so lucky. Instead, their Quixotic communication proceeds
without being derailed, so that the same object appears as a cow to one
discussant but as a daughter to the other discussant.
Two Exchanges with Dr. Ashenfelter
We now turn to two exchanges, presented earlier, from the Ashenfelter
cross examination. Like in the exchange between Tevye and Lazar, the same
words carried different meanings to the different speakers, thereby allowing
their opposing notions of reality not only to co-exist, but also, insofar as
no contradictions became evident, to remain mutually invisible.
1. Assumption about Men and Women Being Equally Productive
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Mr. Levy, may I interrupt here, I am intrigued by a
sentence in the second sentence [sic] on page three [in Dr. Ashenfelter's
written testimony, "Telephone Rates in the Absence of Discrimination"]
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about men and women being equally productive.
MR. LEVY: You have stolen two hours of cross examination, Mr. Examiner.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: This sounds like a revelation. Kidding aside, did you
jump over that?
MR. LEVY: Not a chance.
[The passage being discussed is:
An examination of the Bell Telephone Company's em-
ployment data reveals that there are a number of occupations
in which women comprise a very small fraction of the work
force. One explanation for this phenomenon is that,
although men and women are equally productive, the latter
suffer from a desire on the part of management not to
employ women on the same terms as men, i.e., discrimination.
Since male and female workers are not being employed entire-
ly in relation to their true productivities, a loss of
overall efficiency results ... ]
[Later in the cross examination:]
MR. LEVY: Respecting the parenthetical clause, "although men and women are
equally productive," is that stated as a second or supplemental hypo-
thesis, or is that an assertion of fact?
DR. ASHENFELTER: No, it is meant to be a part of the hypothesis.
MR. LEVY: Have you made any in-depth analysis of the relative productivity
of men as a group and women as a group in Bell occupations?
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DR. ASHENFELTER: No, I have not.
MR. LEVY: Are you familiar with data relating to weightlifting or poleclimb-
ing abilities and productivity of women as a group versus men as a group?
DR. ASHENFELTER: I am not really familiar with that, no.
MR. LEVY: Are you familiar with work by motivational psychologists relating
to whether women, when confronted with male-role opportunities, seek to
avoid success?
[Dr. Ashenfelter responds negatively.]
MR. LEVY: ... Have you considered, Dr. Ashenfelter, the possibility of signi-
ficant differences between men and as a group and women as a group on
such things as verbal ability, perception of detail, or numerical or
mechanical computation in positing this corollary to your hypothetical
of equal productivity?
DR. ASHENFELTER: If you mean have I tried to determine whether or not it is
true that men and women are equally productive in the jobs involved, the
answer is, I have not.
[1560-1562]
MR. LEVY: ... I have previously asked you about possible physiological or
psychological differences, including job preferences between men as a
group and women as a group. Looking at the numerical constructs and
equations that begin in the middle of page 4 of your testimony, is it
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correct that those considerations are not taken into account in your
numerical constructs and that those constructs are directed solely to
the theoretical assumptions that all differences in male-female jobs is
due to employer job discrimination?
[The last of the three equations is crucial to Dr. Ashenfelter's testimony.
It is his means of providing estimates of the percentage by which telephone
rates would decline, if discrimination were to disappear. Dr. Ashenfelter's
response has to do with traditional assumptions made about economic behavior.]
PRESIDING EXAMINER: This goes again back to your hypothesis that the producti-
vity is equal?
DR. ASHENFELTER: Yes, that is right. It assumes the productivity is the same.
MR. LEVY: I take it while you did not directly answer, it is implicit in your
answer that that was the assumption or hypothesis you proceeded under,
and you did not reflect in your numbers anything for societally instilled
job preferences or biological differences between men as a group and
women as a group, or physiological differences between men as a group
and women as a group?
DR. ASHENFELTER: It is correct ...
[1568-1570]
Each of the six responses that Dr. Ashenfelter provided to Mr. Levy
was quintessentially Quixotic. Dr. Ashenfelter's assertions that he had
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not actually determined whether men and women are equally productive command-
ed a certain significance--most likely, a damaging one--from the viewpoint
shared by Mr. Levy and the Presiding Examiner ("You have stolen two hours of
cross examination, Mr. Examiner"), but had only an innocuous meaning for
Dr. Ashenfelter (who, being a scientist, defined the veracity of his theory
as being known through its predictions, not its assumptions). As the ex-
change unfolded, Dr. Ashenfelter's responses, which happened to be favorable
to Mr. Levy's line of questioning, actually served to encourage and reinforce,
rather than merely fail to contradict, Mr. Levy's reality.
2. Assumption about the Production Function
MR. LEVY: Further on page 4, Doctor, you asked us to suppose that the pro-
cess whereby Bell produces its services can be approximated by using a
Cobb-Douglas production function ...
[1571]
MR. LEVY: Is a Cobb-Douglas production function a linear, homogeneous
function?
DR. ASHENFELTER: Yes, that is correct.
MR. LEVY: If it were not first-order homogeneous, would Equation No. 2 be
derivable in your formulations?
[Equation No. 2 is a formula for calculating the price of AT&T's goods and
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services. Equation No. 1 is the Cobb-Douglas production function.]
DR. ASHENFELTER: I forgot to add one important point ... I would like to
add parenthetically, for people who don't know what [linear homogeneity]
means--
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Most of us.
MR. COPUS [a lawyer for the EEOC]: Perhaps your testimony could be in paren-
thesis, and this will be the main part.
[Dr. Ashenfelter explains linear homogeneity.]
MR. LEVY: Getting back to my question--and I am not sure it has been
answered--I asked, if the production function you used was not first-
order homogeneous, Equation No. 2 could be quanitified, or would a nume-
rical equation be derivable? ...
DR. ASHENFELTER: No, it could not be.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Is this a convenient stopping point, Mr. Levy?
MR. LEVY: All right, Mr. Examiner.
[1572-1574]
MR. LEVY: Did you make any investigation to determine that [the Cobb-Douglas]
production function was realistic as applied to Bell?
DR. ASHENFELTER: No ...
MR. LEVY: If the Bell Sytem ... did not fall within the model of a linear
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homogeneous production function, would that in fact be an appropriate
model to use?
[Dr. Ashenfelter responds affirmatively, but provides qualifications.]
MR. LEVY: Doctor, why didn't you choose to use other professionally recog-
nized functions such as VES, variable elasticity of substitution?
[Dr. Ashenfelter gives his reasons.]
MR. LEVY: Had you used VES, could you have derived equations comparable to
[your] equations at the steps where you have developed your equations
2 and 3?
MR. ASHENFELTER: Equation 3, which is the one we used to directly calculate
the effect of areduction or elimination of discrimination [on] telephone
rates would be the same with the VES production function if it were
homogeneous of degree 1.
[Dr. Ashenfelter elaborates his answer.]
MR. LEVY: Then your answer to my question is you did not investigate this?
DR. ASHENFELTER: That is correct.
MR. LEVY: Is that equation [No. 2] based on equation 1?
MR. ASHENFELTER: Yes.
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MR. LEVY: Is your third equation on page 6 [Equation No. 3] derived from
equations 1 and 2?
DR. ASHENFELTER: ... yes, it can be derived from equations 1 and 2, but it
can also be derived from less restrictive assumptions.
MR. LEVY: In this instance, from what was it derived?
DR. ASHENFELTER: That is not a very meaningful question because I mean it
exists and [the written testimony] states it comes from equations 1 and
2, but as I have said, it can also come for a less specific formulation
of the problem.
[1560-1580]
When Dr. Ashenfelter responded (1) that he had not determined whether
the Cobb-Douglas production function was realistic as applied to Bell and
(2) that he had not investigated whether the use of the VES production
function would have made a difference, he was providing responses which
had a particular meaning for Mr. Levy. (We know that the responses had a
particular significance for Mr. Levy because he solicited them: "Did you
make any investigation to determine that [the Cobb-Douglas] production
function was realistic as applied to Bell?" and "Then your answer to my
question is you did not investigate this?") We may safely presume that
Mr. Levy looked upon Dr. Ashenfelter's negative responses as being admis-
sions of shoddy or incomplete work.
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From Dr. Ashenfelter's viewpoint, however, the use of the Cobb-Douglas
production function, rather than the VES production function, had no bearing,
favorable or unfavorable, on his depiction of employment discrimination at
AT&T. To him, his prediction or conclusion as to the "effect of a reduction
or elimination of discrimination [on] telephone rates would be the same with
the VES production function." Thus, his subsequent response ("That is cor-
rect," that he had not investigated whether the use of the VES would have
made a difference) was innocuous, insignificant, and inconsequential to him-
self, even though it was important (even favorable) to Mr. Levy.
The salient point in these two exchanges is that Dr. Ashenfelter's re-
sponses did not pose any contradictions to Mr. Levy's reality. Indeed,
Dr. Ashenfelter's responses were at times favorable to it, thereby encourag-
ing it and further sanctifying it. Through social interactions in which
contradictions did not arise, the simultaneous construction of separate
realities was possible and realized.
Six Exchanges with Dr. Laws
While relatively more contradictions and argumentation characterized
the Laws cross examination, there were still numerous instances in which
Dr. Laws performed actions wholly consonant with the lawyers' frame of
reference. We observe in the following two exchanges that Dr. Laws actually
provided additional annotations/citations/footnotes, thereby confirming
and reinforcing the importance with which the lawyers viewed the documents.
Exchange i
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MR. POWERS: ... Dr. Laws, you indicated [at an earlier session] you would
provide us with a list of the documents furnished to you by the EEOC
and certain additional citations to those documents supporting your
testimony. I understand from Mr. Copus and Mr. Gartner that you were
furnished the following documents:
First, a set of preliminary EEOC staff findings which are an earlier
version of the summaries that were proferred in Exhibit 2, Appendix C,
and I would invite the confirmation of EEOC counsel as well as the
witness, because, as I understand it, this was a joint determination
that they made.
Second, that certain statistical charts and tables were provided.
Third, that all of the turnover studies furnished by AT&T in response
to the discovery requests of the Commission were provided and, fourth,
all other documents cited in your testimony and in the list of ad-
ditional citations were also made available.
I ask you and EEOC counsel if that is the complete list of the docu-
ments you were given in connection with the preparation of your testi-
mony?
DR. LAWS: There is an additional group of documents that you have not
referred to specifically, having to do with current and recent recruit-
ing materials used within the Bell System. If you are interested in
what document numbers those are, I can give you a list at this time.
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Would that be helpful?
MR. POWERS: I think it would be.
DR. LAWS: Z-649, W-546, R-689, C-487, M-447, W-578, R-643, Y-92 and Y-93;
Z-644, T-110, C-491, M-443, M-440, R-628, R-612, Z-679, Z-691, R-1295,
Z-686, C-515, C-516. I think that is all.
[1318-1319]
Exchange ii
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws, a list of annotations to your testimony was supplied
to us by the EEOC. Do you adopt that list of annotations as your own?
DR. LAWS: I would like to see it, please. ... Yes, this is it.
[There is discussion between the Presiding Examiner and the EEOC lawyer over
whether the list is complete.]
PRESIDING EXAMINER [to the EEOC lawyer]: The difficulty is, if the request
was for a list of the appropriate annotations to her testimony, it
ought to be complete. I don't think we are only dealing with the
question of it being complete or do you want to do that now?
DR. LAWS: It is complete. There are no additions ...
[1324-1325]
Dr. Laws' responses are excellent illustrations of Quixotic communica-
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cation. Her very action of naming the documents ("Z-649, W-546, R-689,
C-516. I think that is all") made perfect sense within the lawyers' schemes
of interpretation, whether the lawyer was Mr. Powers, the Presiding Examiner,
or Mr. Copus. We may review, in their own words, each lawyer's scheme of
interpretation:
I think we are entitled to determine at this time
what [the] basis is for that conclusion [in the
written testimony] in terms of the review of docu-
ments. I gather that it is clear that it is simply
a matter of review of documents for that conclusion.
[Mr. Powers (E5)]
Mr. Powers is entitled to test the validity of your
conclusion in relation to the documents which you
cite as the supporting documents.
[The Presiding
Examiner (E20)]
We will certainly provide you with that list [of
documents which was the basis of Dr. Laws' study].
[Mr. Copus (E2)]
In citing the twenty two documents, Dr. Laws waltzed right into the
lawyers' reality. This again happened in exchange ii, where Dr. Laws af-
firmed Mr. Powers' reality ("Yes, this is it," she said, in obliging
Mr. Powers' question, "Do you adopt that list of annotations as your own?")
as well as the Presiding Examiner's reality ("It is complete," she said in
obliging his concern about the list). Her responses posed no contradictions
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to the lawyer's notion that the documents were the basis supporting the validi-
ty of her testimony's conclusions.
None of this is to say that Dr. Laws ever "gave in" to the lawyers' view-
point. For her, her actions of providing additional citations of documents
was a meaningless exercise, having no major or minor importance. (We know
this because it was during a subsequent exchange when she re-asserted: "It
does not matter to me whether I have 10 studies to cite ... or only one.")
One reason that she consented to performing the exercise was the peer group
pressure. Another reason, as already explained in the previous chapter, was
Dr. Laws' self-image of providing citations merely for the convenience that
they allowed the reader in locating documents that, she believed, were im-
portant for their illustrative value.
The tension between her meaning to the documents and the lawyers' mean-
ing did sometimes break through, allowing us to observe what she meant, as in
the next exchange:
Exchange iii
MR. POWERS: Would you indicate, Dr. Laws, specifically where those citations
should be referenced in the body of page three [in the written testi-
mony]?
[Upon returning for cross examination, Dr. Laws provided a new list of anno-
tations of the documents ("citations") from which she formulated her written
testimony.]
DR. LAWS: Line 18--well, the last sentence on page three [in the written
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testimony] carries over to the first line of page four, and these two
sets of citations which are located ... Are you with me?
MR. POWERS: ... I am not sure.
DR. LAWS: Do you want me to go back?
MR. COPUS: Dr. Laws, would you specify which word on line 18 should there
by a footnote symbol after and the annotations that go with that foot-
note.
DR. LAWS: Which word--I am afraid I was not that punctilious.
MR. COPUS: There may be some question about line 18 ...
DR. LAWS: The sentence I am talking about, and I don't think I want to
break it down any further, is ...
[E12]
In asserting, "Which word--I am afraid I was not that punctilious," Dr. Laws
was letting us know that she (still) did not attach the same signficance to
the documents as the lawyers did (despite her going through the motions of
providing additional citations to documents). For Dr. Laws, her actions of
indicating "specifically where those citations should be referenced in the
body of page three [of her testimony]" were empty of the meaning that they
signified to the lawyers. But, as in the other exchanges just cited, Dr. Laws
went through the motions nonetheless: "The sentence I am talking about, and
I don't think I want to break it down any further, is ... " Again, Dr. Laws
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posed no contradictions to the lawyers' notion that the documents were the
basis supporting the validity of her testimony's conclusions.
The following two exchanges are illuminating for what they reveal about
Dr. Laws' acclimation to the courtroom environment. By this point, she
caught on to the fact that the lawyers were requiring citations from her (al-
though, in subsequent instances where she was provoked, she revealed that her
own meaning to the documents was still unchanged), and so she went through
the motions of providing the citations.
Exchange iv
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws, in connection with the revision that you have made of
the top paragraph on page four [in the written testimony], as I under-
stand it, you are now citing in support of your new first paragraph
not only the documents R-986, W-223 and Z-712, but also those documents
which I think you listed on the record of current and recent recruiting
materials and which are set forth in ... the document which the EEOC
supplied us; is that correct?
DR. LAWS: ... If I may, I think then what I want to do is to amend this
testimony to include reference only to the following documents: Z-679,
Z-619, R-1295, Z-686, C-515, C-516 ...
MR. POWERS: Therefore, all of the citations initially appearing at the end
of the first full paragraph on page four are to be stricken from your
testimony?
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DR. LAWS: Yes, the whole first paragraph has then been replaced and I think
the most efficient thing to do would be to include these citations at
the conclusion of the two paragraphs that replace those.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Those you read are a replacement for the remaining three
citations?
DR. LAWS: Yes.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Shall we strike those?
DR. LAWS: Yes.
MR. POWERS: Mr. Examiner, we will want to take a look at these six brochures
during the break. We may want to come back to that.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: I am sure that will be much more enjoyable than lunch.
[1338-1340]
Exchange v
MR. POWERS: ... let's move to page seven. Here, Dr. Laws, you state ["The
prospects for women's movement into and through management levels are
bleak. The sex segregation in recruiting for the entry level positions
(for Craft and Traffic jobs) is perpetuated in management"] and I
believe the reference that is shownfor that statement is document R-1033,
a statement from an AT&T Vice President, dated May 12, 1965 ...
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I ask you if you are aware that that document was officially canceled
by AT&T on November 13, 1968, 3 1/2 years ago, and that the canceling
document was furnished to the EEOC in discovery under its request D-9?
DR. LAWS: No, I am not aware of any cancellation.
[There is discussion among Mr. Gartner, who is an EEOC lawyer, Mr. Powers,
and the Presiding Examiner over the citation to document R-1033.]
DR. LAWS: If I may, as long as it is my conclusions that are being talked
about, I wouldn't like to leave the impression that there are not
other data in support of those conclusions that are part of this record.
I would direct the attention of people in this hearing to pages
66 through 127 of Exhibit 2, the Charts and Tables, Appendix A
PRESIDING EXAMINER: You made a good recovery, Doctor.
[E14, 1341-1344]
By voluntarily amending her citations and by complacently accepting the
Presiding Examiner's request to "strike" three of them, Dr. Laws gave no
indication at all that she attached a contradictory meaning to the documents.
Her publicly observable actions conformed to what the lawyers expected of
her; she "behaved" according to their framework. And in substituting one
document for another that the lawyers deemed to be inadequate, Dr. Laws'
performance made so much sense within the lawyers' frame of reference that
the Presiding Examiner even praised her: "You made a good recovery, Doctor."
Again, Dr. Laws waltzed right into the lawyers' reality.
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In these two exchanges, not only did Dr. Laws fail to refute the lawyers,
but also, she acted as if she had fallen in with their humor. "Don Quixote
," Schutz writes, "is not refuted by the behavior of his fellow-men who,
as Cervantes states, 'fall in with his humor'."
Finally, Quixotic communication, involving the failure of contradictions
to arise, may also be realized through a mistaken or confused response by the
scientist. Consider Dr. Laws' response to the Presiding Examiner:
PRESIDING EXAMINER: ... Mr. Powers is entitled to test the validity of your
conclusion in relation to the documents which you cite as the supporting
documents.
It is unfortunate if it is going to require you to delve into the
document again, but at the same time, they are certainly appropriate
questions to be asked.
DR. LAWS: I don't disagree with that.
[E20]
However, judging Dr. Laws by her many self-avowals of purpose, we may safely
presume that Dr. Laws was moreso acquiescing than agreeing when she responded,
"I don't disagree with that." This response nonetheless validated the
lawyers' belief in what they were doing.
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5.4 The Condition of the Existence of "Good Arguments for Explaining
Away Discrepancies"
What about those instances in which contradictions were not just plainly
voiced, but also plainly heard? I am referring to those instances, already
quoted in section 5.2, where Dr. Laws, on the one hand, and the lawyers, on
the other hand, articulated repeatedly their respective meanings and purposes.
How was it possible for each side to hear, but then not to register, what the
other had to say?
Schutz writes:
[On his] second expedition Don Quixote is no longer
alone. He has to establish a "sub-universe of dis-
course" with the fellow-men with whom he shares a
face-to-face relationship within the world of common
sense. This refers first of all to Sancho Panza, his
squire, the representative of everyday thinking ...
With great skill Cervantes shows ... the devices by
which a common sub-universe of discourse is established
between knight and squire. Both have good arguments
for explaining away discrepancies. [Emphasis added,
denoting another condition that makes Quixotic communi-
cation possible.]6
A good example of this is Don Quixote's conception of Mambrino's helmet.
Consider, first, Don Quixote's and Sancho Panza's respective schemes of
interpretation:
Both refer to the same matter of fact which is, in
terms of Don Quixote's private sub-universe, Mam-
brino's miraculous helmet, and in terms of Sancho
Panza's paramount realit of everyday life, an
ordinary barber's basin.
How does Don Quixote reconcile Sancho Panza's assertions that Mambrino's
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helmet is really just a barber's basin? Don Quixote believes:
... Mambrino's helmet, that object of immense value,
appear[s] to everyone a barber's basin, thus protect-
ing its owner from persecution by all those who
would understand its true meaning.8
Strictly speaking, Sancho Panza's assertions therefore do not contradict Don
Quixote's reality. Indeed, for Don Quixote, every such assertion provides
additional evidence for the valuable helmet's altered appearance to other
people. Schutz observes in general about Don Quixote's interpretation of
the world: "Nothing remains unexplained, paradoxical, or contradictory."9
There are other "good arguments" that Don Quixote and Sancho Panza have
"for explaining away discrepancies" in the course of establishing a dialogue
-- "a common sub-universe of discourse":
Don Quixote admits that Sancho Panza is not a knight
and, therefore, subject to other laws; perhaps his
fear prevents him from seeing and hearing right; if
Sancho stealthily followed the two flocks of sheep
for a short while he would discover that they were
re-transformed into two armies as described by Don
Quixote. On the other hand, Sancho is inclined to
believe that the Knight's misfortunes are due to the
fact that he has broken a solemn oath; or perhaps
that he has power over real giants, but no power at
all over phantoms. [Footnotes suppressed.]iO
With these arguments for explaining away discrepancies, each person sharing
in the interaction (1) reconciles any discrepancies or contradictions that
the other person may happen to introduce and (2) accumulates additional
evidence that, at the same time, fits his own argument and affirms his own
reality.
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What were Dr. Laws' arguments for explaining away, for never recognizing
the different meanings and the different purpose that the lawyers brought
with them to the interaction?
Just as Don Quixote argued to himself that Sancho Panza's behavior could
be explained away by the latter's being subject to other than knightly laws,
and just as Sancho Panza argued to himself that Don Quixote's behavior could
be explained away by the latter's having broken a solemn oath, Dr. Laws ex-
plained away the lawyers' persistent questioning of the documents as being
the execution of exercises that she found at best harmless and at worst an-
noying, namely, the exercises of (1) going through the testimony word by
word, paragraph by paragraph, or, if she was lucky, page by page [E13], (2)
redundantly demanding as many citations or all possible citations to the
documents when she believed just one was sufficient [E15], (3) soliciting
repeated protests from her that she did not keep records of the documents
she had read [E17], and (4) continually searching for wording, usually in a
document of some 50 pages, that supported an assertion in the testimony
[E20]. These exercises were purposeless to Dr. Laws insofar as it did not
matter to her whether she had "ten studies to cite when they fit into the
specific argument or only one."
To review, in the background to the lawyers' reality, there were "the
facts", which were contained in the sentences, phrases, words, and annota-
tions of Dr. Laws' testimony, and which threatened to prove, upon application
of Title VII, that AT&T discriminated in employment on the basis of sex.
We just observed, however, that Dr. Laws did not see the lawyers' reality
for what it was, but for what it was not, namely, the execution of purpose-
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less exercises. Each time one of the lawyers persisted, in a punctilious
way, in questioning the documentary basis of her testimony, Dr. Laws had ad-
ditional evidence of the existence of these purposeless exercises.
Now, what about the lawyers? (By "lawyers", I include the Presiding
Examiner.) What "good arguments" did the lawyers have for explaining away,
for never recognizing the different meanings and the different purpose that
Dr. Laws brought with her to the interaction?
It appears that the lawyers, when comapred to either Don Quixote,
Sancho Panza, or Dr. Laws, had a tremendous advantage in the way that they
could construct an argument which was good for explaining away discrepancies.
(These are the discrepancies between what they believed Dr. Laws to be doing
and what Dr. Laws, herself, believed she was doing.) Whereas Don Quixote
and Sancho Panza individually reconstructed individual arguments, the lawyers
socially constructed a group argument. Each lawyer's espousal of legalistic
reasoning reinforced and was reinforced by the remaining lawyers' espousal
of the same legalistic reasoning.
Also, more than just the plural number of lawyers--that is, more than
just the peer-group pressure--was operating on the lawyer-scientist dynamics.
It is significant that the interaction was taking place in a courtroom (as
opposed to, say, in a seminar of social-psychology graduate students or in
a consulting firm run by social psychologists). The signficance is that
there are rules or expected patterns of behavior which come with each insti-
tutional setting, and which are encountered as "given" by the actors appear-
ing on the scene. (This is simply the idea that there usually exists one or
another social structure of opportunities and constraints [though not deter-
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ministic rules] which mediate the motivations and free wills of human beings
in any given institutional setting.) In the institutional setting of the
courtroom, it is important to our analysis that the Presiding Examiner's argu-
ment for explaining away discrepancies carried a special weight in the eyes
of both the plaintiff attorneys (including Mr. Copus) and the defendant at-
torneys (including Mr. Powers). The Presiding Examiner essentially had the
final say as to the argument (that is, the Quixotic argument for explaining
away discrepancies) that the courtroom was to embrace, because he was the
person whose power it was to decide ultimately whether AT&T was in violation
of the law; we would therefore expect that Mr. Powers and Mr. Copus made
sure that their interpretation of Dr. Laws was consistent with the Presiding
Examiner's.
What, then, were the arguments that the lawyers had for explaining away
Dr. Laws' purpose (which she avowed was illustration) and her meanings to
the documents (which she avowed were optional and not critical to her testi-
mony)?
In a sense, the lawyers made the most of their institutionally sanc-
tioned and, relative to Dr. Laws, exalted position: their argument for
explaining away Dr. Laws' potentially disruptive avowals was to ignore
them, to summarily dismiss them. The lawyers did not listen to Dr. Laws
because they did not have to. Dr. Laws' reality did not so much escape
unseen by the lawyers as it was snubbed, usually not even acknowledged, by
them.
The lawyers cleanly executed this by simply resuming their line of
questioning whenever Dr. Laws finished speaking, thereby treating Dr. Laws'
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avowals as nothing more than interruptions, the substance of which therefore
made no difference. (I found it insightful, when reading the transcript,
that the lawyers' remarks were able to stand independently of Dr. Laws' re-
sponses, insofar as the lawyers' train of thought would remain understandable
to me even when I skipped reading Dr. Laws' parts of the dialogue.) I pre-
sent four examples of this. The underlining is intended to remind the
reader that the lawyer is resuming his line of questioning, while at the
same time ignoring the substance of Dr. Laws' avowal.
DR. LAWS: I would say that [the written testimony] is an analysis of a
problem illustrated with data as opposed to a study which is [a]
specific research project undertaken to test [a] specific hypothesis.
In fact, you really can't use data of this sort to test [a] hypothesis
really because the data were collected for a different purpose. They
were used simply in an illustrative way to give a sense of numbers and
a concreteness to the argument ...
MR. POWERS: I believe you also indicated that you made some express request
to the EEOC for supplementary data, for other information. I would re-
quest that we have a list of that data and information.
[E4]
DR. LAWS: I would like to add one thing to your observation which I think
is very apropos and this is to say that I have ... tried to avoid making
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statistical generalizations about the whole Bell System.
The C&P study is interesting and illustrative but I don't construe
it as my job to reconcile in a statistical way this finding ... I am
interested in the C&P study because it focuses in on a problem for us.
I won't say that that problem necessarily in a descriptive way
represents the total Bell System. However, the findings are so striking
in this study that I am moved to ask a variety of questions about what
is going on there.
This is legitimate in terms of the way I am using data in my re-
port.
If you are going to argue, for example, in rebuttal that this is
an exceptional situation, then you have to justify ... why there should
be [significant] differences.
I don't have to do that because that is not the argument I am
making.
MR. POWERS: I am not engaged at the moment in a direct argument with you.
I am just trying to clarify what you have presented to this proceeding.
In line with your point about not generalizing from a specific study,
I would like to inquire about some of your statements on page six. The
study to which you refer is
[E7]
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DR. LAWS: I think I have stated before I was willing, since in my testimony
I make absolutely no pretense that I am presenting an up-to-date and
complete statistical presentation of the Bell System.
This is not the intention of my testimony. That is not the kind
of expertise that I am here for, that I used data only illustratively
... that is the case and I think I have made it explicitly for that.
It does not matter to me whether I have 10 studies to cite when
they fit into the argument or only one. So, in fact, I have limited
myself to this document. I don't think I need to go back over the
whole set of force less studies to reinforce it but as long as we are
talking about this document I would be better pleased, and I guess
Mr. Powers would too, if I would review it exhaustively and make sure
you have as many citations as are relevant within this document.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Would you undertake to do that during the lunch period?
MR. POWERS: I don't need the cumulative citations. I would be interested
in one or more that support that statement. In connection with that
and your review of the document, I would call attention to the table
that appears on page 10 which is designed to show ...
[E15]
MR. POWERS [after quoting a statement from one of the documents that Dr.
Laws cited]: Is that the statement and is it the data based on that
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statement that you use as a basis for your statement that dissatisfaction
with the opportunities for advancement was the second most frequent cause
of termination, salary being the first?
DR. LAWS: ... You are asking me to attest to an historical protest that I
didn't keep documentary records ...As I said, I have read this report
carefully and more than once and really base my use of it on a reading
of the total document. So, I would be very hard put to say on this,
unless I reproduced the data in which case I should footnote it, but
I would be very hard put to say where in a given document a particular
statement comes from.
MR. POWERS: Let me ask a couple more questions along this line. Isn't it
possible for employees both who terminate and those who remained
employed to have similar likes and dislikes ...
[E17]
It was rare for the lawyers to acknowledge that there existed substance
in Dr. Laws' avowals, and even rarer for the lawyers to respond to the sub-
stance. In the only instance of this that I was able to identify, the
lawyer summarily dismissed Dr. Laws' feelings on the matter:
DR. LAWS [to Mr. Powers]: ... in order to answer the kind of question that
you have continually put to me is where in a document of some 50 pages
do you find some wording that supports that assertion, and I would have
to have time to study the document, and I would be glad to answer the
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question in the detail that you seem to require.
If we are going to have more questions on this document, then I
should take whatever formal steps are necessary to study this study so
that I can give you more specific answers to your questions.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: The problem is, Dr. Laws, that you have in several in-
stances cited specific documents and in some cases a single document by
your parenthetical insertion of the reference supposedly as the basis
for that statement or at least that is what I presume it to mean.
Mr. Powers is entitled to test the validity of your conclusion in
relation to the documents which you cite as the supporting documents ...
[E20]
There were two ways in which additional evidence, fitting the lawyers'
argument and affirming their reality, accumulated.
First, returning to the diagram on page 187 in the previous chapter, we
recall that each and every time that Dr. Laws referred to a document, whether
in her written or oral testimony, the lawyers had additional "evidence" of
their reality (consisting of the legal map in which the documents provided
"the facts" of the basis that supported Dr. Laws' own statements or conclu-
sions about AT&T's employment practices.) For example, we earlier observed
that, in providing citations to twenty two documents, Dr. Laws waltzed right
into the lawyers' reality (see section 5.3). Every bit of additional evi-
dence served to reinforce and sanctify, in the eyes of the lawyers, their
scheme of interpretation.
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Second, from the viewpoint of each individual lawyer, his scheme of
interpretation (which explained away, by ignoring, Dr. Laws' potentially
disruptive avowals) was mutually or socially reinforced. Each and every
time one lawyer observed any of the others applying the same scheme of in-
terpretation, there was additional evidence validating their reality,
especially if the other lawyer was the Presiding Examiner. In this way,
the lawyers succeeded in reconciling the discrepancies between what they
believed Dr. Laws to be doing and what Dr. Laws, herself, avowed she was
doing.
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5.5 Cross Cultural Miscommunication: The Two-Way Projection of Culture-
Bound Maps
The lawyer's projection of his legal map onto what the scientist pre-
sents in the testimony has already been amply illustrated in the Ashenfelter
and Laws cross examinations. But what about the other half of the story,
namely, the scientist's projection of her scientific map onto what the
lawyer says? Does this happen at all?
Surely this would happen if the scientist were allowed to cross examine
the lawyer. However, there are other situations in which we may observe
this event taking place, as the Laws cross examination will illustrate for
us.
In general, the situation is a two-step process: (1) the lawyer comes
to an understanding, in his legal premise-oriented way, of the scientific
testimony, and (2) the scientist must then make sense of, and respond to,
the lawyer's questions about the scientific testimony. It is in the second
step that the scientist projects her scientific conclusion-oriented map onto
the lawyer's understanding of the scientific testimony. See the diagram on
the following page.
In this manner, the following dynamic unfolds: the lawyer attaches the
function of "the law" to the theory, and "the facts" to the initial condi-
tions, so that it is the validity of these premises on which rests the
scientific testimony's "conclusions"; then, the scientist appears unable to
respond to the lawyer's questions about the testimony, at least for what
the lawyer means by them, because the scientist is herself projecting a map
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of her own meanings onto the lawyer's words.
With regard to the diagram, Map 1 (the lawyer's ethnocentric projection
of his legal map onto the scientist) has already been amply illustrated in
prior chapters about the cross examinations of Dr. Ashenfelter and Dr. Laws.
As for Map 2, Dr. Laws provides a convenient illustration.
In her cross examination, Dr. Laws had to make sense of what the lawyers
referred to as being the basis and the conclusions in her testimony. In
chapter four, we explained that the basis (consisting of the initial condi-
tions) had the legal meaning of "the facts", while the conclusions (Dr. Laws'
theories as applied to the initial conditions) had the legal meaning of being
the syllogism's last step. In the manner that Map 2 illustrates, Dr. Laws
projected her scientific meaning of "the initial conditions" onto what the
lawyers meant to be "the facts"; at the same time, Dr. Laws also projected
her scientific meaning of "the theory illustrated with the initial conditions"
onto what the lawyers meant to be "the conclusions" (the syllogism's last
step).
Thus, because of the respective projections of the two maps, scientists
and lawyers wind up attaching different meanings and different functions
(the function of conclusion-oriented justification and the function of
premise-oriented justification) to the same words. We might say that "they
cannot succeed in establishing a universe of discourse ... and, consequently,
they cannot enter into a true social relationship ..."11 In accumulating
examples of confirming evidence for their respective understandings, they
effectively seal themselves off from each other.
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Quixotic communication therefore involves an encounter between two indi-
viduals who are from two different societies, but whose respective cultural
forces (that is, maps) continue nonetheless to operate as the scheme of in-
terpretation by which each individual makes sense of the other.
Because of the operation of these maps inside of each of the individuals,
we observe that the lawyer's legal reasoning is not scientifically cognizable
and the scientist's scientific reasoning is not legally cognizable.
Deserving mention is one more example of the lawyers' projection of the
legal map; the resulting way in which it makes sense of the scientific terri-
tory is absolutely dumbfounding.
In view of this study's position that lawyers do not "speak" the con-
clusion-oriented language of science, the following statement by Mr. Powers
appears to contradict our theory.
Isn't it true that until you establish that a study
or a test instrument can in fact predict or measure
the trait or criteria that it is undertaking to
measure, you can't even be sure that it is accurate-
ly portraying the results within the test group?
What is fascinating is the way in which Mr. Powers would test the prediction
here. Whereas a scientist would test the prediction against experience,
whether in a natural or laboratory experiment, Mr. Powers would perform the
test in the following way:
In terms of authorities to which one might go in try-
ing to check on the validation of a test instrument,
is The Mental Measurements Yearbook one of the authori-
ties that would be referred to?
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[E22]
That is, in Mr. Powers' way of thinking, in order to see whether or not "a
test instrument can in fact predict or measure the trait or criteria that it
is undertaking to measure," Mr. Powers would cite an authority (this is
akin to citing a legal precept) to validate the prediction; it did not oc-
cur to him that he might test the prediction against experience.
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5.6 Tying in "Confirming Evidence" with Self-Sealing Realities
In chapter 1, "Science and Law", we embraced Popper's position that
induction--the process of arguing from "n" observed examples of a phenomenon
to a general theory of that phenomenon--leads to a self-sealing, metaphysical
theory, that is, a theory whose empirical inaccuracies are not detectable
and, as a result, not correctable. This occurs where induction is applied
as the means of justifying or testing the theory's accuracy.
In concrete terms, this means that it is not enough to seek out examples
as "confirming evidence" of a theory's accuracy. Instead of marshalling
supporting examples, jusitifcation consists of efforts at turning up counter-
examples to the theory. The failure of counter-examples to appear would then
be said to corroborate the theory, which would nonetheless remain open to
being overturned by a counter-example that might appear at any later time.
It is thus possible only to rule out or disprove a theory; a theory may
never be proven correct. (A full explanation of the logic underlying this
position was presented in section 1.3, "The Logic of Science.")
In Conjectures and Refutations, Popper presents some fascinating in-
stances of self-sealing, metaphysical theories that result from the marshal-
ling of supporting examples as "confirming evidence":
I found that those of my friends who were admirers
of Marx, Freud and Adler, were impressed by a number of
points common to these theories, and especially by their
apparent explanatory power. These theories appeared to
be able to explain practically everything that happened
within the fields to which they referred. The study of
any of them seemed to have the effect of an intellectual
conversion or relevation, opening your eyes to a new
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truth hidden from those not yet initiated. Once your
eyes were thus opened you saw confirming instances
everywhere: the world was full of verifications of
the theory. Whatever happened always confirmed it.
Thus its truth appeared manifest; and unbelievers
were clearly people who did not want to see the mani-
fest truth; who refused to see it, either because it
was against their class interest, or because of their
repressions which were still 'un-analysed' and crying
aloud for treatment.
The most characteristic element in this situation
seemed to me the incessant stream of confirmations, of
observations which 'verified' the theories in question;
and this point was constantly emphasized by their
adherents. A Marxist could not open a newspaper with-
out finding on every page confirming evidence for his
interpretation of history; not only in the news, but
also in its presentation--which revealed the class bias
of the paper--and especially of course in what the
paper did not say. The Freudian analysts emphasized
that their theories were constantly verified by their
'clinical observations'. As for Adler, I was much
impressed by a personal experience. Once, in 1919, I
reported to him a case which to me did not seem parti-
cularly Adlerian, but which he found no difficulty
in analysing in terms of his theory of inferiority
feelings, although he had yet even seen the child.
Slightly shocked, I asked him how he could be so sure.
'Because of my thousandfold experience', he replied;
whereupon I could not help saying: 'And with this new
case, I suppos i your experience has become thousand-
and-one-fold. '
The practice of marshalling "confirming evidence" is not restricted to
Popper's Marxists, Freudians, and Adlerians. In fact, we have already ob-
served this practice in the interactions between Tevye and Lazar; Don
Quixote and Sancho Panza; and the expert witness and the lawyers.
In the interaction between Tevye and Lazar, Lazar's continued responses
to Tevye served to entrench Tevye more deeply in his (mis)understanding that
Lazar wished to buy a cow from him. (Lazar's purpose was to ask Tevye for
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his daughter's hand in marriage.) Not only the substance of Lazar's responses,
but also the mere act of Lazar's obliging Tevye's remarks provided "confirming
evidence" to Tevye for his own understanding of the situation. To recap:
LAZAR: Tevye, I suppose you know why I wanted to see you.
TEVYE (Drinks): Yes, I do, Reb Lazar, but there is no use talking about it.
LAZAR (Upset): Why not?
TEVYE: Why yes? Why should I get rid of her?
LAZAR [Knowing that Tevye has several daughters]: Well, you have a few more
without her.
TEVYE: I see! Today you want one. Tomorrow you may want two.
LAZAR (Startled): Two? What would I do with two?
TEVYE: The same as you do with one!
LAZAR (Shocked): Tevye! This is very imporant to me.
TEVYE: Why is it important to you?
LAZAR: Frankly because I am lonesome.
[Tevye is startled.]
In the interaction between Don Quixote and Sancho Panza, Don Quixote
sustained his belief in his private world of fantasy by collecting examples
of "confirming evidence". In this manner, Sancho Panza's protests that
Mambrino's helmet was just a barber's basin provided "confirming evidence"
to Don Quixote for his belief that the miraculous helmet in fact altered its
appearance to other people, "thus protecting its owner from persecution by
all those who would understand its true meaning." 12
I find most interesting of all the way in which Popper's Marxist "could
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not open a newspaper without finding on every page confirming evidence for
his interpretation of history; not only in the news, but also ... in what
the paper did not say." Earlier in this study, we found that the lawyers
similarly found confirming evidence for their Quixotic arguments in what
the expert witnesses did not include in their testimony (for example, the
fact that Dr. Ashenfelter did not investigate the use of a VES, as opposed
to a Cobb-Douglas, production function, or the fact that Dr. Laws did not
supply the appropriate citations).
To summarize, we notice that the two conditions that this chapter puts
forth as making Quixotic communication possible both operate by providing
"confirming evidence". The first condition--the existence of supporting
evidence and/or no contradictory evidence--clearly operates in this manner;
for example, when Dr. Laws provided additional citations to twenty two docu-
ments, she gave the lawyers twenty-two instances of "confirming evidence"
that their reality--their legal scheme of interpretation--"applied" to her.
(The remaining actions of the scientists that are cited in section 5.3 may
be re-read in the same way.) The second condition--the existence of good
arguments for explaining away discrepancies--operates with the same effect,
by turning potential contradictions or refutations into confirmations. For
example, each time the lawyers questioned another document, Dr. Laws did
not encounter contradictory evidence that the documents signified something
important to the lawyers, but instead found additional "confirming evidence"
that the lawyers were persisting in a purposeless and annoying exercise.
The lawyers had an even easier device for transforming potential contradict-
tions into confirmations; given their plural number and their institutionally
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sanctioned positions, they simply ignored Dr. Laws' potentially disruptive
pleas ("potentially" in the sense that they would indeed have been disruptive
if the lawyers had considered their substance) while looking to one another
for "confirming evidence" of their way of understanding the situation.
The theme which emerges is that induction, when applied as the means of
justifying or checking a viewpoint, serves to seal off one's mental constructs
from the given situation they are intended to depict, even (and especially)
including the situation of the face-to-face interaction. Whereas Popper
developed his position on induction with regard to scientists, the self-
sealing consequence of inductive justification occurs not only for the con-
structs in the minds of scientists, but for the constructs in the minds of
all people--even us Sancho Panzas and Don Quixotes in our everyday worlds of
common sense and fantasy. As we busily go about collecting additional
examples of "confirming evidence" in the course of our everyday routines, we
strengthen the convictions we have in our own realities while remaining blind,
if only momentarily (like Tevye and Lazar), to the simultaneous existence of
different realities.
Quixotic communication is therefore a special case of the general pheno-
menon of self-sealing constructs. It is the case involving individuals en-
gaged in a conversation where (1) they start out with their respective, in-
compatible notions of what is being communicated; (2) they do not perceive
any contradictions, but only "confirming evidence" for their respective
notions; (3) all the while, they are under the impression of communicating;
and (4) the conversation proceeds, and concludes, with each individual's
notions sealed-off from those of the others.
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Chapter 6 The Scientist as Alien in the Legal Culture
While we state only figuratively that scientists and lawyers speak dif-
ferent languages, we assert literally that scientists and lawyers come from
different cultures. We observed in the previous chapter that, coming from
different cultures, scientists and lawyers communicate only Quixotically,
if this may be considered communication at all.
There is one other manifestation of the disparity in cultures. It is
the endless questioning to which a lawyer may subject a scientific witness.
The endless questioning, which takes the form of either an infinite regres-
sion or infinite progression, is a consequence of the existence of two
cultures. As we will elucidate, two legal natives (whether plaintiff lawyer
or defendant lawyer, or one of these and the judge) or two scientific
natives typically reach closure in a discussion because they operate with
the same notions from the same culture (and are so sanctioned by the shared
institutional forces), but a legal native and a scientific native enjoy no
shared, cultural notions, which are essential for closure. The consequence
is that, in scientist-lawyer dynamics which exist in the courtroom setting,
there is no natural end to the string of questions to which the cross-
examining lawyer may subject the scientific witness, except perhaps for the
end required by the patience of the judge and by the limitations of time.
How is this possible? How may a lawyer's line of questioning, when put to
a scientific witness, threaten to continue without end? We tackle this
question in this chapter.
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6.1 Legal Scrutiny of the Premise-End of Scientific Testimony: Infinite
Regression
In the Laws cross examination, we observe the legal scrutiny not only
of the scientific testimony's premises, but also of the premises' premises
and then the premises to these. There appeared no natural end to this line
of questioning. (One astute observer, with whom I discussed this phenomenon,
dubbed it "Shepardizing the witness".)
Presented in the appendix to this chapter are examples of how Mr. Powers
questioned (1) the premises to Dr. Laws' testimony and (2) the premises to
these premises. Immediately below we present what is the most interesting
and, for Dr. Laws, probably the most exacerbating of the examples, which in-
volve Mr. Powers' questioning of (3) the premises to the premises to the
premises to the testimony.
The Written Testimony
Dissatisfaction with opportunities for advancement was
the second most frequent cause of termination among
Houston Operators (EEOC R-798 [the Houston Study]),
salary being the first.
[page 5 of the
testimony]
These data suggest that precisely the women who
are most promising are being lost to the Bell System
by short-sighted personnel policies. This is the
conclusion of the Houston study mentioned above. A
comparison of terminating Operators with a control
group of employees with at least one year's tenure
showed that the former were more able and more inde-
pendent than the latter. The authors of the study
lay a great deal of the blame for this loss on the
authoritarian style of supervision which prevails in
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the System in particular, an overemphasis on puntuality
produces many incidents of friction which reduce the at-
tractiveness of the job [sic]. The authors point out
that many of the "resignations of persons whose task
performance has been adequate but whose attendance has
not (EEOC R-798, pp 6ff). The inflexible policies of
the System appear to contribute to the very problem of
which the System complains. Moreover, it seems likely
that this rigidity negatively affects the more able and
independent women to a greater degree, and contributes
to the loss of those employees who are the best candi-
dates for promotion into management.
Another feature of this situation is that able and
autonomous women who might be good candidates for manage-
ment may have difficulty relating to the available role
models for women in management. These are older, less
educated, rigid, authoritarian persons who do not invite
identification.
[pages 6 and 7]
The recommendations based on the Houston study were to
hire only women who could be counted on not to complain.
This is not an isolated finding; in another study of
terminating Service Representatives at C&P (EEOC Z-727),
the authors recommend that the System stop recruiting
ambitious, educated young women and take older employees
who are "more realistic about (their) goals within the
Company." (EEOC Z-727). The recommend looking for "some-
one who isn't looking for a glamorous career." (Emphasis
supplied [by Dr. Laws])
[page 28]
Questioning the Premise to the Testimony
The prior scientific study that Dr. Laws mentioned in reference to
these portions of the testimony (or, in Mr. Powers' eyes, the premise that
Dr. Laws cited to support her testimony's conclusions) was the Houston study.
Mr. Powers attempted to discredit the use of this premise by pointing
out that Dr. Laws' statement about the Bell System was a generalization that
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went beyond what the Houston study, alone, allowed:
MR. POWERS: Now, when you talk in two sentences further down [on page six
in the written testimony] about "The authors of the study lay a great
deal of the blame for this loss [of promising women employees] on the
authoritarian style of supervision which prevails in the System, "you
are referring to Houston here ... you are referring to those conclu-
sions in connection with Houston?
DR. LAWS: No. It is in connection with the Bell System.
MR. POWERS: With the Bell System?
DR. LAWS: That is correct.
MR. POWERS: ... even though that study relates only to Houston?
This reference to "System" in the third line from the bottom and the
second line from the bottom [of page six], is intended in fact to be
Systemwide?
DR. LAWS: That is correct.
MR. POWERS: Not just Houston or Southwestern Bell?
DR. LAWS: Yes.
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MR. POWERS: Would you want to suggest a revision at this point or when you
reappear?
DR. LAWS: Revision of what sort?
MR. POWERS: I thought you were saying you wanted to limit this [that is,
the testimony on page 6] to those female managers at the Houston office
[as opposed to the Bell System in general].
DR. LAWS: Okay.
[761-764]
Another way that Mr. Powers questioned the Houston study as a premise
was to point out its inconsistency with another premise, in effect weakening
the significance to the Houston study:
MR. POWERS: On page 28 of your testimony [there is the statement: "The
recommendations based on the Houston study were to hire only women who
could be counted on not to complain. This is not an isolated finding;
in another study of terminating Service Representatives at C&P (EEOC
Z-727), the authors recommend that the System stop recruiting ambitious,
young women and take older employees who are 'more realistic about
(their) goals within the Company'."] I refer you to the recommendations
which appear on the last page of [a different premise, the C&P study]
headed "Recommendations". I ask you if such a recommendation appears
on that page?
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DR. LAWS: ... there is a section advocating ... don't restrict recruiting
to young applicants
MR. POWERS: Wouldn't you agree there is a difference between a recommenda-
tion that says, don't restrict recruiting to a particular program and
one that says, stop recruiting that group?
Would you agree that the judgment that the study or that the authors
are recommending that the System stop recruiting ambitious, young edu-
cated women is a judgment that you have made based on reviewing the
Summary and the Recommendations and is not explicitly stated by the
authors?
DR. LAWS: Yes ...
MR. POWERS: Wouldn't that suggest some revision in your statement on
page 28?
[1446-1450]
Questioning the Premise to the Premise to the Testimony
Suppose the premises to the testimony were all in order. (Here, this
would mean that the testimony were amended to refer to Southwestern Bell
only, not the Bell System in general. Or perhaps similar, social-science
studies, performed on all the operating companies of the Bell System, could
be presented to support the testimony's generalized statement.) The lawyer
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could then attack the premises to these premises. In our example, the
Houston study itself rested on the following premises: its survey instrument,
used to procure data from employees; training manuals used throughout the
Bell System which, Dr. Laws insisted, the study's authors observed as a form
of data; and the Armatas test and the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule,
both of which are test instruments that the Houston study employed. Mr.
Powers' questioning touched on each of these premises to the premise:
MR. POWERS: Back on page 5 of your [written] testimony, there is a state-
ment ["Dissatisfaction with opportunities for advancement was the
second most frequent cause of termination among Houston Operators
(EEOC R-798), salary being the first"].
Dr. Laws, is the instrument used to conduct [the interviews with the
employees in] the Houston study set forth on pages 26 through 28 [of
that study]? Is that the study instrument or the survey instrument?
DR. LAWS: It should be. Let me take a quick look at it. I have no reason
to assume otherwise.
MR. POWERS: Would you indicate where in that survey instrument you find
the question asked regarding the reason for termination among the
operators?
DR. LAWS: I can't answer that because ...
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MR. POWERS: So, you are saying that this statement about the dissatisfac-
tion's being causes of termination may not be based on the answers to
a specific question in the survey instrument?
DR. LAWS: Yes, that is a possibility
MR. POWERS: It is my understanding, based on your responses and my own
reading of the document, that there is nothing in the survey instru-
ment that asks why did you leave the Bell System.
[1367-1373]
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws, you stated on voire dire that you felt you could make
certain generalizations from the Houston study [to] the Bell System in
general because of the access that the authors [of the Houston study]
had to certain documents that you said you had not studied extensively
but these included [Systemwide] training manuals to which they referred.
I wonder if you could indicate where in this [the Houston] study
there is reference to training manuals which might have given the
authors of the study a basis for reaching conclusions beyond the Houston
location or the Southwestern Bell Company?
[1380]
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MR. POWERS: ... I ask you now if you can indicate where, in the Houston
study itself, you found reference to such training manuals or what other
basis there is for considering that those [authors of the Houston study]
had access to [system-wide] manuals that gave them a basis to make
system-wide judgments [as opposed to restricting their judgments to
Southwestern Bell].
Then directing your attention to ... page 20 [of the Houston study,
where it states: "It must be stressed that the Clinical statements
in this section represent interpretive judgments by the research
psychologists. These judgments may or may not coincide with formal
policy explicitly stated by the Company; rather they reflect inter-
pretations of the system in general form. Such judgments attempt to
provoke further exploration and discussion; they are not intended to be
unequivocal or conclusive"]. In view of those statements, do you feel
that you can rely on the brief interviews with supervisors to make
judgments about the Bell System as a whole beyond Houston and South-
western Bell?
DR. LAWS: I am willing to restrict those conclusions to Houston and South-
western Bell ... I am perfectly willing to limit it to Southwestern
Bell.
MR. POWERS: If those limitations would be made on page six [of the written
testimony] where the reference is to the Bell System [rather than just
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Southwestern Bell], we would be prepared to move on.
[1408-14111
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws: in further regard to the Houston study, that study is
based in significant part at least on empirical data generated by two
tests, one which I believe is referred to as the product of a Dr. Jim
Armatas and I believe is referred to as a test for beliefs, and the
other is [the] Edwards Personal Preference Schedule ...
... I would want to ask you about whether you had any knowledge at the
time that you prepared your testimony as to the validation of those
test instruments, and by validation, I mean any [other prior scientific]
studies which would show whether or not those tests in fact measure what
they purport to measure ...
[1383-1384]
Questioning the Premise to the Premise to the Premise to the Testimony
Suppose the premises to the premises to the testimony were all in order.
The lawyer could then simply proceed to attack the premises to these
premises to the premises to the testimony, as Mr. Powers here demonstrates
for us. Here, the premise to the premise to the premise to the testimony is
The Mental Measurements Yearbook, which Mr. Powers put forward in his question-
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ing. (To review, The Mental Measurements Yearbook is the premise signifying
the validity of the Armatas test and the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule,
which are the premises to the Houston study, which is a premise to Dr. Laws'
testimony.)
MR. POWERS: Referring now to these tests that the authors of the study used,
the Armatas test for belief and the Edwards Personal Preference [Sched-
ule], I asked you at the conclusion of our discussion yesterday after-
noon if you know to what extent those studies [test instruments] had
been validated or whether you had made any investigation concerning that
at the time you prepared your testimony utilizing that study.
If the studies which have been done would indicate that it is not a
valid measure or has not been validated, wouldn't that affect your
reliance on it?
In terms of authorities to which one might go in trying to check on
the validation of a test instrument, is The Mental Measurements Year-
book one of the authorities that would be referred to?
DR. LAWS: Yes.
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws, in this connection, we have examined that publication
and there are some studies of the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
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which appear in that book [these studies are the premises to the premi-
ses to the premises to the premises to the testimony], and recognizing
that it would be difficult to present these to you right here without
your having an opportunity to read it over and reflect, I would like
to suggest that we would make this available to you during the break.
Again, I hate to intrude on your lunch, but I do think that we
would like to have your opinion of whether or not the statements in
that publication affect your judgment about the conclusions of the
Houston study.
[1421-1425]
The cross-examining lawyer need not jump to the strategy of regressing
immediately from the testimony to the testimony's premises, to these
premises' premises, and so on. More prudently and more cost-effectively,
he may first dwell on subjecting the testimony to an exhaustive questioning
of all its premises from a variety of angles (for examples, see the appendix
to this chapter), and then proceed to questioning the premises to the premi-
ses only when the latter withstand his first round of questioning. Should
any of the premises to the premises survive his second round of questioning,
then the premises to these may be thrown open to question. And so forth.
In this manner, the lawyer may cost-effectively discredit the scientific
testimony.
Insofar as the scientific witness secures a premise in his argument in
the way that the courtroom requests (that is, by introducing another premise),
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and insofar as the cross-examining lawyer may demand that every such premise,
in turn, be secured, the scientific witness occupies a can't-win/can-lose
position. That is, the scientific witness cannot win as long as the cross-
examining lawyer chooses to throw open to question every premise to every
premise, and the scientific witness can only lose as long as the cross-
examining lawyer indeed follows through with the strategy of regressing from
premise to premise to premise.
At best, the scientific witness may hope for a stalemate, which is
what happened between Dr. Ashenfelter and Mr. Levy. The technical, mathe-
matical nature of Dr. Ashenfelter's testimony obscured Mr. Levy's under-
standing of it, including the underlying levels of premises that could have
been thrown open to question. In effect, Dr. Ashenfelter stalemated Mr. Levy:
the latter did not win, but then, the former did not lose.
In summary, the cross-examining lawyer's option to pursuing an infinite
regression into deeper and deeper levels of premises puts the scientific
witness in a can't-win/can-lose position.
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6.2 Legal Scrutiny of the Conclusion-End of Scientific Testimony: Infinite
Progression
Dr. Andre Hellegers, who was a physician, a Professor of Obstetrics-
Gynecology, a Professor of Physiology-Biophysics, and the Director of
Population Research at Georgetown University, offered testimony on behalf
of the EEOC
His theory was simply that pregnant women are capably of employment.
The fourth sentence on the first page of his written testimony boldly put
forth a null hypothesis by which he justified his theory:
There are to my knowledge no physiological data which
warrant a rule that women in pregnancies should cease work-
ing. [Emphasis added.]
That is, if the theory (that pregnant women are capable of employment) is
true, then the null hypothesis (that we may observe no physiological circum-
stances associated with pregnancy which automatically call for pregnant
women to cease working) should also be true.
In the following sentence in his testimony, Dr. Hellegers again applied
the reasoning of conclusion-oriented justification. A competing theory
(that the development of complicating conditions [diabetes, hypertension]
during pregnancy automatically makes the stoppage of work necessary) is
refuted because the consequent hypothesis (that men and non-pregnant women
with the same conditions [diabetes, hypertension] must also necessarily
stop working) clearly runs counter to experience:
It should be recognized that if a woman were to develop
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diabetes, hypertension, or certain other conditions in
pregnancy, then it would be possible [that is, a possi-
bility, not a certainty] that a stoppage of work would
become necessary, but this in no way differentiates
pregnancy from non-pregnancy, since this statement
would be equally true for non-pregnant women, or indeed
for men. No medical evidence can be adduced for the
need to cease working in pregnancy.
In both instances, Dr. Hellegers reasoned the validity of the theory by
looking to the conclusion (the hypothesis) that followed from the theory.
As such, the validity or invalidity of the hypothesis served as an indica-
tor of the validity or invalidity of the theory.
Further corroborating our understanding that Dr. Hellegers' mode of
justification was the conclusion-oriented mode of scientific justification
is the following exchange from the cross examinations:
MR. LEVY: On page 3 of your testimony, Doctor, you refer to a large scale
analysis of work in pregnancy which compares results of pregnancy out-
come between women with higher incomes and those with lower social
classes and incomes.
Doctor, in that study which I have just had a moment to glance at
quickly, is lower income identified as the sole and crucial factor
in the correlations involved [that is, the correlation between income
and class, on the one hand, and pregnancy outcome, on the other hand]?
DR. HELLEGERS: That is one of the core problems in all of the studies.
Of course, you can get studies in every single way about work, who
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works, and who does not work.
One of the problems involved in unraveling who works and who does
not work so you can show a direct cause and effect relationship, it is
precisely because I don't know of any study that has ever been able to
keep all the variables constant and manipulate only one, which would be
the proper scientific design.
I don't know of any study that has done that. So that what we
are talking about here is that there is a constant association between
[low] income and bad pregnancy outcome.
[1103-1105]
Compare the striking resemblance between the emphasized portion of
Dr. Hellegers' remarks with the words of Ernest Nagel, the naturalist and
the philosopher of science, whom we quoted earlier:
In a controlled experiment [which is a practice that
takes place for the purpose of testing a theory's con-
clusions], the experimenter can manipulate at will,
even if only within limits, certain features in a
situation (often designated as "variables" or "factors")
which are assumed to constitute the relevant conditions
for the occurence to the phenomenon under study, so that
by repeatedly varying some of them (in the ideal case,
by varying just one) but keeping the others constant,
the observer can study the effects of such changes upon
the phenomenon and discover the constant relations of
dependence between the phenomenon and the variables.
[Emphasis added.]
At the risk of beating a dead horse, we take notice of Dr. Hellegers'
familiarity with the concept of the requisite "proper scientific design"
that can "keep all the variables constant and manipulate only one" in the
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testing of a hypothesis, and we accept this familiarity as another indi-
cation that Dr. Hellegers' way of thinking was the conclusion-oriented mode
of scientific justification.
The null hypothesis (that is, the hypothesis that something will not
occur and hence will not be observed) is a standard tool, used widely
throughout the scientific community. The null hypothesis fits in well with
the scientific requirement that a theory be falsifiable, insofar as the
observation of the hypothetically prohibited event would serve to falsify
the theory. Also, because it is possible only to make an observation of
something that does happen, as opposed to something that does not happen,
a hypothesis that is to be falsifiable by observation must be a null hypo-
thesis.
The scientific norm, that calls for knowing the validity of a viewpoint
through the validity of its hypotheses, is so well integrated into the life
of the scientific community that the following remarks by Popper (most of
which were already presented in section 1.4) may seem "obvious beyond all
question,"1 perhaps obvious beyond the point worth mentioning, to practicing
members of that community:
Every test of a theory, whether resulting in its
corroboration or falsification, must stop at some
basic statement ["a statement about a factual occurence,"
either a hypothesized/predicted occurrence or, here, an
observed occurrence against which the hypothesis is
tested] or other which we decide to accept. If we do
not come to any decision, and do not accept some basic
statement [which we will now call "observation state-
ment", or "observation" for short] or other, then the
test will have led nowhere. But considered from a
logical point of view, the situation is never such that it
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compels us to stop at this particular [observationJ
rather than at that, or else give up the test alto-
gether. For any [observation, whose accuracy, like
any theory's, may be questioned] can again in its
turn be subjected to tests, using as a touchstone
any of they [hypotheses] which can be deduced from
it with the help of some theory, either the one
under test, or another. This procedure has no
natural end. Thus if the test [of the theory,
through comparing its hypothesis against observa-
tion] is to lead anywhere, nothing remains but to
stop at some point or other and say that we are
satisfied, for the time being.
It is fairly easy to see that we arrive in this
way at a procedure according to which we stop only
at a kind of statement that is especially easy to
test. For it means that we are stopping at state-
ments [hypotheses and observation] about whose ac-
ceptance or rejection the various investigators
are likely to reach agreement. And if they do not
agree, they will simply continue with the tests, or
else start them all over again. If this too leads
to no result, then we might say that the statements
in question were not inter-subjectively testable, or
that we were not, after all, dealing with observable
events. If some day it should no longer be possible
for scientific observers to reach agreement about
[observations] this would amount to a failure of
language as a means of universal communication. It
would amount to a new 'Babel of Tongues': scientific
discovery would be reduced to absurdity. In this
new Babel, the soaring edifice of science would soon
lie in ruins. 2
The [observations] at which we stop, which we decide
to accept as satisfactory, and as sufficiently tested,
have admittedly the character of dogmas, but only in-
sofar as we may desist from justifying them by further
arguments (or by further tests). But this kind of
dogmatism is innocuous since, should the need arise,
these [obervations] can easily be tested further.3
What finally obviates the need for further testing is that, eventually, sci-
entists reach observations that "are accepted as the result of a decision or
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agreement; and to that extent they are conventions." 4 Popper concludes:
The empirical basis of objective science has
thus nothing 'absolute' about it. Science does not
rest upon solid bedrock. The bold structure of its
theories rises, as it were, above a swamp. It is
like a building erected on piles. The piles are
driven down from above into the swamp, but not down
to any 'given' or natural base; and if we stop
driving the piles deeper [that is, when scientists
decide or agree to accept an observation as definite-
ly corroborating or falsifying a theory], it is not
because we have reached firm ground. We simply stop
when we are satisfied that the piles are firm enough
to carry the structure, at least for the time being. 5
At other places in The Logic of Scientific Discovery, Popper makes explicit
reference to the social element in the scientific enterprise:
I shall therefore say that the objectivity of scien-
tific statements lies in the fact that they can be
intersubjectively tested.6
... inter-subjective testing is merely a very import-
ant aspect of the more general idea of inter-subjective
criticism, or in other words, of the idea of mutual
rational control by critical discussion.7
Where the discussants are (1) members of the same, scientific communi-
ty, who are subject to the same cultural and institutional forces, and
(2) practitioners of the same set of methods, which must be wielded accord-
ing to the same set of standards, it is easy for us to see how it is feasible
for (1) "mutual rational control" to work and (2) the convention of deciding
or agreeing to accept a test as definitive, "at least for the time being,"
to be applied. In this way, the community of scientists avoids the "Babel
of Tongues", and the edifice of science may soar.
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What, then, happens when an outsider to the scientific community, such
as a cross-examining lawyer, whose legalistic reasoning is abetted by the
other lawyer and the judge, is in a position to question whether or not to
accept the observation and whether or not to reject the null hypothesis?
To answer this question, we might formulate a response that Popper has
already suggested: if it is not possible for different observers (namely,
the scientific witness, on the one hand, and the judge, the cross-examining
lawyer, and the scientist's sponsoring lawyer, on the other hand) to reach
agreement about observations or about rejecting or not rejecting hypotheses,
this would amount to a "Babel of Tongues", and scientific knowledge would be
reduced to absurdity; in this new Babel, science, whether as a body of know-
ledge or the reasoning process that produces this body of knowledge, would
lie in ruins.
In this light, the quotations from Popper no longer appear obvious be-
yond the point worth mentioning, for they are uncannily prescient with
regard to how scientists and lawyers (in particular, Dr. Hellegers and
Mr. Levy) miscommunicate with each other in the courtroom.
Concretely speaking, how were Popper's words, written in 1934, pre-
scient with regard to the AT&T case in 1971?
To answer this, we return to the null hypothesis that Dr. Hellegers
spelled out conveniently (that is, as if for our benefit in conducting this
study). His theory was simply that pregnant women are capable of employ-
ment. His null hypothesis was: "There are to my knowledge no physiological
data which warrant a rule that women in pregnancies should cease working ...
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No medical evidence can be adduced for the need to cease working in pregnancy."
Now, what did Mr. Levy, a man not a member of the same community as Dr. Hel-
legers, make of the hypothesized non-existence of physiological conditions
that warrant that women in pregnancies should cease working?
Mr. Levy responded by promptly rattling off a laundry list of physiologi-
cal conditions which, he argued, warrant that women in pregnancies cease
working:
Does pregnancy commonly put stress on such organs as
the kidney and liver?
[1095]
Couldn't continuation at a job involving exposure to
toxic substances which would produce no harm to a
normal non-pregnant woman prove to be harmful to a
pregnant woman?
[1096]
But you would say that continuation of jobs involving
potential exposure to various kinds of radiation or
toxic matters or ultra-sound could be potentially
harmful to the fetus?
[1096]
Can't continuation of certain jobs involving physical
agility, stamina or dexterity, and by that I mean,
for example, jobs which would involve truck driving,
climbing poles or ladders, bending, lifting, squatting,
working in confined manholes--can't such jobs and the
continuation in such jobs tend to increase the risk of
accident as pregnancy increases?
L1097]
Particularly in pregnancy, [added] weight can tend to
lessen agility, speed of reaction, speed of movement,
can it not, Doctor?
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Can't factors associated with normal pregnancy such
as increased fluid retention, nausea, swollen ankles,
bladder pressure, generally lessen agility because
of this 25 pound weight? Can't some or all of these
result in serious diminution in the speed and effi-
ciency required for the performance of certain jobs?
[1098-1099]
... Is morning sickness or nausea fairly common or
at least not uncommon in the first trimester or
pregnancy?
Could that result in diminution of the efficiency
required for the satisfactory performance of certain
jobs?
[1100]
What about bladder pressure? Is it not uncommon
for the developing fetus to impose greater pressure
on the bladder than in the normal non-pregnant state?
If there were a job that required continued attendance
at a station for let us say hour-long intervals and
a normally pregnant woman could not sustain the bladder
pressure that long. This could interfere, could it
not, with the efficiency of that operation?
[1100, 1100-A]
Again, Doctor, are swelling of the ankles fairly common
in pregnancy?
Can that not possibly have an effect on the satisfactory
performance of certain jobs which would call for speed
of movement, locomotion?
[1101]
Dr. Hellegers also put forth in his written testimony another null hypo-
thesis in order to test, and falsify, a competing theory.
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It is of some significance that women doctors
and nurses, who are working on the obstetrical and
other services at the hospital often continue work-
ing right up to the day of delivery. This of course
would not be so if the medical profession thought
that working in pregnancy was contra-indicated.
[page 2 of the
written testi-
mony]
That is, if the competing theory (that pregnant women are not capable of
employment) is true, then the null hypothesis (that we would observe no
women doctors or nurses working right up to the day of delivery) should
also be true. Because the null hypothesis clearly runs counter to the
observation that women doctors and nurses do work right up to the day of
delivery, the competing theory is ruled out by association. Again, Mr.
Levy induced a Bable of Tongues by stonewalling any agreement over the
observation:
Are not the job requirements and potential hazardous
exposures quite different from those of telephone
workers than doctors and nurses?
[1101]
As a general matter, would not professional doctors
and nurses have more knowledge about their pregnan-
cies and about pregnancy generally than would the
average or any industrial worker?
[1102]
Would it not also be a significant consideration,
Doctor, that medical help is immediately available
at a hospital if and when needed while that is not
the case in the typical industrial environment?
[1102]
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Should a hemorrhage or some other situation develop
when a pregnant doctor or nurse is in the hospital,
do they not have at hand medical help which the girl
in the industrial environment would not necessarily
have?
[1103]
The issue that concerns this study is not whether Mr. Levy's remarks
contain any substance, or whether scientists might raise the same questions.
Instead, the issue is one of closure. Why is that scientists (at least
within a school of thought) normally reach closure in discussing scientific
observations, but that a scientist and a lawyer do not? In general, at what
point (if any at all) may the discussants hold off, "at least for the time
being", further questioning about a given observation and a given hypothesis?
At what point may the discussants agree to accept an observation, and to de-
sist from testing it further? And how would the discussants know that they
have reached this point?
The answer that Poppper provides applies only where the discussants are
all scientists. Here, it is because the discussants all reason from, and are
all subject to, the same framework of scientific values--namely, the cultural
and institutional forces which define science--that it is feasible for "mutual
rational control" to result in a consensus, accepted or sanctioned throughout
the scientific community, with regard to recognizing one or another observa-
tion as definitively testing the theory in question. It is not logic, but
convention, that makes for this stopping point; logic alone, to reiterate Pop-
per, is inadequate to this task:
... considered from a logical point of view, the
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situation is never such that it compels us to stop
at this particular [observation] rather than at
that ... For any [observation, whose accuracy, like
any theory's, may be questioned, which is precisely
what Mr. Levy was doing to Dr. Hellegers' observa-
tions] can again in its turn be subjected to tests,
using as a touchstone any of the [hypotheses] which
can be deduced from it with the help of some theory,
either the one under test, or another. This proce-
dure has no natural end. [Emphasis added.J
Closure is thus reached not solely through logic, but also through convention:
"Basic statements [statements about observations] are accepted as a result of
a decision or agreement; and to that extent they are conventions." 8
Closure is not reached in the courtroom because the discussants (the
scientific witness and the lawyers) are not all members of the same community.
It is because scientists and lawyers operate from, and are subject to, their
respective, disparate sets of cultural and institutional forces, that the
"mutual rational control" which works within the scientific community breaks
down across the boundaries of that community. With no recourse to any social-
ly sanctioned convention of deciding to accept an observation as definitive
and to desist from testing it further, the inhabitants of the courtroom have
only logic to rely on. But, "considered from a logical point of view, the
situation is never such that it compels us to stop at this particular [ob-
servation] rather than at that"; Mr. Levy's laundry list of objections cor-
roborates Popper's null hypothesis all too well: "This procedure has no
natural end."
In summary, the cross-examining lawyer's option to pursue an infinite
progression into further and further tests of given observations puts the
scientific witness in a position where he cannot win (that is, he cannot
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present what the court may consider a definitive test of his theory), but
can lose (if the lawyer exercises this option).
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6.3 Summary Remarks about Infinite Regression and Infinite Progression
We observed in the EEOC-AT&T litigation that infinite regression and
infinite progression take place. We then relied on Popper's writings to
help explain how infinite regression and infinite progression take place.
However, there are a few additional points that will help round out the
analysis.
How is it possible that a Lawyer may lead a scientific witness down
the road of infinite regression, but may not accomplish the same thing to
the argument of an opposing lawyer? That is, how is it that a plaintiff
lawyer or a defendant lawyer may succeed in wielding an infinite regression
against a scientific witness, but not against each other?
The reason has to do with the fact that the two lawyers are members of
the same culture and speak the same language. They both appeal to the same
body of knowledge, namely, the same body of legal precepts. One lawyer may
certainly question the other lawyers' cited precedents (and the precedent
to these precendents and then the precedents to these), but in such "She-
pardizing" that takes place between lawyers, the regression into deeper and
deeper levels of premises will eventually hit upon one or another statute
or precedent (say a Supreme Court decision) whose definitiveness both lawyers
will choose to accept, or are sanctioned to accept by the judge or (if need
be) by the subsequent decision rendered in the appeals process. No prior
scientific study that a scientific witness cites as a premise to his testi-
mony commands a comparable degree of authority in the eyes of a lawyer or
a judge because, in the legal community, the scientific auspices approving
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the cited study, in not being a legislative body or the Supreme Court, are
quite simply unrecognized and irrelevant. The scientist in the courtroom is
an alien, cut off from the colleaguial support and the institutional forces
of his home turf that normally sanction his expertise and give it meaning.
How is it possible that two scientists, who propound competing theories,
may not wield an infinite regression or an infinite progression against each
other?
The infinite regression into deeper and deeper levels of premises would
not work because the ultimate test of an argument, at least for the natives
residing in the scientific culture, focuses on the argument's conclusions,
not its premises. Thus, to review, physicists may readily admit, without
incurring any damage to the validity of Boyle's Law, the inaccuracy in the
premise that gaseous molecules are volumeless rubber balls, possessing
perfect elasticity. Likewise, economists may readily admit, without incur-
ring any damage to the validity of micro-economic theory, the inaccuracy in
the premise that people are rational economic men. Scientists do not dwell
on the premises because, as they themselves state, an assumption is only an
assumption.
The reason that infinite regression does not occur among scientists has
already been explained by Popper. In the practice of intersubjective criti-
cism or mutual rational control among these people of shared values, there
emerges the convention of agreeing "to stop at some point or other and say
that we are satisfied, for the time being." 9
What makes infinite regression and infinite progression possible in a
lawyer's cross examination of a scientific witness is the fact that the two
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people come from different cultures, which means that the lawyer is not
bound by the scientist's rules or conventions.
To summarize this chapter, we recall that, earlier in this study, we
posited the fiction in which lawyers and judges approach the citations in
a scientific testimony like the citations in a legal memorandum. A lawyer,
with the encouragement and reinforcement of the other legal minds in the
courtroom, looks up and checks the cogency of each such document or prior
scientific study, cited in the scientific testimony, in the same legalistic
way he would look up and check the cogency of each precedent or statute,
likewise cited in a legal memorandum. In this fiction, a scientific argu-
ment, like a legal argument, would stand or fall according to the validity
of its citations, which would be the premises on which the argument rests.
Hypothesis testing would have no place in this procedure. Insofar as all
theories are fictions, our observations in this chapter serve to corroborate
this fiction's status as an accurate depiction of part of the dynamics of
scientist-lawyer communication in the courtroom.
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6.4 Appendix to Chapter 10: Additional Examples of the Legal Scrutiny of
the Premises to Scientific Testimony
[Dr. Laws has just presented, during the cross examination, a new document,
"M-5", to shore up the statement in her written testimony: "The informal
recruiting by referral on which Bell relies heavily intensifies segregation
not only by sex but by age and education, since employees recruit others like
themselves for jobs like their own." Mr. Powers scrutinizes the original
reference to this document M-5.]
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws, first in connection with document M-5, would you please
identify the portion of this document which you rely upon for the conclu-
sion that "employees recruit others like themselves for jobs like their
own
DR. LAWS: Yes, I am on page six of that document ... In Particular, there
is a discussion that group chief operators recruit among their own
group and it goes on from there.
MR. POWERS: When the phrase is used "recruit among their own group" do you
understand that to mean the group of which they are the chief operator?
DR. LAWS: Yes ...
MR. POWERS: The reference you have given us on page six [of document M-5]
deals with recruitment of other employees, rather than recruitment of
persons outside the company, does it not?
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DR. LAWS: ... You are asking me if it refers only to those who are already
employees of the company?
MR. POWERS: Yes.
DR. LAWS: I can't say.
MR. POWERS: I thought your answer to my first question was that the group
that is referred to at the end of the sentence you cited is the group
of which the operator is the group chief.
DR. LAWS: That is correct ...
MR. POWERS: So those people in that group are employees.
DR. LAWS: That is correct ...
MR. POWERS: Would you agree that the statement that you have cited does not
directly support the statement in your testimony that "employees recruit
others like themselves for jobs like their own?"
[Mr. Powers proceeds with his attempt at pinning down the source of Dr. Laws'
statement. Along the way, Mr. Copus aids and abets Mr. Powers (see E12).]
MR. POWERS: ... Continuing with the document that we referred to, M-5, do
you find any statement in that document upon which you could rely for
the position that informal recruitment by referral "intensifies segre-
gation not only by sex but by age and education"?
Doctor Laws, to try to expedite our questioning, I have asked you a
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series of questions about document M-5 as to whether there is a speci-
fic statement in there that would support the conclusion about the
intensification of segregation by sex, by age and education ... and
whether there is any specific language in that document that states
that employees recruit others like themselves for jobs like their own
and I think you have answered that fully.
I believe we have covered in the morning session, Mr. Examiner, the
witness' testimony on the references in those documents that would
support the assertion that employees recruit others like themselves
for jobs like their own. It is our position that based on her testi-
mony those two documents, R-376 and M-5, do not support that statement,
and we would move that the reference to them be stricken or that
that statement "Since employees recruit others like themselves for jobs
like their own" be struck from her testimony.
[1328-1359]
MR. POWERS: On page 5 [of the written testimony] you state that 48 percent
of the female service representatives at C&P stated that their major
reason for leaving was dissatisfaction with salary levels.
Now I believe that statement is based on document C-727. I would
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like to draw your attention to a document C-1540 which you cited pre-
viously.
I am referring to the table on page 11 [in C-1540]. I believe
that shows that 59 percent of females who resign from the traffic
deparmtent of affiliated Bell companies in '68 stated that their
reasons for doing so were not related to either the type of work they
performed or the pay they received.
[756]
MR. POWERS: To the extent that you are citing document C-1540 for your
statement that some Bell companies report 100 percent turnover among
short-term employees, I am interested in determining where you find
any support in this document for the 100 percent figure other than in
connection with operators under six months.
DR. LAWS: I would have to take time to go through the whole report ...
DR. POWERS: ... In connection with that and your review of the document,
I would call your attention to the table that appears on page 10 which
is designed to show turnover rate among all operators as I understand
it, and I would ask you if that graph does not indicate that the average
systemwide turnover rate for all operators, not just short term opera-
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tors, averages no more than 33 percent or between 30 and 40 percent an-
nually.
[1348-1350]
MR. POWERS: I would like to direct your attention to the footnote on page
43 [in the written testimony], referring to the act or perpetuation
of the notion of BFOQ [Bona Fide Occupational Qualification] in the
Bell System. Do you recall the date of the document that you cite
in that footnote?
[Dr. Laws' footnote reads: "It should be note d that individuals in high
management positions within the Bell System actively perpetuate the notion
of BFOQ (see EEOC-R-1025)."]
DR. LAWS: No, I don't.
MR. POWERS: I show you this document and ask you if that is not the docu-
ment to which you refer [that is, EEOC R-1025].
DR. LAWS: Yes, it is.
MR. POWERS: The date of that document is 1966, is it not?
DR. LAWS: Yes.
MR. POWERS: Are you aware of the different positions that individual Bell
companies have taken on the question of the BFOQ for the operator
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since 1966?
DR. LAWS: No, I don't think so ...
[793]
PRESIDING EXAMINER: Do the citations remain in or are the out?
DR. LAWS: The first three remain in. We discussed them the last time I
was here. On the second two, there were questions raised.
PRESIDING EXAMINER: So we strike reference to those?
DR. LAWS: Yes.
MR. POWERS: For clarification, the first three, R-986, was the 1965 docu-
ment, W223 was the 1961 document, Z712 was a 1961 document. Those
were the ones we indicated we felt were not appropriate in terms of
time.
[1313]
MR. POWERS: ... Let's move to page seven [in the written testimony]. Here,
Dr. Laws, you state ["The sex segregation in recruiting for the entry
level positions (for Craft and Traffic jobs) is perpetuated in manage-
ment"], and I believe the reference that is shown for that statement is
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document R-1033, a statement from an AT&T Vice President, dated May 12,
1965.
I ask you if you are aware that that document was officially canceled
by AT&T on November 13, 1968, 3 1/2 years ago, and that the canceling
document was furnished to the EEOC in discovery under its request D-9?
DR. LAWS: No, I am not aware of any cancellation.
[1341-1342]
MR. POWERS: On page 10 Lin the written testimony], in reference to the first
full sentence on the page ... you have cited R-1033, the document to
which I just referred, as having been cancelled. I would ask you if
in view of that cancellation you would be prepared to eliminate that
citation?
DR. LAWS: The citation, yes.
[1344-1345]
MR. POWERS: Dr. Laws, again, on page five of your testimony [there is the
statement: "In the C&P study, 69% of terminating Operators gave the
lack of opportunity for advancement as a major reason for leaving"] ...
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I believe that 69 percent figure refers to a table on page 17 [in the
C&P study]. This is again a reference to dissatisfactions [as opposed
to terminations], is it not?
DR. LAWS: That is right.
MR. POWERS: Would you care to revise the sentence [in the written testimony]
that we are discussing at the moment?
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Chapter 7 Recapitulation and Recommendations: Interpretation, Explanation
Justification, Intervention
7.1 Interpretation, Explanation, Justification
Here, we repeat the descriptions, from chapter two, of the three steps
into which we broke down social-science inquiry, but we fill in the details
of how, in the subsequent chapters, we actually applied the steps in shaping
our understanding of the communication between Dr. Ashenfelter, Dr. Laws,
and Dr. Hellegers, on the one hand, and Mr. Levy, Mr. Powers, MIr. Copus, and
the Presiding Examiner, on the other hand.
Interpretati on
In general, it is essential in social inquiry to interpret "the meaning
an act has for the actor himself, not the observer." Indeed, it is only in
the biased light projected by the scientifically-trained observer that the
legal, premise-oriented meaning to the scientific testimony in our case
study might have appeared "irrational"; from the viewpoint of the judge and
the lawyers themselves, the meaning that they attached to science was per-
fectly rational and, given the rules and customs of courtroom, required.
These meanings, however "subjective" they may have been, were ready-made and
pre-existing as integral parts of the subject matter that we, the observers,
encountered in the course of our inquiry. Therefore it was necessary for us
to uncover these meanings like any other data, lest we were to risk formula-
ting our theory on the basis of seriously incomplete information. In esta-
blishing our interpretive understanding, we came to understand the world in
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the way that the observed people (the scientists, the lawyers, the judge)
understood it.
Examples taken from the work of Gans, Fuller, and Schutz were used to
highlight the significance of the interpretive understanding. It was possible,
in the example we derived from the work of Gans, for the planners, the poli-
ticians, and the other outside observers of the West End to possess the
belief that it was a blighted slum in need of eradication, in large part be-
cause they did not bother to establish an interpretive understanding--namely,
that the West End had the meaning of home or urban village for the West End
residents themselves. (Indeed, no interpretive understanding existed until
a team of N.I.H.-funded social scientists began studying the West End, which
took place at the time that its residents were being re-located--a time that
proved to be too late.) Similarly, an observer of Lon Fuller's boy on the
beach, whose actions were directed at a "small, gray, roundish object", can
formulate no better than an empty understanding of the boy's publicly-ob-
servable movements, at least until the observer finds out that the roundish
object is a clam in the boy's eyes. Schutz also provided an illuminating
example:
The same overt behavior (say a tribal pageant as it can
be captured by the movie camera) may have an entirely
different meaning to the performers: What interests the
social scientist is merely whether it is a war dance, a
barter trade, the reception of a friendly ambassador, or
something else of this sort.1
It is by interpreting the meaning that the "overt behavior" has for the per-
formers themselves that the social scientist comes to understand whether it
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is a war dance, a barter trade, or the reception of a friendly ambassador.
More importantly, for the policy-maker who seeks to design and then imple-
ment an intervention, persumably for the purpose of improving the lives of
the observed people, the interpretive understanding will inform him as to
whether the intervention should be aimed at improving a war dance, a barter
trade, or the reception of a friendly ambassador. In the case of the West
End, the policy-makers implemented an intervention for what they believed to
be a war dance, but was actually a barter trade.
In this study, therefore, the establishment of an interpretive under-
standing was crucial to both an accurate theory and a sound set of recommenda-
tions regarding scientist-lawyer communication in the courtroom.
We did not take on the tremendous task of establishing, from scratch,
an interpretive understanding of the courtroom interactions. Instead, we
turned to the work already completed by other researchers who have success-
fully sought out the ways in which scientists and lawyers see the world.
These researchers are called philosophers , and while they do not cast
their work in the sociological-anthropological terminology of "establishing
an interpretive understanding" or, equivalently, "doing an ethnography", their
findings nonetheless deliver the meanings that scientists and lawyers attach
to their respective ways of viewing the world. Insofar as the philosophy of
science and the philosophy of law spell out the logics with which scientists
and lawyers think, the two philosophies conveniently provide us the "first-
level constructs" upon which we may build our theory or "second-level con-
structs" that depict the interactions in scientist-lawyer communication.
In particular, when comparing the two philosophies, we concluded that
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the act of justification holds not only different, but opposing meanings for
scientists and for lawyers. For scientists, the act of justification in-
volves looking to the conclusions of an argument, while for lawyers the act
involves looking to the premises. (The conclusion-oriented act of justifica-
tion in science is also known by its more familiar name of "hypothesis testing",
while the premise-oriented act of justification in law is more commonly re-
ferred to as "syllogistic reasoning" or "applying the law to the facts.")
The philosophers or "ethnographers" whose findings we premised, rather than
duplicated, were Popper, Kuhn, Schutz, Nagel, Dewey and Pound.
We also relied on the work of these philosophers for introducing to our
study the social (perhaps, sociological) aspects existing in science and law,
in addition to the logical aspects. Popper talked about "intersubjective
criticism" and "mutual rational control" as playing key roles in scientific
inquiry. Kuhn held that "[w]hatever scientific progress may be, we must ac-
count for it by examining the nature of the scientific group [not just the
scientific individual], discovering what it values, what it tolerates, what
it disdains"; Kuhn described his position as "intrinsically sociological". 2
Pound wrote that "we deceive ourselves grossly when we devise theories of law
or theories of judicial decision that exclude [subjective pictures of desired
social and political orders, existing outside the body of established legal
precepts] from 'the law'. Indeed, they give the latter their living content
and in all difficult cases are the ultimate basis of choosing, shaping, and
applying legal material in the decision of controversies";3 for this reason,
legal inquiry is more than the purely logical ("mechanical") application of
the law to the facts, a detrimental process that Dewey described as "the doc-
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trine of immutable and unnecessary antededant rules". Its evil, according
to Dewey, was that "[i]t sanctifies the old; adherence to it in practice
constantly widens the gap between current social conditions and the princi-
ples used by courts. The effect is to breed irritation, disrespect for law
... "4 Accepting the demonstrations by these "ethnographers" that extra-
logical social considerations play constructive roles of central importance
(not just troublesome roles of introducing subjective biases) in legal in-
quiry and scientific inquiry, we opened the door for the consideration of
social factors (which we called "cultural and institutional forces") in the
subsequent step of explanation in our social-science inquiry.
Explanation
The interpretive understanding that I, as an observer, possess in my
mind is not sufficient in itself to constitute a scientific theory that ex-
plains scientist-lawyer communication. While essential, it is not good
enough to set up a mirror that descriptively captures the salient meanings
and constructs in the world of the people whom I am observing.
For example, in performing a study of the sexist behavior of middle-
level managers in corporations, it would not be enough for me to understand
the corporate world in the sexist way that the managers understand it. In
addition, I would need to formulate a theory that, while being based on the
interpretive understanding, transcends it by providing a detached explana-
tion of what makes the managers' sexist behavior both possible and realized.
In general, a theory consists of propositions or mental constructs,
existing in the mind of the scientist, which are related to one another ac-
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cording to the rules of logic. Strictly speaking, these mental propositions
are abstract or "empty" until applied to a concrete phenomenon, whether in
nature or society. (Application of a theory involves attaching the mental
propositions [ideally, one by one] to their respective correlates in the con-
crete world.) A theory is therefore a fiction, bearing the same relationship
to the depicted reality as a map to a territory, a photograph to a scene, a
representation to a presentation. In this way, the actual people being ob-
served become, in social-science theories, "puppets" that are but representa-
tions of the original beings.
The objective that we pursued in this study was to create a theory of
scientist-lawyer communication in which the wooden movements of our scientist-
puppet and lawyer-puppet could predict or match the real-life actions of the
actual scientists and lawyers that we encountered in our courtroom-based
observations.
We used our interpretive understanding of the scientific culture and the
legal culture as the source from which to impute the thoughts, motives, and
logics into the minds of the scientist-puppet and the lawyer-puppet. In
general, however, a social-science theory must account for more than just the
individuals and what they feel and think; it must also account for the immedi-
ate institutional setting that these individuals themselves encounter as
"given" or ready-made when they appear on the scene. We thus used our under-
standing of the institutional forces of the courtroom to provide the "rules
of the game", or the opportunities and constraints, to specify further both
the thoughts and the publicly-observable movements allowed to the scientist-
puppet and the lawyer-puppet. With such a theory, we transcended the merely em-
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pathetic, interpretive understanding, and we provided an explanation that
also accounted for the institutional forces, of which the observed scientists
and lawyers may not even have been consciously aware.
Mr. Levy's cross examination of Dr. Ashenfelter provided the empirical
material from which we formulated our theory to explain scientist-lawyer com-
munication. First, Dr. Ashenfelter and Mr. Levy illustrated in great detail
what we would expect (based on our interpretive understanding of what justi-
fication means for scientists and for lawyers) from the behaviors of our
theory's scientist-puppet and lawyer-puppet; Dr. Ashenfelter argued justifi-
cation by looking to the conlusions of his testimony, while Mr. Levy looked
instead to the premises. (The specific issues that we observed were the dif-
fering scientific and legal meanings to scientific assumptions, statistics,
and the testing of predictions.)
Second, while a mere application of the interpretive understanding suf-
ficed to explain how each of the individuals (the scientists and the lawyer)
was behaving from his own perspective, the interpretive understanding alone
was insufficient to explain the interactions between the two. At this point,
we introduced the notion of the projection of maps onto territories; in parti-
cular, Mr. Levy ethnocentrically projected his legal scheme of interpretation
(his premise-oriented "map") onto Dr. Ashenfelter's conclusion-oriented testi-
mony (the "territory").
Essential factors that made the ethnocentric projection possible, we ex-
plained, were the cultural and institutional forces. "Cultural forces" refer
to the notions that are internalized over the course of one's biography as a
member of one's culture; for example, Mr. Levy's premise-oriented map was a
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cultural force in that he internalized it over the course of his career, first
as a law student and then as a practicing lawyer. "Institutional forces" are
external to the individual, exerted on him by the environment of the immediate
institutional setting. Cultural forces motivate behavior, usually automatical-
ly and subconsciously, from within the individual, as exemplified by Mr. Levy's
projection of his internalized map; institutional forces motivate behavior
from without the individual, as exemplified by the legal peer-group pressure
in the courtroom that approved Mr. Levy's ethnocentric projection, but that,
at the same time, alienated or isolated Dr. Ashenfelter while rendering his
testimony not understood for what he intended it to mean.
By incorporating the operation of cultural and institutional forces into
our theory, we did more than simply establish an interpretive understanding;
in addition, we put forth a scientist-puppet and a lawyer-puppet of our own
manufacture, into whose minds we imputed logics or cultural forces, and whose
publicly-observable behaviors we made responsive to the institutional forces
which we defined as being in their environment. Important cultural and insti-
tutional forces that we identified in the cross examinations of Dr. Ashen-
felter, Dr. Laws, and Dr. Hellegers were (1) the legal peer-group pressure
that mounted against the scientific witness; (2) the colleaguial support of
the scientific community that the scientist found missing in the courtroom;
and (3) the common sense processes (the "phenomenology") of everyday thinking
and everyday interaction that made possible the ethnocentric projection of
ready-made maps.
Hopefully, these constructs, which comprise our theory, fulfill Schutz's
specifications:
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The scientific constructs formed on the second level,
in accordance with the procedural rules valid for all
empirical sciences, are objective ideal typical con-
structs and, as such, of a different kind from those
developed on the first level of common-sense thinking
[whether the common-sense thinking of the observer or
the observed] which they have to supersede. They are
theoretical systems embodying general testable hypo-
theses ... This device has been used by social scientists
concerned with theory long before this concept was
formulated by Max Weber and developed by his school.
[Emphasis added.bJ
Justification
What makes a theory scientific is independent of its subject matter be-
ing in nature or society. Instead, I regard scientificity as a quality that
stems from the logical form of the mental propositions that constitute the
theory.
First, the propositions must be logically consistent.
However, while this is certainly a necessary condition for a theory to
be scientific, it is far from being a sufficient condition. Consider that
non-Euclidean geometries, while purely imaginary [that is, having no counter-
parts in the concrete world] are also made up of logically consistent
propositions. In addition to being logical the propositions must attach to
a concrete reality--namely, the reality it seeks to depict. In being empiri-
cal, the theory must be cast in a logical form that allows any mismatches
between the theory (the map) and the reality being depicted (the territory)
to be detectable and, hence, correctable. The logical form of the theory
must allow the theory to be refuted or falsified, just in case it contains
any inaccuracy; otherwise, the theory (however logical it may be) may turn out
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to be no more empirical than a non-Euclidean geometry.
Thus, hypothesized or predicted events, based on the theory, are checked
against observed events. If the observation refutes the hypothesis or pre-
diction, an inaccuracy in the theory is indicated and its correction is
called for. If the observation corroborates the hypothesis or prediction,
the theory stands as accurate, at least until a more stringent test comes
along and succeeds in producing an observation that refutes it, whereupon the
correction is made, and the next stringent test is awaited.
In this study, we practiced this general procedure, indeed to the point
where we refuted certain hypotheses, thereby necessitating corrections in
our theory.
Mr. Powers' cross examination of Dr. Laws provided the empirical material
that allowed us to test the theory against experience. Embracing Nagel's
position that a controlled laboratory experiment is but a limiting case of
"controlled investigation", for which naturally-occurring variations are as
adequate (if somewhat less convenient) than laboratory-induced variations for
testing hypotheses, we looked upon the Laws cross examination as providing
naturally-occurring variations in the circumstances surrounding the subject
matter. It introduced (1) a different person in the role of scientific wit-
ness, who applied (2) the theory of a different discipline to (3) a different
set of facts, all of which came under the scrutiny of not just one, but
(4) three different lawyers (the plaintiff lawyer, the defendant lawyer, and
the judge), whose collective attention was focused on (5) a different portion
of the scientific "territory" (that is, the initial conditions, rather than
the theory as in Dr. Ashenfelter's case). All these variations provided a
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source of additional real-life actions against which we were able to compare
the wooden movements of our scientist-puppet and lawyer-puppet.
Our reliance on a "natural experiment" was neither novel nor unique;
natural experiments are a standard tool in the inquiry conducted by astrono-
mers, geologists, certain medical researchers, and other scientists who may
not (and need not) set up control groups under laboratory conditions.
One hypothesis following from our theory was that the scientist should
have argued justification in conclusion-oriented terms, and the lawyers, in
premise-oriented terms. Corroborating the hypothesis was our observation
of the unrelenting extent to which the plaintiff lawyer (Mr. Copus), the
defendant lawyer (Mr. Powers), and the judge proceeded to pin down the
premises of Dr. Laws' testimony, especially the documents that she relied on
for providing the facts, or initial conditions, which she used simply to il-
lustrate her theory. The lawyers' obsession with these premises did not
make sense to Dr. Laws, because she understood justification as being the
act of looking towards an argument's conclusions (its hypotheses or predic-
tions). We observed that, as a consequence, Dr. Laws and the lawyers
talked past each other.
Another hypothesis was that the legal peer-group pressure should have
played a key role by supporting each lawyer, while alienating Dr. Laws. In
fact, we observed numerous instances in which Mr. Copus (who was the lawyer
sponsoring Dr. Laws) and even the judge actively supported the premise-
oriented thrust of Mr. Powers' questioning.
However, there were two hypotheses which our observations of the Laws
cross examination refuted. We had originally asserted that science and law
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are languages, neither of which, like any other language, can be understood
apart from the culture of the group that it comes from. Following from the
theory, stated as such, were the hypotheses that (1) a scientist and a lawyer
(like a speaker of Chinese and a speaker of English) should not understand
each other at all, at least not through each other's words, and that (2) the
scientist and the lawyer (like the speaker of Chinese and the speaker of
English) should notice their differences immediately and effortlessly. We
observed, however, that the scientist and the lawyer did understand each
other, if only to a limited extent, and that each assumed the other to be
speaking in the same frame of reference.
In reformulating and articulating the theory, which the refutation of
its hypotheses necessitated, we moved the theory beyond the literal assertion
that science and law are languages. The refined explanation was that scien-
tist-lawyer communication proceeds in the manner, first put forward by
Cervantes and later recast by Schutz, in which Don Quixote communicated with
Sancho Panza. The empirical material we relied on for improving the theory
consisted of the cross examinations of Dr. Ashenfelter, Dr. Laws, and
Dr. Andre Hellegers. Still imputing premise-oriented logic to the mind of
our lawyer-puppet and conclusion-oriented logic to the mind of our scientist-
puppet, we explained that each of them either employs an argument of explain-
ing away, or does not even notice in the first place, their mutual differences.
Then, through the process of accumulating confirming evidence for his own
(mis)understanding of what the other means, each of them winds up engaging
in Quixotic communication. While we explained, as before, that the lawyer-
puppet projects his legal premise-oriented map onto the scientist, we then
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made the explanation symmetrical by pointing out that the scientist-puppet
simultaneously projects his scientific conclusion-oriented map onto the
lawyer. The cross cultural projection of incompatible, culture-bound maps
is at the heart of Quixotic communication.
Furthermore, the mutual support that the lawyer-puppets (depicting the
plaintiff lawyer, the defendant lawyer, and the judge) lend to one another
function as a mechanism for consolidating, in the manner of a self-sealing
prophecy, the "reality" of their legal understanding of the scientific testi-
mony. The mutual support which the lawyer-puppets enjoy on their home turf
(the courtroom) underscores the critical role of social, rather than only
logical, factors in scientist-lawyer communication. Because of the social
factors, we came to view the scientist-puppet as an alien in the legal cul-
ture, but nonetheless subject to this other culture's rules. In being cut
off from the colleaguial support and the institutional forces of his own
community that normally sanction his expertise and give it meaning, the
scientist-puppet finds himself in a can't-win/can-lose position when testi-
fying as an expert witness. The lawyer-puppet may make a mockery of the
scientist-puppet by inflicting a line of questioning that, in the courtroom,
has no natural end.
In summary, by refuting our intial explanation, we wound up with a theory
whose puppets are less wooden, more life-like, and more fully reflective of
actual scientists and lawyers whom we constructed the puppets to depict.
But just as no map may become a territory and no puppet may become a man, no
theory of scientist-lawyer communication can ever be made perfectly accurate.
It was in this light that we pointed out that the purpose of scientific in-
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quiry is not so much to achieve the end of a perfected theory as it is to
engage in the process of continually improving the theory. Thus, our arti-
culation of the theory is simply one step in a progression, the subsequent
steps of which may be intiated by other researchers or myself who turn to
additional empirical material, derive additional hypotheses, and then refine
the theory when necessitated by the refutations of its hypotheses.
It should be pointed out that the theory applies not only to scientist-
lawyer communication in litigation concerning employment discrimination, but
to all instances of scientist-lawyer communication where the logical form
of the scientist's testimony invokes the conclusion-oriented mode of justi-
fication. Where this condition holds, we may predict that the conflict
between science and law will flare up, whereupon the dynamics of Quixotic
communication will rapidly unfold. Conclusion-oriented justification cha-
racterizes the laboratory sciences as well as the sciences which rely on
statistical controls in hypothesis testing. Thus, social scientists and
natural scientists who represent these disciplines and who offer testimony
on, for example, environmental protection, occupational health and safety,
and medical malpractice are all potential sources of additional empirical
material with which the theory may be further tested against experience, and
further improved.
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7.2 Intervention
Diagnosis is to prescription as the sciences are to the professions.
The sciences seek to explain and portray reality, not to intervene in it.
The professions seek to intervene in reality, for the sake of shaping it
according to humanly defined notions of what is good and what is bad.
Just as there is a relationship between diagnosis and prescription,
there is a relationship between the sciences and the professions. While a
diagnosis is not a prescription, the diagnosis nonetheless informs the pre-
scription. Similarly, scientific findings inform the design of policy
interventions.
In general, a policy intervention exists in the context of the policy-
making process, involving (1) a definition of the problem or setting of the
goal, (2) a theory which explains the dynamics of the observed problem and
which thereby informs the design of the intervention, and (3) the admini-
stration or implementation of the intervention, in order to solve the
problem or realize the goal. 6 The scientific approach may enter the process
in the second step, where it may offer one or another of its theories for
identifying the "policy variables" that the intervention might consider as
candidates for manipulation.
The limited role of science in this process is highlighted by the
evaluations of implemented, but unsuccessful, interventions. What are the
reasons that an intervention may fail? They may be that (1) the problem was
not framed practically or the goal was not set realistically; (2) the theory
informing the intervention's design was grossly inaccurate; (3) the inter-
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vention's implementation was bungled; or (4) any two or even all three of
these possibilities had been operating simultaneously. Therefore, even a
perfectly accurate theory, if one could ever be achieved, would by itself
be inadequate to drive a successful policy intervention. The scientific
theory plays an important, but limited, role in policy-making and problem-
solving.
In this study, our purpose in inquiry has been simply to offer a theory
of scientist-lawyer communication in the courtroom. The fruits of our in-
quiry are therefore inadequate to the task of addressing all three steps re-
garding intervention in scientist-lawyer communication. We will therefore
present our recommendations only as speculations, in identifying the "vari-
ables" in scientist-lawyer communication that are or are not good candidates
for manipulation.
In this regard, perhaps the major contribution of our theory is simply
the recognition of the presence of cultural and institutional forces in sci-
entist-lawyer communication. The nature of these forces is that they are
solidly in place and will remain so for the long-term. They are not easily
manipulable, especially in the short-term.
We cannot change, overnight, the cultural forces that motivate scientists
and lawyers to think in their respective ways. For example, it would not be
enough for lawyers to take a few classes in science. One or two science clas-
ses would hardly make a dent in the long-term cultural and institutional
forces that function to make a lawyer's premise-oriented understanding not
only a rational response, but a required response, to the issues that he con-
fronts in scientific testimony.
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Scientists and lawyers have been socialized into their respective ways
of thinking and they secure their identities in the respective types of work
that they do. It would be wholly unrealistic to attempt to undo their past
socialization, to re-socialize them into different ways of thinking, and to
provide them new identities, all in the short term.
Nor can we change, overnight, the institutional forces, namely, the
rules, both formal and informal, which operate in a courtroom. Statutes and
precedents--the body of legislative law and case law--provide not only the
premises upon which lawyers and judges must build their arguments, but also
the rules according to which evidence--including the testimony of scientific
witnesses--may be used in such arguments. While the body of case law changes,
it changes only one step at a time (literally, on a case-by-case basis) and
it changes according to its own rules (which themselves exist as part of the
case law). External interventions to this process do take place; these fall
under the rubric of legislative law, but even these are instantly subsumed
into the case law, and its slow process of self-regulated change, upon the
first instance that the legislated law is applied in litigation.
Aside from the body of legal precepts, there are other forces that come
along with the institutional setting of the courtroom. They are the informal
rules--the social dynamics--which allow the lawyers to reinforce each other's
(mis)understanding of the scientific testimony and which are responsible for
relegating the scientist to an alien status. These informal institutional
forces make possible the endlessness of the lawyer's line of questioning,
whether through throwing open to scrutiny the premise to every premise or
the conclusion to every conclusion, thereby invoking a "Babel of Tongues"
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which undercuts the scientific testimony.
The policy-maker can ignore the long-term influence of the cultural and
institutional forces no more than a scientist or a judge can. However, aside
from the cultural and institutional "variables" that our theory of scientist-
lawyer communication suggests to be resistant to manipulation, what other
variables" remain as promising points of intervention?
Our theory states that science and law are like languages, to the extent
that neither can be understood, as intended, apart from the culture of the
group that it comes from. To facilitate cross cultural communication, sci-
entists and lawyers would therefore need to become not only "bilingual"
(that is, familiar with both the premise-oriented and conclusion-oriented
modes of justification), but also "bicultural" (that is, sensitive to the
culture of the other profession). What are some plausible interventions
involving bilingual/bicultural scientists or lawyers?
A Band-Aid Remedy
In situations where there are long-term, structural forces solidly in
place, the long-term intervention would be to subvert the underlying struc-
ture which is setting up the problem in the first place. In the short-term,
however, the underlying structure must be accepted as a "given" in the en-
vironment, and interventions are restricted to remedying the problematic
effects caused by the structure. Surely, any intervention that falls short
of addressing the root cause may be properly labeled a "band-aid" remedy,
but this is the most we can hope for in the short term. It is beyond the
scope of this study to provide an exhaustive laundry list of band-aids. In-
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stead, we provide just one as an example.
We might as well take advantage of the situation in which the scientific
witness (like the rape victim) becomes the person who is on trial ("I would
like to enter an objection", Dr. Laws said [E18]). Specifically, the lawyer
who is sponsoring the scientific witness may act as the scientist's advocate.
For example, after the cross-examining lawyer is done with inflicting an in-
finite regression or progression of questions on the scientist, the sponsoring
lawyer may proceed to pick up the pieces, calling the scientist back to the
witness stand and asking the scientist about the scientific standards (to
serve as a contrast to the cross-examining lawyer's legal standards) by
which the validity of his testimony's facts are known. Generally, the scien-
tist may not testify on conclusions of law, but he may testify on conclusions
of fact, as he would be doing here.
As part of this strategy, the sponsoring lawyer may call in other sci-
entists (from the same school of scientific thought, of course) for their
testimony on the cogency of the first scientist's facts. Indeed, there is
no reason or requirement that two or more scientists may not even testify to-
gether. Drs. Darryl Bem and Sandra Bem, for example, were two psychologists
who testified together in the AT&T-EEOC litigation, and who stood up remark-
ably well to the cross-examining lawyer's questions.
One reason this band-aid is plausible is that, while it seeks to counter
the forces that initiate and sustain Quixotic communication, its prescribed
intervention still works within the rules and customs of the courtroom. The
sponsoring lawyer who calls in additional scientific witnesses would be vio-
lating these rules and customs no more than the cross-examining lawyer who
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focuses the judge's attention on the premises to the premises to the premi-
ses to the testimony. Another reason this band-aid is plausible is that it
seeks to place the scientific witness in the company of his colleagues, there-
by altering the scientific witness's status as an alien in the courtroom.
Consider a group of scientists whose testimonies were to convey, in effect,
that the community of scientists believe that (for example) Mr. Levy's nine-
teen counter-examples to Dr. Hellegers' null hypothesis are absurd. The
medical scientist's peer-group pressure would be more effective than just the
isolated medical scientist's denials alone in rendering the medical testimony
credible. In effect, the scientific peer-group pressure would be neutrali-
zing the legal peer-group pressure. If Dr. Laws had enjoyed the support of
her scientific peers, the lawyers and the judge would not have simply ignored
the contradictions she was voicing, but would have had to come to grips with
other social psychologists testifying that Dr. Laws' illustration of social-
psychological theories with empirical data was indeed a practice common to
and acceptable by the community of social psychologists. The issues then
would not have been whether or not Dr. Laws provided sufficient footnotes and
annotations, but whether or not Dr. Laws' explanation of AT&T's employment
practices amounted to "scientific fact" that could survive scientific testing.
It would have been on this criteria that Dr. Laws' testimony would have been
examined.
Don Quixote may easily explain away, to himself, the discrepancies be-
tween his own understanding of Sancho Panza's behavior and the actual behav-
ior he observes Sancho Panza manifesting, but where Don Quixote must put up
with two, three, or more Sancho Panzas, the ease with which he may explain
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away the discrepancies (much less ignore them, as the lawyers and the judge
did to Dr. Laws) will begin to disappear.
The final reason we mention for this band-aid being plausible is that
the sponsoring lawyer would no longer be providing support to the cross-
examining lawyer's premise-oriented questions. We recall that Mr. Copus had
done this (doubtless, unwittingly) to the disbenefit of the scientists he
himself was sponsoring. The band-aid proposes that the sponsoring lawyer
cease his unwitting support for the cross-examining lawyer. This would also
weaken the legal peer-group pressure that mounts against the scientist, there-
by helping to break the Quixotic dynamics. Of course, for the sponsoring
lawyer to engineer such a strategy, he would have to be not only "bilingual"
(aware of the logic of science, aware that this logic is different from his
own), but also "bicultural" (sensitive to the scientific peer-group pressure
needed to give the witness's testimony both credibility and meaning).
As with all band-aids, there are problems that the underlying structure,
still in place, would be bound to create. For example, we recall in Dr. Ashen-
felter's case that there happened to exist (as part of the structure) a body
of case law that spelled out the limited ways in which statistics could be
used as evidence in employment-discrimination cases. Thus, even a team of
colleagues could not have helped Dr. Ashenfelter's explanation of statistical
inference to be better understood in the courtroom, not even if the lawyers
and the judge had been sympathetic. The hands of the legal natives were
tied by the case law's rules explaining the function of statistics as evi-
dence. Explanations that existed outside the case law were not "legally
cognizable". In this situation, the band-aid of having the scientist state
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the scientific standards would have no impact, even if the lawyers and the
judge had taken classes in statistical reference.
A Structural Intervention
With regard to the general goal of producing bilingual/bicultural sci-
entists and lawyers, basic long-term structural changes in order. After all,
if undesirable behavior in and between individuals (for example, Quixotic
communication) can be traced to structural forces (cultural forces being
their internalized form and institutional forces being their environmental
form), then the prescription would be to change the structure. The alterna-
tive, which would be to focus the intervention on the individuals who come
to occupy the structure, would be to blame the victim.
A courtroom operates by its own rules, but its rules do allow for change.
If we are to design an intervention that does not violate the revered legal
custom of stare decisis et non quieta movere ("to abide by the precedents
and not to disturb settled points" 7), then the intervention would be to intro-
duce scientific reasoning into the courtroom in the form of a precedent.
To pursue the design of such an intervention, or prescription, would
take us far afield from this study's purpose of simply offering a theory, or
diagnosis, of scientist-lawyer communication. However, because we have al-
ready specified that we are only speculating, and because the task of inter-
vention design is such a tempting one, we will nonetheless take at least the
first few steps.
An observation from the recent "creation science" litigation is especial-
ly interesting. The observation is that, at first blush, it appears that
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Judge William Overton was speaking science as a scientist would; he said in
his decision:
The essential characteristics of science are:
(1) It is guided by natural law; (2) It has to be
explanatory by reference to natural law; (3) It is
testable against the empirical world; (4) Its con-
clusions are tentative, i.e., are not necessarily
the final word; and (5) it is falsifiable.
The methodology employed by creationists is
another factor which is indicative that their
work is not science. A scientific theory must
be tentative and always subject to revision or
abandonment in light of facts that are inconsist-
ent with, or falsify, a theory. A theory that is
by its own terms dogmatic, absolutist and never
subject to revision is not a scientific theory.7
Significantly, Judge Overton was not so much supplanting his legal logic
with scientific logic as he was reasoning deductively, syllogistically and
legally in (1) positing a rule as to what may be considered science (the
major premise); (2) looking at what constitutes creation science (the minor
premise); and then (3) deciding that creation science is not a science (the
conclusion). While premise-oriented justification and conclusion-oriented
justification may readily clash with each other, like in the AT&T-EEOC
litigation, Judge Overton demonstrates for us how the two may be rendered
compatible: the legal natives accept the notion of conclusion-oriented justi-
fication (falsifiability) in a role concerning a very narrow issue of fact
(the minor premise), namely, the factual issue of, "What is science?" If
McClean v. Arkansas may serve as a precedent, or as the first in a chain of
precedents, which establish a rule of evidence regarding what may be consi-
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dered science, then the intervention of changing the courtroom's structure,
without violating or disrupting its normal operations, would be effected.
The implications for scientific testimony, not only in creation-science
cases but in other areas as well, are considerable. If the rule of evidence
should refer to falsifiability as explicitly as does Judge Overton's decision,
then cross-examining lawyers will seek to discredit scientific testimony in
conclusion-oriented terms rather than premise-oriented terms; the lawyer
sponsoring the scientific witness will be sure to point out to the judge
that any premise-oriented questions which the cross-examining lawyer poses
are irrelevant to the scientific evidence at hand. This will eliminate the
problem that Dr. Laws faced: the problem of infinite regression.
There remains the problem of infinite progression, in that the cross-
examining lawyer (with our hypothetical rule of evidence now directing his
attention to the scientific testimony's conclusions or hypotheses) will pre-
sent an endless stream of falsifying counter-instances to the scientist's
null hypothesis. This was the problem that Dr. Hellegers faced. The solu-
tion here would be the same as in our band-aid, that is, to call in the
scientific witness's colleagues, whose support may indicate the scientific
absurdity of the cross-examining lawyer's endless counter-instances.
We may draw a similar observation regarding the opinion written by
Judge Higgenbotham of the U.S. District Court in Vuyanich v. Republic Nation-
al Bank ( ). Judge Higgenbotham, who received his
undergraduate training as an engineer, performed a highly sophisticated,
methodological analysis regarding the scientific evidence in an employment-
discrimination case. Again, as with Judge Overton, Judge Higgenbotham was
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not supplanting his legal logic with scientific logic; he was employing sci-
entific logic strictly within the confines of the narrow questions "What is
science?" (in this case, "What is econometrics and statistical inference?")
and "Given that this evidence calls itself scientific (econometric), does it
indeed say what it claims to say, based on its own criteria?" In Judge
Higgenbotham's decision, we observe assimilation. As an individual at the
boundary between science and law, Judge Higgenbotham manifested some scien-
tific aspects that are being assimilated into the legal culture. Considering
that employment-discrimination litigation, and its use of expert witnesses,
have been going on for ten to fifteen years, it is only to be expected that
assimilation is taking place.
For us to define assimilation and to document it in Vuyanich v. Republic
National Bank would make for a fascinating inquiry, but would also be beyond
the scope and purpose of this study. We introduce it merely as a part of
our speculations regarding intervention. To follow through would require a
second dissertation.
In any case, should the notion of the conclusion-oriented mode of sci-
entific justification ever evolve to the point of occupying a niche among
the rules of evidence, then it will become one among the rest of the pre-
cepts that lawyers internalize and reason from. In this way, lawyers as
well as judges may someday become both "bilingual" and "bicultural".
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Chapter 8 The Literature: A Commentary
The sociological-anthropological detachment with which this study views
"scientific natives" and "legal natives" is, I believe, unique to the litera-
ture on the relationship between science and law, particularly the role of
scientific expert testimony. Because the singularity of this study's ap-
proach, and hence its contribution, can be better grasped in retrospect
(that is, with familiarity of this study itself as the reference point from
which the literature may be viewed), my commentary on the literature is
purposely being presented here, in the end-part of this study.
From such a reference point, I personally find the law-review literature
to appear like a collection of stories in which legal natives write ethno-
centrically about the exotic scientific visitors they receive, and the social
-science literature to appear like stories in which scientific natives write
ethnocentrically about a foreign land (the courtroom) and their adventures
there. To be fair, I must state that this image is somewhat of an exaggera-
tion, but I will present quotations from a scientist (Marvin Wolfgang) and
a lawyer (David Sive) to demonstrate the existence of ethnocentrism in the
literature.
A second characteristic that permeates the literature is the presumption
that knowledge is or can be "objective"; for example, a scientific finding
would be the same thing to all people: not just scientists, but also lawyers.
Yet, as we concluded at the end of the chapter on the cross examination of
Dr. Ashenfelter, it is only among scientists that a scientific finding might
be passed around, giving off the same appearance to the different people, as
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if it were a solid and durable object, like a rock. Outside the scientific
community, however, the scientific finding appears different (because of the
different, non-scientific cultural and institutional forces operating on the
new people who are looking at it). No longer a rock, it is no longer solid
in form or "objective", its form now changing with the human subject behold-
ing it. An equivalent way of saying this is that the literature presumes
that knowledge is homogeneous across different communities, whereas this
study has demonstrated that, for example, a "finding" in the scientific com-
munity comes to mean something quite different in the legal community. (Per-
haps, someday, when there is a rule of evidence requiring that scientific
testimony be evaluated according to its own conclusion-oriented, scientific
criteria, scientific knowledge may retain its scientific form or objectivity
in the courtroom. However, until such a rule comes into existence [and by
no means is it certain that this may happen], scientific knowledge will re-
main different things to scientists and to lawyers.) We will look at
examples of this presumption in the literature.
A third characteristic of the literature has to do, again, with the lack
of detachment of the writers, particularly when they reflect on "What is sci-
ence?", "What is law?", and "How do science and law compare?". The metaphor
of language which this study has relied on is useful for illuminating the
problem here.
My ability to speak English will, by itself, hardly qualify me as a lin-
guist, or as a grammarian of the English language. Yet, many scientists
believe that their ability to "speak" science automatically qualifies them
to draw observations about science in the way that a philosopher of science
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would; lawyers behave similarly. Yet, unless they possess or capture the
philosopher's imagination, these scientists and lawyers may analyze science
and law no more ably than an everyday speaker of English may analyze the
English language in the way that a linguist would. One's ability to speak
a language does not automatically qualify oneself as a linguist; the linguist's
ability is made possible by the greater degree of detachment he invokes in
his observation and analysis.
Thus, scientists (and lawyers) who contribute to the literature on the
role of scientific testimony draw conclusions about science that (in my humble
opinion) are questionable. The conclusion that I object most strenuously to
is that (1) the social sciences are not yet as "scientific" as the natural
sciences, and (2) this lack of scientificity is the source of problems between
social scientists and lawyers in the courtroom.
As already stated in chapter two, my position is that scientificity is
a quality residing in the form, not the substance, of a theory. Cross-cul-
tural miscommunication between scientists and lawyers is the consequence of
the difference in the logical forms between science and law (justification
being conclusion-oriented in the former, and premise-oriented in the latter);
it is not the consequence of the fact that, due to the apparently greater ac-
curacy of their substantive portrayals, natural-science theories survive more
often the rigors of justification than do social-science theories. According
to this study, even if the theories of social science were someday to become
as successfully predictive as the theories of natural science, the clash in
logic between social science and law would remain the bottleneck in communi-
cation between the two cultures. Indeed, even today we observe that the "pre-
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dictive" theories of natural science are nonetheless stonewalled in the court-
room (in environmental litigation, for example), just as the theories of social
science are. In this literature commentary, I will give examples of articles
that exalt the substance of social science over its logical form as the reason
for its limited reception in the courtroom.
The exaltation of substance over form is just one problem that follows
from that lack of detachment in the literature. Another problem is that so-
cial-science writers and legal writers often compare science and law by making
statements that, in my humbel opinion, are (again) questionable. (Either I am
wrong, or my contribution to the literature is increased in value.) I will
provide examples from the literature.
Finally, it would be presumptuous on my part if I claimed to be the
only "linguist" of cross cultural communication between scientists and lawyers.
I am not. However, while there are other observers who invoke the same or
greater degree of detachment that I do, none has observed or articulated the
clash between the premise-oriented justification of law and the conclusion-
oriented justification of science. (The reason for this, of course, may be
that my theory is mistaken.) Citations of articles from the literature will
be given.
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8.1 Ethnocentrism in the Literature
Marvin Wolfgang, Professor of Sociology at the University of Pennsylvan-
ia, provides a reflective, autobiographical account of his experience on the
witness stand. While an eminent and qualified sociologist, Wolfgang none-
theless manifests ethnocentrism with regard to the legal community in his
article, "The Social Scientist in Court" (The Journal of Law and Criminology,
65:239-242 [1974]):
It was further brought out under cross examination that
Garland County, in which Maxwell [the black defendant,
accused of rape] had been tried, was not included in
the survey sampling of Arkansas counties. [Wolfgang
had used a stratified random sample to refute hypothesis
that "Among all defendants convicted of rape, there is
no significant association between the race of the
defendant and the type of sentence."] The state argued
that failure to include Garland County was a fatal er-
ror, that the generalized conclusions drawn from [Wolf-
gang's] Arkansas rape-death penalty study could not
apply to the Maxwell case.
Based upon my own research, this conclusion was
absurd. We had taken a carefully drawn random sample ...
The social scientist who becomes involved in testi-
fying and displaying research evidence must also be
prepared for opions that contravene the traditional
scientific cannons of response ... [Judge Henley] an-
nounced in his decision that the 'variables which
Dr. Wolfgang considered are objective ... broad in
instances ... imprecise ... Discrimination moreover is
a highly subjective matter [and might not] be detected
by a statistical analysis ... Statistics are elusive
things at best, and it is a truism that almost anything
can be proven by them.' These are common assertions
made by persons who are not social scientists trained
in statistics. Yet, the social scientist who becomes
involved in testifying in this area must be prepared
for arguments and decisions that are political or that
reside in legal vicissitudes outside the framework of
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social science inquiry and evidence. [Emphasis added,
page 244.]
From a legal viewpoint, was Judge Henley's conclusion absurd (namely,
the conclusion that the failure of Wolfgang's sample to include the perti-
nent county rendered Wolfgang's study inapplicable)? Surely from a scientist's
point of view, it was absurd; however, for Wolfgang to write off Judge Henley's
decision as being merely "political" or being a "vicissitude" is for Wolfgang
to be projecting ethnocentrically his scientific values, standards, and ex-
pectations onto a man not from the scientific culture. Judge Henley, in my
view, is not so much one of those "persons who are not social scientists
trained in statistics" as he is a person trained in the traditions of his own
legal culture. Wolfgang came to see Henley not for what he was, but for what
he was not.
David Sive, a lawyer with the Park Avenue firm, Winer, Neuburger & Sive,
wrote an article, "Scientists in the Courtroom", which appeared in the volume,
Scientists in the Legal System (edited by William A. Thomas, Ann Arbor: Ann
Arbor Science Publishers, 1974, pp. 103-108). Sive's attitudes is nothing
less than presumptuous; he is ethnocentric to the extent that he may be
called a legal supremacist:
Most scientists should recognize, and many of them
will understandably have difficulty doing so, that, wrong
or right, the basic theory is that by this testing of
witnesses the best result ultimately will flow from
the legal proceeding. True, many attorneys may appear to
be discourteous or even abusive while doing this, but the
better expert witnesses merely consider these instances
as characteristic of attorneys' zeal and do not let it
interfere with their reasoned answers. [Emphasis added,
p. 107]
Any scientist who is qualified to act as an expert
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can further the judicial proceedings by merely paying
attention to the rules of procedure while he is testi-
fying. As the scientist gains experience in the
courtroom and appreciation for the methods by which
the proceedings are handled, he will contribute even
more to the process and enjoy being a part of the pro-
ceedings rather than on the sidelines. [Emphasis
added, p. 108]
To be fair, I acknowledge that Sive recognizes difficulties in communication
between lawyers and scientists. However, to blame the scientist by placing
on him the burden of "paying attention" and to presume that "the best result
ultimately will flow from the legal proceeding" is nothing short of high-
handed ethnocentrism. Clearly, Sive is projecting his own legal notions of
how the world does and should operate. Accepting his rules, the obedient
scientist would even "enjoy being a part of the proceedings."
I have cited Wolfgang and Sive because their attitudes exemplify drama-
tically the ethnocentrism which I find in the literature and which, at the
same time, distinguishes the literature from the approach taken in my
study.
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8.2 The Literature's Presumption of "Objective" Knowledge
The literature presumes that knowledge is homogeneous across the scienti-
fice and legal communities, whereas this study (particularly the analysis of
the Ashenfelter cross examination) refutes any such presumption. There
are numerous examples of this presumption in the literature.
Theories, assumptions, hypotheses, realiability and
validity are concepts that can be readily transferred,
without distortion of meaning, from the scientific
treatise to the courtroom. [Wolfgang, p. 247]
Judges should profit from other disciplines. In a sense,
a judicial decision represents social science in action.
Judges should require more knowledge of the social sciences
to enable them to fulfill their policy-making function of
using law as a means to the ends of serving society wisely
and to its good. [John Minor Wisdom, Judge, U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, in his article, "Random
Remarks on the Role of Social Science in the Judicial
Decision-Making Process in School Desegregation Cases,"
Law and Contemporary Problems, 39:148 (Winter 1975).]
To give a simplistic answer to a difficult question:
the role that the social sciences ought to play in the
judicial decision-making process is, of course, the same
as the role of any other science, whether medical, elec-
tronic, or atomic. In short, all sources of human
information and knowledge properly contribute to the
determination of the facts. [J. Braxton Craven, Jr.,
Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, in
his article, "The Impact of Social Science Evidence on
the Judge: A Personal Comment", Law and Contemporary
Problems, 39:151 (Winter 1975).]
... I would say that a comprehensively and properly
trained social scientist would have all he needed ex-
cept newdata to be a good lawyer and vice versa. [Michael
Shriven, Professor of Philosophy, University of California,
Berkeley, in his article, "Methods of Reasoning and Justi-
fication in Social Science and Law," Journal of Legal
Education, 23:189 (1970).]
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Questions of social principle and social fact are
also in the domain of moral philosophy,logic, and be-
havioral science. Legal processes, therefore, entail
inquiries thatare in form and content no different from
the inquiries that are the subject of these disciplines.
Legal inquiry differs in the practical significance that
attaches to the answers to the questions. [Geoffrey C.
Hazard, Jr., Professor of Law at the University of
Chicago School of Law and Executive Director of the
American Bar Foundation, in his article, "Limitations
on the Uses of Behavioral Science in the Law," Case
Western Reserve Law Review, 19:72 (1967).]
... social science can add valuable information and opin-
ion to responsible judging--pragmatic, principled, or
otherwise. Social science, therefore, is entitled to a
respected place in the halls of justice. The study of
people and their problems is a natural prerequisite
of the legal decision of problems among people. [James
B. McMillan, Judge, U.S. District Court, Western District
of North Carolina, in his article "Social Science and the
District Court: The Observations of a Journeyman Trial
Judge", Law and Contemporary Problems, 39:163 (Winter
1975).].
I wonder how Dr. Ashenfelter or Dr. Laws would have reacted if they had
read these quotations right after having completed their cross examinations.
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8.3 Exalting Substance Over Form
It is the logical form of science, not the substantive content of its
theories, that is responsible for limiting the utilization of both natural
science and social science in the courtroom. In this regard, this disserta-
tion stands apart from the literature, which takes the stance that social
science will become better utilized as it becomes more like natural science.
My position is that social science, no matter how predictive it may ever be-
come, will continue to be stonewalled in the courtroom (just as natural
science is now). I provide a few examples of the literature's position:
Limitations within the state of knowledge of the expert's
own discipline are an obvious source of error ... In such
cases, the law can aspire only to the "best" answer that
the existing state of scientific knowledge permits.
[Harold L. Korn, Professor of Law, S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo,
in his article "Law, Fact, and Science in the Courts,"
Columbia Law Review, 66:1092 (1966).]
A profound skepticism has crept into the relationship
between law and the social sciences, a skepticism I
share. For every judge who relies on policy research,
there is another (or occasionally the same judge in a
different case) who decries reliance on the vagaries
of social science research in constitutional adjudi-
cations.
The source of the law's newfound sense of indepen-
dence from the social sciences lies ... in the realiza-
tion that the social sciences are also suffering from
a crisis of legitimacy, one that perhaps runs deeper
than that in the law. There are widespread doubts in
the scientific, legal and political communities as to
the objectivity, maturity, and relevance of the social
sciences to the constitutional decisions rendered by
the courts ...The social sciences, for all the advances
they have made, are in many ways pre-sciences. Greater
knowledge and more sophisticated research techniques
do not yet lead to a convergence on particular paradigms
as in the physical sciences; rather, they lead at best
to complexity and the promulgation of conflicting paradigms ...
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In the light of the shortcomings of modern social
science, it would be convenient, both for jurists and
for legal scholarship, if the ties between law and so-
cial science could be completely severed. [Edgar G.
Epps, "The Impact of School Desegragation on the Self-
Evaluation and Achievement Orientation of Minority
Children", Law and Contemporary Problems, 42:71-73
(Autumn 1978).]
[Social Scientists] should not parade in the garb or
language of the empiricism of the physical sciences.
As Anthony Giddens is supposed to have remarked,
"those who still wait for a Newton of the social sci-
ences are not only waiting for a train that won't
arrive, they're in the wrong station altogether."
[James M. McPartland, "Desegregation of Elementary
and Secondary Schools", Law and Contemporary Problems,
42:109 (Autumn 1978).]
I would not have the constitutional rights of the Ne-
groes--or of other Americans--rest on any such flimsy
foundation as some of the scientific demonstrations
in these records ... [S]ince the behavioral sciences
are so very young, imprecise, and changeful, their
findings have an uncertain expectancy of life. Today's
sanguine asseveration may be cancelled by tomorrow's
new revelation--or new technical fad. [Cahn, Juris-
prudence, 30 N.Y.U. Law Review 150:157, 167 (1955), as
quoted by Betsy Levin and Philip Moise, "School Dese-
gregation Litigation in the Seventies and the Use of
Social Science Evidence: An Annotated Guide," Law and
Contemporary Problems, 39:53 (Winter 1975).]
Justice Frankfurter: ... [We] are here in a domain
which I do not yet regard as science in the sense of
mathematical certainty. This is all opinion evidence.
Mr. Greenberg: That is true, your Honor.
Justice Frankfurter: I do not mean that I disregard it.
I simply know its character. It can be a very different
thing from, as I say, things that are weighed and mea-
sured and are fungible. We are dealing here with subtle
things, very subtle testimony. ["Oral argument in Gebhart
v. Belton, 347 U.S. 483 (1954)" as quoted by Betsy Levin,
"School Desegregation Remedies and the Role of Social Re-
search," Law and Contemporary Problems, 42:1 (Autumn
1978).]
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These quotations suggest a good hypothesis by which to test this
study's theory of scientist-lawyer communication: if the theory is accurate,
then we should not observe any improved utilization of social science in the
courtroom as social science becomes more mature, more like physical science,
less imprecise, less changeful and, of course, more fungible.
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8.4 Questionable Statements About Science and Law
If Popper, Kuhn, Schutz, Nagel, Dewey, and Pound are to be believed
(or if my interpretation of these scholars is to be believed), then the
distinguishing trait between science and law is the way in which they pro-
ceed with justification. Premising this notion, I find some of the litera-
ture's characterizations of science and law to be questionable. First,
consider the following two cases.
From the perspective of the science court, the principle
difference between scientific and legal methodology is
that a legal judgment is binding upon the parties.
[Jeffrey N. Martin, J.D., Harvard Law School, "Procedures
for Decisionmaking Under Conditions of Scientific Uncer-
tainty: The Science Court Proposal," Harvard Journal on
Legislation, 16:442, note 8 (1979).]
A scientific demonstration, to be accepted as such, re-
quires an agreement of much the same kind as any other
procedure for establishing a proposition of fact or of
principle. If someone refuses to accept the evidence of
the senses, or rejects the influences that might be drawn
from it, there is no scientific way to overcome his re-
fusal.
And if science requires, by its own terms, that its
verdict be voluntarily accepted, then scientific
method has little or no place in the direct processes
of legal decisionmaking. This is a fundamental limita-
tion on the uses of behavioral science in the law.
[Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., pp. 74-75].
I believe that Martin and Hazard are mistaken. They both ignore the in-
stitutional forces that pervade the community of scientists. These forces
help transmit the state-of-the-art theory from member to member in the com-
munity, sanctioning the theory's application in research and in teaching.
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These institutional forces comprise the object of study of the discipline
called the sociology of science. Popper refers to these institutional
forces in his phrase, "mutual rational control" [emphasis added], and Kuhn
explains scientific progress in terms of what the scientific group values,
tolerates, and disdains. It is these institutional forces that render a sci-
entific theory binding on scientists; the verdicts of science are hardly
"voluntarily accepted" by scientists at all. Michael Polanyi has written
about the binding influence of the institutional forces of science on him-
self, regarding one of his theories which the scientific community had
rejected (but, also, which the community only later came to recognize as cor-
rect):
Even as professor of physical chemistry at the Victoria
University of Manchester, I was unable to teach my theory.
Undergraduates would have expected to be examined on it.
But examinations were set and marked by a committee that in-
cluded an external examiner and members of the teaching staff
junior to myself. I could not undertake to force on them
views totally opposed to generally accepted opinion. A
system of collegiate examinations severely curtails the
teaching of views tyat conflict with currently dominant
scientific opinion.
The basic problem with the statements of Martin and Hazard is that they con-
ceive of science primarily as a system of logic. They do not explicitly
account for the necessary role played by the institutional
forces, which render the system of logic into something that is really more
like a language.
As a third example, consider:
... scientific reasoning relies primarily on induction ...
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[Donald W. Large and Preston Michie, "Proving that the
Strength of the British Navy Depends on the Number of
Old Maids in England: A Comparison of Scientific Proof
and Legal Proof," Environmental Law, 11:584 (1981).]
Large and Michie define induction as "reasoning from particular experiences
to general truths", which is a practice that Popper and Kuhn would oppose.
Writes Kuhn: "But neither Sir Karl nor I is an inductivist. We do not be-
lieve that there are rules for inducing correct theories from facts, or even
that theories, correct or incorrect, are induced at all." 2 I believe that
Large and Michie (who, incidentally, refer to R. Pirsig's Zen and the Art
of Motorcycle Maintenance [1975] as their source for philosophy of science)
are mistaken.
As a final example, consider:
To the extent that there is "a method" of reasoning in
the law, it is the same as that in science--it is the
rational method. [Emphasis in the original, Schriven,
p. 198.]
How do I dare disagree with Schriven, a Professor of Philosophy at the Uni-
versity of California? I dare in a justifiable way: using my conception of
law and science (a conception different from Schriven's), I had formulated a
theory with falsifiable hypotheses, and I then refined the theory, but main-
tained its falsifiability while, hopefully, increasing its accuracy.
What ultimately determines whether my study is a valuable contribution
to the literature will be, first, its ability to withstand attempts to refute
it and, second, its ability to serve as the basis for an improved (but still
falsifiable) theory, in the event that it happens to be refuted.
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8.5 Parallel Efforts in the Literature
So far, the commentary on the literature may be giving the impression
that the literature contains no insightful research. This impression is
far from the actual case.
Other researchers have recognized, in ways that parallel this study,
that there are differences between law and science. However, I have dis-
cerned in their work no counterpart to the notion of premise-oriented
justification v. conclusion-oriented justification, or the notion of cul-
tural and institutional forces. These articles are "Law and Science as
Rival Systems" (Lee Loevinger, University of Florida Law Review, 21:530-
551 [1966-67]); "The Scientist as Expert Witness: Why Lawyers and Scientists
Can't Talk to Each Other" by James Friedman (Jurimetrics Journal, 18:99-106
[Winter 1977]); and "Understanding Legal Thinking" by Vilhelm Aubert (in
Law and Society, ed. by , pp. 144-148).
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Chapter 9 The Role of Knowledge in Policy-Making
The purpose of this chapter is simply to provide the reader with some
perspective. I will answer the question, why did I choose to conduct the
inquiry that I did?
9.1 Background and Motivating Interests:
My undergraduate education was in Engineering. My graduate education
has been in planning and public policy. The motivation for the professional
emphasis in my education has been a concern for problems and problem-solving.
Traditionally, the professional approach calls for the application of
problem-solving methods while focusing one's attention on a substantive
problem in nature or society, like environmental pollution or employment
discrimination. While initially embracing the professional approach, I
later shifted my focus from substantive problems to the act of problem-
solving.
I believe that acts of problem-solving are not as well understood as
the problems to which they are applied. As a result, problem-solving often
becomes a substantive problem in itself, equally deserving as an object of
inquiry and problem-solving activity.
I have been fascinated by the particular form of problem-solving that
professional schools of planning, public policy, and management call "policy-
making". The problem-solving method that these schools espouse is the
scientific approach. The core of their curricula is economics, sociology
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(usually in the form of organizational behavior), and statistics. Whether
or not the scientific approach is appropriate for policy-making has remained
a largely unquestioned assumption; however, in this study, I opened up this
assumption to scrutiny.
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9.2 The Rationalist Belief
Over the course of my education, I have generally encountered the fact
that my colleagues (student and faculty alike) usually accept, as a matter
of common sense, that there is an unrivaled value to the scientific approach
in policy-making. (Invariably, their response to my concern, whenever I
have worked up the courage to question their common sense, was that it was
silly even to suggest an "unscientific" approach.) I have come to charac-
terize these coleagues as devotees of "the rationalist belief". I have also
sensed these devotees throughout the many fields of policy-making, whether
they call it planning, decision-making, problem-solving, policy analysis,
management, adjudication, or administration.
There are variations to the form the rationalist belief may take, but
they are all built around the same kernel. The kernel is a depiction in
which the rational application of social-science knowledge does, can, or
should play a central role in policy-making.
According to the rationalist belief, there is a knowledge-base of facts,
scientific findings, data, information, research, and rational judgments.
Allegedly, successes in policy-making take place when such knowledge is ap-
plied to a problem, solving it. Failures in policy making result when such
knowledge is applied improperly or is unavailable to be applied at all.
Whether in explaining successes or failures, the rationalist belief gives
scientific knowledge a central role in its depiction of how policy-making
takes place.
I single out three positions to illustrate the rationalist belief.
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1. Political decision making is irrational. According to this position,
policy-making in the political arena could be made rational if political de-
cision makers received social-science knowledge as the basis on which to
design a course of action; as it currently stands, however, such knowledge
is used instead as ammunition for defending or attacking a course of action
that has already been decided on. This position holds that if social-science
knowledge must be used in this way at all, it should at least be deployed to
quell the irrational opposition, whereupon it could proceed with the job for
which it is intended: providing a factual and logical basis for policy-making.
2. Insufficient knowledge causes policies to fail. Suppose there is a
situation in which the attempted application of social-science knowledge does
overcome political barriers. Suppose further, however, that the problem at
hand persists. How would the rationalist belief explain this (for example,
our society's inability to deal with the simultaneous problems of high infla-
tion and high unemployment)? The rationalist belief would pin the blame on
faultiness in the knowledge (Keynesian economics, it is claimed, is inadequate
to today's economic woes) and would therefore recommend an overhaul of the
knowledge base (hence, supply side economics).
3. More knowledge is better. Better predictive power will come to
social science with continued research. Someday, social science will control
the problems it currently finds unmanageable: crime, mental illness, discri-
mination, unemployment, inflation, productivity, housing, transportation,
poverty. The position here is part and parcel of the more general notion
that the scientific approach is capable of delivering us from the evils of
the physical world: disease, starvation, pollution, scarcity of resources.
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Scientific knowledge is technology for making things better. "The growing
importance of the undisciplined problems facing public officials and social
scientists is an argument for increasing efforts to use social science to
cope with these problems, rather than dismissing the only technology that
government has at hand."1
These three positions and the rationalist belief in general are usually
held to be true beyond all question. They are accepted as matters of common
sense. What is there in the belief for me or anyone else to dispel?
I question the rationalist belief because I feel its depiction of
policy-making to be lacking. I am not convinced that, as a general rule,
social-science knowledge does, can, or even always should play a central role
in how policy-making takes place. I have two basic objections.
First, the rationalist belief depicts policy-making as an activity that
individuals perform through the exercise of their free wills. Such a depic-
tion is not incorrect, but it is incomplete. It ignores the structure of
defined opportunities and constraints which an individual policy-maker en-
counters as ready-made, and hence given to him, when he appears on the or-
ganizational scene. It also ignores the ingrained ways of thinking that the
policy-maker, as a product of his profession's cultural forces, carries with
him to the organizational setting. In short, the rationalist belief's
depiction of policy-making underrates (if it acknowledges at all) the
cultural and institutional forces that operate on a policy-maker's behavior.
The rationalist belief thus has no explanation for the fact that judges and
lawyers do not understand or apply inferential statistics in the way that
scientists do, except possibly the explanation that these judges and lawyers
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are being absurd and irrational.
Second, I object not just to the rationalist belief's exclusion of
structural (that is, cultural and institutional) forces from its depiction
of policy-making, but also to the manner of the exclusion. Proponents of
the rationalist belief summarily dismiss these forces as "politics". I
concede that this label identifies, in small part, the structural forces
to which I refer, but I feel the label to be unjustly deprecatory.
It depicts the playing out of structural forces as if such a process
were a third-rate alternative to the reasoned judgments of individuals.
It brushes aside "political" forces as it they were incidental to the "real"
process of policy-making, which it envisions as the rational application of
scientific findings or other "objective" information.
Such a depiction, I believe, is a wholly inaccurate map of the terri-
tory--that is, the territory of how policy-making actually takes place. As
the theory of scientist-lawyer communication reveals, structural forces are
not incidentally bothersome to the social activity of policy-making, but
constructively provide the very framework according to which it unfolds.
In the light of this dissertation's analysis of judicial policy-making, I
dare say that if anything is incidental, it is the role of social science,
whose significance, if any, in policy-making is set up in large part by the
structural forces. If we go so far as to equate the structural forces to
the policy-making process itself, we might say that it is policy-making
which makes the role of social science possible, rather than the role of
social science which makes policy-making possible. To assert otherwise, as
does the rationalist belief, would be to make the tail wag the dog.
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At this point, it may be helpful to address a concern that many of my
colleagues have raised: Does the courtroom pose a situation that is repre-
sentative of the scientific approach in policy-making? After all, not all
policy-makers are like lawyers and judges, and the role of scientific ex-
pertise in this setting is mediated by the rules and machinations unique to
the courtroom.
Suppose I were to shift my focus away from the courtroom. On what would
I be focusing then? Scientific and other types of knowledge, when present
in the policy-making process, exist in one or another institutional setting.
If not the courtroom setting, then what other setting?
To return to an often-used illustration in this study, suppose that a
judge were interacting with a scientist not in a courtroom, but instead in
a seminar of graduate students in the scientist's discipline, or in a staff
meeting of scientists in a consulting firm. The institutional forces medi-
ating the scientist-judge interaction in the courtroom would be merely
replaced; the presence of institutional forces would not be eliminated.
There is no "pure" relationship between science and policy-making; "pure",
that is, in the sense of being free of institutional forces that mediate
the role of scientific knowledge. This is true whether the policy-maker
is a judge, planner, policy analyst, manager, architect, politician, social
worker, or other professional. In my formulation, the role of science is
always subject to the institutional forces (perhaps, the rules and machina-
tions) unique to the policy-maker's institution. The courtroom setting
merely illuminates, in the manner of a case study, the operation and the im-
pact of these forces.
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With regard to my motivating interest, judicial policy-making represents
but one instance of policy-making in our society. Just as judges and lawyers
speak their own language in their own culture, perhaps other professionals,
like managers, planners, politicians, social workers, etc., do the same.
If this turns out to be true, then what would be the practical significance
of social-science knowledge? What would be the use of teaching economics,
sociology (organizational behavior), and statistics in schools of planning,
public policy, and management? If professionals do not use social-science
knowledge, then what are the forms of knowledge that they do use? What
are the conditions under which such knowledge is more effective or less
effective in problem-solving? What, then, are the forms of knowledge that
should be taught in schools of planning, public policy, and management?
What is this artifact, called "knowledge", and what role does it play in
this social activity, called "policy making"? What is the research design
by which we, as observers, may formulate and test theories regarding these
questions? These are the underlying questions that motivate my long-run
research interests.
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9.3 The Sociology of Policy-Making and the Policy of Policy-.Making
The AT&T-EEOC litigation was but a single part of a larger process by
which the two parties negotiated and then implemented the Consent Decree,
which laid out the steps AT&T would take to promote equal employment oppor-
tunity for its female and minority employees. [See generally, Phyllis A.
Wallace, Equal Employment Opportunity and the AT&T Case, M.I.T. Press, 1976.]
With regard to the role of knowledge in the policy-making process that
produced and administered the Consent Decree, there was an organizational
distribution of knowledge: the knowledge of scientists, submitted to the
lawyers, was different from the knowledge of the lawyers, whose knowledge
was not the same as the knowledge contained in the Consent Decree, which took
on a different meaning to its implementors, practically none of whom were
present for the Consent Decree's formulation. In this example, the or-
ganizational distribution of knowledge deals with who knows what, what is
known, where in the organizational setting they are positioned, when they
are occupying those positions, and how the factors of who, what, where,
and when (in addition to the factors of the cultural and institutional
forces) mediate the communication of knowledge from person to person.
The organizational distribution of knowledge is similar to the economic
distribution of income; just as the income a person possesses may be ex-
plained by structural dimensions such as the person's race, sex, age,
education and experience, I believe that the knowledge which an individual
in the policy-making process possesses may be explained by the structural
forces that define the policy-making situation: the person's profession,
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the person's role or position in the organizational setting, the organization's
formal and informal rules, etc.
Just as the economic distribution of income can be rigid, the organiza-
tional distribution of knowledge can be rigid. Poverty can be no more easily
eradicated from society than the scientific rules of evidence may easily sup-
plant the legal rules of evidence in the courtroom.
The theme that emerges from this brief discussion is that the role of
knowledge (scientific or otherwise) in policy-making must be explained with
reference to the social processes in which it is embedded. Only after esta-
blishing a sociology of policy-making (that is, a diagnosis of how policy-
making in fact takes place) would it make sense to consider a policy of
policy-making (that is, a prescription for how policy-making should take
place.)
The rationalist belief amounts to a prescription that is not based on
diagnosis. In professional schools of planning, public policy, and management,
the rationalist belief prescribes the use of the scientific approach, as in
the form of economics, sociology (organizational behavior) and statistics.
I believe, however, that no diagnosis of the type I have been describing
has every been performed to support such a prescription. If the cross examina-
tion of the expert witness provides a representative window onto the fate of
scientific knowledge in the overall, policy-making process, then I would
speculate that the curricula of these professional schools are inadequate
to the task of preparing their graduates for multi-lingual, multi-cultural
organizational settings.
The remarks in this concluding chapter are, for the most part, specula-
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tions. Yet, they capture the puzzles and the problems that motivate my in-
quiry. My wish is simply for this study to make a contribution in the way
that I mentioned at the beginning of the chapter: By making available a
better understanding of the act of problem-solving, I hope to have the impact
of facilitating the solving of actual, substantive problems.
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